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the bottom.

tutes.

the architectural magnificence of that aris-

We do not say that a poor one

worse than none, but a skilled

and

is
suc-

TEMPERANCE.

meftin one heap of bloody fragments at

to have any but the best . attainable.’ So
with teachers and managers of the insti-

All this is future,

and so

is

tocratic height along the Hudson, whose

The following is an extract from a sermon by Rev. Joseph Cook in London. It

will speak for itself:

Ea

The | eastward rocky bastion we next skirt for
“You send up.a balloon from Hyde
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
several miles; embrasured with rock-cut “Park-on a-clear day; ard with nw glass
institutes
should
be
amply
provided
and
|
To whom all letters on bi ed, at Dover, N. H.of furnished, accessible to all teachers and street openings, and throwing out flying youcan see the homes of four or five milmoney, &o., should be address
foet-bridges across dizzy depths to the lions of men. Send up a balloon from
attended by all,
communications designed for publication
i
elevated
railway stations. Was ever such Central Park in New York city when the
WA cm
Editor The Morning Star, - Sunday-school institutes have been a
Dover, N. H.
:
:
a
ready-made
Olympus or Gibraltar for exe atmosphere is clear, and by the aid of a
great instrumentality in this “class of
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in them

hitherto is too many speeches on the abstract, and too little teaching by example.

The school and the institute for the time,
At
need to be combined. Thus with intelli- | also

gence, love for the work, and the needful
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facilities, education may be

Gently, gently, bear

Him, our loved and honored one,
Him for whom the nation pleadeth,
From the dawn till set of sun.

have

now a novel

and

Onpe-hundred-fifty-fifth street, we

at Macomb’s

old draw-bridge,

Dam—old

singular

opinion in relation {o the Indian policy.
It is that of General Ord, of the U. S.

Army, who has had considerable experience with the Indians near the border of

are

expletive for

no matter which.

The

city cqrs stop here, but the railway goes
on ovr
a graceful, new iron draw-bridge,

and occasional, not continual,

THE APACHES' REVOLT.
We

him gently,

most rapid,

pleasant and useful.

RIDE TO LONG BRANCH.
BY 10LA,

clusive Fashion lifted by Nature over a

great metropolis, above the reach of vulgar exhalations, operations and noises, as
this Washington Heights?

trains fol-

low it across the Harlem river into the
new upper part of the city, or annexed
district, and on thence through Westches-.
ter county and Connecticat, and towards
Boston,
Within a short distance spring
the lofty and beautiful arches of the High
bridge, on which the Croton
aqueduct

glass you can look-upon the homes of two

or three millions of men. Modern populations are massing themselves in cities.
The misgovernment of great towns under
representative institutions is a proverb.
The faster cities grow, the more rapidly do
we come into the need of this

battlement

around the edge of the roof of our new

house. Butitis a fact that on both sides the
sea the eities are growing faster than the
restof the population. London increases
faster than England, Berlin than Germany,
and Paris than Frarce, as well as New

York city than the

State of New York,

ruffian wanted Mr. ‘Arthur to be made

President, so as to * restore unity to the
Republican party.” Now, while we do
not hold Mr, Conkling responsible
for
Guiteau’s

crime,

we

do

not

believe

it

" We are sure that something ought tons
be doneto give better protection to the.
lives of men sp important to us, whom we

have placed in dangerous positions.
When there are political disturbances in

country, as
would have been committed had it not | the
was murdered,

been for the personal issue he had made

there were when Lincoln:

a President is to blame:

who does not try to take care of himself.
full of ‘and deny opportunity to the plotters of

with the President. The air was
faction. The atmosphere was charged
with passion, generated

at Albany; and

the poor fool in Washington, half-siarved,

a disappointed applicant for office, was excited by it in the most natural way, and
moved to this deed of bleod.
er

‘“ The fight of Mr. Conkling apd the

President has been a disgusting nuisance.
from the day in which he came struttin g
home, looking for a vindication.
~@\n example of such coarse self-conceit, prepos-

terous presumption, and insult to the
President and .the people, could ‘hardly

fail to have its effect upon a weak and

disordered mind, that has sympathetically

watched it. We cannot doubt that the

mischief

peace,

and murder;

when

withholding

but

in times

he can see no. reason

of

for

himself from the public and

placing restrictions upon his movements,
he should, we are sure, be controlled and*

protected in the interests; of the national"
safety. Now is a good time to pass a law"
and establish a regulation which every:
President hereafter will be botind to observe, in all his movements—not to protect himself from the cheap bullets of.

dead-beats and notoriety-hunters, but to.
insure to the nation, so far as possible, thelife that is so valuable to it.”
0-0-0

2

USES FOR WOMEN.
The best use to which a woman can.
be put is to be made the honest wife of
some good man and the judicious mother of healthy children. All the art and
learning that she can compass are not of
so much value to the world as the example
of a life passed quietly in the exercise of

Boston than the State of Massachusetts, President was shot by one weak man beand Chicago than the State of Illinois. In cause anodther weak man was trying to inMexico and who selected, at the request
Onward, onward with your burdens ;
passes over.
The river bends northward,
the United States we had only one twenty- jure his power, and in the attempt was
Death has almost seized his prey.
of the government, the White Mountain and grows romantic under a leafy, prefifth of our population in cities in 1800. disturbing his own party with factious domestic duties and social righteousness,
Mark the sunken pallid features;
reservation (in Arizona)for the Apaches. -cipitous shore, the rocky bastion of Wash| Now we have more than one-fifth. Some warfare. ‘This will not be a pleasant in the gift to the country of children who
Mark the signs of swift decay. ‘
It has been very generally conceded, ington Heights. still running northward
of your statesmen look across the Atlantic, medicine for Mr. Conkling to swallow, shall carry-on the national tradition of
Ah! the feeble hand is lifted,
that the government would have less higher and higher, until broken through
courage and generosity, of unselfishness.
|
andusay that there is not one American but it must be taken; and we hope it will -and
As his form is borne along,
virtue,— London Truth.
trouble with the American aborigines if by the Spuyten Duyvil. This terrible name
city of over 200,000 population that is well cure him of his folly. There was no conLifted as in benediction
the problem of their civilization were left belongs to the tame and harmless, generalThis excellent suggestion is not new..
governed. I repel that accusation. Never- spiracy of wills in the matter, but there
On the tearful anxious throng.
ly sluggish, channel that connects the
more to Christian missionaries, instead
theless
there is too much ground for it. was a conspiracy of causes and results, But does it never occur to the London
Heads are bowed in deepest reverence,
of driving them, at the point of the Harlem to the Hudson at the extreme
We are troubled by an ignorant and im- which the people have recognized with Truth that, if married life is to be held up
As the sali procession goes,
ne
bayonet, from one reservation to another northwestern point of the city. Under
|
temperate class, derived largely from an instinct both swift and sure. The as- to woman as her true profession, man
While from eyes unused to weeping,
patient
engineering,
to satisfy the avarice of white men, until General Newton’s
immigratién from all lands.
We have sassin’s bullet ought to have punctuated ought to give her the social right of proMany a silent tear-drop . flows.
the race shall have become extinct. In these counective estuaries, deepened and
posing marriage to the other sex? We:
the ship learned that we must educate them, and with a full stop the political squabble. submit that nothing can be meaner in
. Hasten! hasten! faster! faster!
view of this belief, it is somewhat start- straightened, are to complete
make
them
sober,
and
that
otherwise
in
The country had already had enough of
Put on speed! away! away!
ling now to be told, by the above named avenues penetrating and permeating the great cities our form of government will
man than to assure woman kindly, calm-it, and will never forgive its author.
metropolis
from
all
directions,
and
girding
Life and death are in the balance,
officer, that religious propagandism is to
be a farce. You will find, ultimately, in
ly, and profoundly that her true place is:
¢ There have been some very pleasant
Not a moment
for delay.
the central island core with shipping and Great Britain trouble in managing your
blame for a revolt in one tribe at least
to be a wife,and then coolly but firmly bid
busy wharves on every side.
cities, unless you reform the perishing things connected with this tragedy which her wait for that opportunity till some
and for the massacre of a number of
Bear him to the cooling waters!
and dangerous population,
;
ought to be noted.
It quenched throughBy that time, there is much reason to
Bear him to old Ocean’s bed,
man condescends to ask her. Suppose
soldiers. For this authority has declared
¢*
Is
there
anything
in
the
Bible
to
overout
theland
animosity
all
except that to
expect,
the'name
of
Fryer
will
have
supWhere the gentle healing breezes
asks
her.
Suppose
to a newspaper reporter that it is his
turn the two great principles recognized which we have alluded. There were not nobody. ever
Soon shall fan his aching head.
plemented that of Fultef, as the symbol of by the ideal commonwealth of old, that
a cruel fate has denied her personal
belief that the recent outbreak of the
immense improvement in the safety and the people are to be total abstainers, and elements of decency enough in that for charms or a dowry.
Suppose, instead of
What a scene! A uation watcheth!
‘Apaches was the result of attempts on the
The fight at Albany
celerity
of commerce.
Returning to the that they should be led by a priesthood of any such issue.
Thousands stand with bated breath,
“some good man” presenting himself,
part of their agent to force his doctrines present time and Macomb’s equivocal Dam total abstainers ?
could stop for nothing.
As they take the helpless sufferer,
she has a succession of offers from men
upon them, and that this propagandist once more, we find the novel three-wheel*¢ Consider that distilled liquors were
¢¢ But from North and South, from East who, each and all, have such defects of
From the very arms of Death.
“having encountered in their superstitious ed car, amphibious, resting high and dry not known in the world till the year 1150. and West, came nothing but expressio
ns
God have mercy!
hear our prayers!
respect for their high priest, or ‘ medicine on its ways. Its wheels are hollow globes The process of distillation came into Eu- of grief and tenderest concern for the character that even no man would care to.
rope at that date from the Moors. Suppose
* Hear a people’s pleading cries!
enter into partnership with them. Must
man,’ a serious obstacle, he therefore re- of sheet iron, set at the corners of a tri- that you were to sweep out of existence
stricken President and his family.
Par- she take the risk, now with a profligate,
Raise ngain to health and vigor,
solved to arrest the medicine man at all angle, with a deck at the height of their all distilled liquors, then you would ty animosities. were all forgotton in the
Him who now so prostrate lies.
now with a brute or a selfish pig, now
hazards,”
horizontal axes, and all these propelled by bring the world into something the condisentiment of humanity and brotherhood.
Raise the husband! raise the father!
Gen, Ord quotes from a local paper a small pair of-engines. The globes are tion in which it stood during the time of The same sympathy was felt for the suf- with a spendthrift, now with an incapable
our Saviour. The absence. of distilled
Raise the son—the ruler now!
which accuses the Rev. Mr. Eastman, six feet In diameter. They are armed with liquors would make the more terrible. ferer all over the world, and full and who can not earn living for one and much
Place thy healing hand, O Father,
less for two, now with an old mau blase
projecting
paddles
on
that
part
of
their
sur.
agent on the Navajo - reservation, of
forms of drunkenness and alcholic disease prompt expression was given to it.
On the sufferer’s wasted brow.
abd invalid? Truth’s article, which be-~
impossible. It was against the lighter
¢ foreing Christianity upon the savages face that walks the water. We are to see
“The inquiry naturally arises as to what gins with the above:quoted sentences, has
them
walk:
and
at
the
signal,
blocks
are
drunkenness
of
a
world
that
had
in
it
no
Let not hearts be crushed and broken;
in a thoroughly dogmatic manner.” We
can be done in the future to protect the for its title ¢¢ Man-traps.” How about the
Jet not all our hopes be vain;
have, of course, no means of judging of knocked away, a rope cast off, and as if distilled liquors, that the fearful biblical
denunciations
of drunkenness
were lives which are of such incalculable val- the
Lift the shadows that oppress us;
the spirit of a living creature were in the
¢ woman-traps”? Who takes the
the correctness of these charges, and we
The Bible denounces wine as ue to the nation. Itis mockery to say greatest risk in marriage, and is most
Raise him from his bed of pain.
wheels, they instantly move off down the ' launched.
do not know who the Rev. Mr. Eastman
a mocker, and proclaims that ‘the weak
that one man’s lifeis no more valuable likely to appear as a complainant in the
incline and glide out on the water without
Thus we voice the plea of millions,
strong drink of ancient times, at the ‘last
is, nor even to what denomination he bethan
another. In one aspect, perhaps it divorce court? Or suppose that the Lomdisturbance,
given
or
received.
All
turns
Wafted over sea and main.
biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an
longs. The Christian missions in Arizona
may not be so. To President Garfield, don Trutk's * good man” should turn up,
and situations, rough or smooth, are alike adder.
Save him, save him, O eur Father!
What
would
it
say
of
the
fierce
{are chiefly, we believe, in the hands of
to them, for they can present but one and poisoned potations of our day P
Give him back to us again,
life was no more precious than it is to any and the woman did not, would not, and
the Roman Catholics.
>
¢¢ Without claiming that the Bible ab- reader of this page, but the importance could not love him ; or,finally,that on some:
fein g6 ob
So
changeless spherieal surface to the water
It matters little, however, to the gov- in every direction, and its blows are dissi-| |solutely settles the question as to the
of his life to the country was greater than general prineiple of feminine obstinacy,
SCHOOL INSTIT UTES.
ernment, to what church the agent be- pated ®alike wherever and from whatever point I am discussing, I do claim that you
the life of any other man. The policy of she didn’t want to marry, at all? There:
have
not
proved,
if
you
are
a
moderate
longs, if the charge preferred against him quarter they strike, The car moves backmen who do not choose to marry.
i
BY PROF. J. J. BUTLER, D, D.
drinker, that it settles the custom on your the nation for the next four years—the are
Can not women also honorably choose
is well founded, It is important to the
ward or forward equally well, and with a side.
You are far from showing that constituency of the .administration in its not to marry?
.
;
One of the greatest improvements of cause of civilization that Christianity be
rudder, or by stopping a wheel on one there is anything in the example of our various departments—depended on the
in any of these contingencies,
And,
this progressive age is that pertaining to vindicated as a potent
and valuable side, turns as on a pivot. Those who have Lord giving the remotest justitication to
some of them highly probable, what is
;
schools. It does not require the recol- means, or instrumentality, of Winning the measured the progress with: a given ‘num- your use of distilled liquors and brandied continuance of his life.
woman to do but earn her living in the
¢«
What
is
to
be
done
to
protect
the
lives
wines.
Iam
grieved
with
an
indignation
lection of a very long life to recount the red man from barbarism; and in order ber of revolutions, assert that the aggreworld by industries for which God has fitevidences. We do not disparage the to this end Christianity can not be judi- gate travel of each wheel’s periphery very which I dare not express to the full, when of men of paramount importance to the ted her just as peculiarly as he has fitted
I hear preachers and church members
To say nothingof the interests man,and from which nothingexcluded her
scholurship of the olden time, or excel- ciously represented by a bigot or dogma- little exceeds the forward motion of the quoting the example of our Lord in sup- nation?
but: the-mean prejudice and contemptible-~
lence of former methods. But proficiency tist.
car or boat.
On this ground I have given port of the use of distilled liquors, which of the country in the matter, there is a
patronizing philosophy of those who
duty
which
it
owes
to
the
man
himself.
was often made under the most serious
We hope that General Ord’s opinions its movement the name of walking. But were not invented until the twelfth cenwould shut women up to domestic life
difficulties. The school buildings were are misconceived. He alleges, however, I have not verifled the statement. Before tury. If our Lord were in London or We elect a President, and we then placa with men not worthy of them ?
New York to-day, face to face with our him in a position of peculiar danger.
bad, and the discipline and instruction
Of course, abstractly, what the London
that this fault is not of singular occur- I had time to turn my attention to statis
resent drinking customs; if he were here
says about the ** best use’of woman
Truth
worse. Particulars are not needed on a rence, and says that ‘‘ he hopes to call tical experiments, or had long watched the in person as he isin spirit, listening to the Events have proved that it is not necessaof her than it is .
matter;so well understood. Still there are the attention of the Secretary of the Iote- evolutions of the water car, something cries of orphans and vidows; if he could ry that a President should be offensive is true; but it is no trueris of man. The.
of her than it
truer
no
grievous faults to be corrected, especially rior to the inevitable consequences of too broke, and all was up for the day. The | see how the best portions of our civiliza- or unpopular to make his postion one of best use to which a man can be put is be-tion are imperilled by those who fleece peril.
model is made too cheaply for telling exin some localities.
Any crazy man, or disappointed ing a good husband and raising good:
much gunpowder applied to Christianizing
the poor and sell to them strong drink,—I |
Aun important agent in these improve- a warlike people like the Apaches.” He periments. The boiler is insufficient to believe, on my soul, he would again, as loafer, who holds his life at a cheap price, children. To raise a perfect generation!
ments js found in the school institutes now admits that the Apaches have for fifty test speed. The globes are toe small to he did of old, knot up the whip of small can find easy access to the highest man, is the whole end of civilization. Bat the
not accept the same sauce
so generally provided. The teachers of generations been a nation of marauders carry well the weight indispensable for even cords, and purge the church-—shall I say whose life is of incalculable value to mil- Truth would
gander. Its view of marand
goose
for
a small power. They carry the car only from thieves? Yes, I will apply that term
city, country, or state, assemble
and
and that they are of such a savage dis- about twelve inches above water, while it to the whiskey ring. He would purge lions of people, and can murder him with- riage is that it constitutes the profession
spend a few days in study, interchange position that it is almost impossible to
The thing ought of one sex, but not of the other. This 15
the church of moderate drinking, and in out let or hindrance.
of thought and instruction from competent overcome their hatred for the white man ; should be eighteen. Their buoyancy might doing that he would only be giving ef- not so to be. We are notsure that the degrading to both. It raises monstros-of load.
ties of complacent selfishness among myer,
educators. - The opportunities for a pleas- but he states that they are very intelli- be doubled without much increase
ficacy to the texts,—‘ It is good neither to Tribune's suggestion—that the President
who regard that woman deficient in.
Besides, they are of too light
iron to be eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor anythin
ant excursion, social intercourse and
gent and claims for them the right of tight-riveted, and can not be kept from whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is of-g | should be accompanied bya body-guard womanliness who does not look upon a...
when out of his own house—is not a good life-long partnership ‘¢ with some good.
recreation, abundantly repays; but the
suffrage.
leaking. They free themselves of water, fended, or is made weak’; ‘Lead us not
one. ‘We van understand how offensive man” as
advantages for improvement furnished
a sweet boon, and the end
0-0-0
into
temptation’;
‘¢
Have
no
fellowship
$at their axis openings, when revolving,
this would be to a President trusting the of her being. The class ‘is- larger im:
are beyond price. After attending a
but when at rest the water accumulates in with the uvnfruitful works of darkness’; people and endeavoring to serve them
single exercise one can hut wonder how
NEW YORK LETTER.
¢ Do not drink wine, that ye may put dif- well and treat them justly, but insane England than here who regard: woman.
them and clogs and sinks them.
Conseas made for man, but not man fer
ference between holy and unholy’; ‘If men
NEw YORK, Sept. 16, 1881.
any teacher could willingly forego the
and fanatics are not to be trust- woman,
and
who
feel
that
the
quently, and with their disproportionate | meat maketh my brother to offend, I will
THE
WATER
CAR.
privilege, and’ pity those who have not
anywhere. We
presume
that only way to insure the superiority of one
load, the wheels are too far down in the | eat mo more meat while the world stand- ed
Mr. Fryer’s unique and original idea of
the opportunity.
eth.) He would knot up his. whip of it is not pleasant for the general of an sex to the ether is to distrust equality of
water to ¢¢ walk ” without slipping, much
The suggestions made in the institute a marine vehicle lies crudely embodied in a less to run fast. Still, the exhibit of their small cords, and use them in the name of army to keep out of the way of bullets in opportunities and of educational advan—
“& battle. He would rathér lead than dimay seem obvious and common place, model about twenty-five feet long, on the superiority in the capacity of hull, is quite those secular principles to which I have | rect his army ; bat ‘he must take care of tages. This is the effect upon men. Up~
on women, it is different. It impresses.
Harlem
river
at
Macomb's
Dam.
Maappealed.
The
necessity
of
temperance
a
s
yet’ are needed and valuable. A few
impressive.
The utter impossibility of a battlement to keep blood-guiltiness ‘himself, that he may be able to take care girls with the idea that marriage is neceshours here may supply what otherwise a comb’s Dam is so named in humdrous al- capsizing or sinking (the globes being of from the roof of the new house civilization of his troops.So the country can not afford sary, and they fall into a foolish panic
long and hard experience must furnish, lugion to the marked absence and even course built in nomerous water-tight com= is building, is giving large and some- | to permit its highest officer to expose lest they should ‘‘get left.” These are
himself unprotected to all the insane im- the ones who get so indecent in their
or u sad deficiency remains. Genins and impossibility of anything like a dam at that partments), the delightful equability of times unlimited political power to the pulses
abroad in the community. We’ struggle for matrimony that they set the
;
skill may indeed supply the
need, point. Some suppose, however, that the position and motion in all weather, and people.”
doubt whether the person of the Presi- traps of which the Truth complains. The.
referenge is to Macomb’s memorable power
el
but these all do fot possess.
Things
the high and dry situation of the superdent of a Republic is as safe as that of an prevailing notion of society, whieh is that.
in cursing ; while others maintain that it
ATTACK ON THE PRESIDENT,
| ernperor or a king. ,The divinity that of the London Truth, puts girls at a cer=
when suggested seem very easy, which
structure—in a large vessel of the kind, it
commemorates a Macomb who did not
The following pungent effusion is from hedges a king has its effect upon all the tain age in a pitiful frame of mind, which~
without the suggestion might never have know a dam from a draw-bridge. At least, is necessarily above the reach of the
minds
bred under the influences of a is shared by their mothers. Itis less sor
been thought of, or been learned without Macomb’s dam is a draw-bridge. But these highest ocenn waves—are obvieus points Scribner tor September. It, however, | monarchy, There is no * divinity” about: now
than formerly; and girls now spend
that need no demonstration.
much difficulty.
Wi
puts the matter in its true light and shows the office of‘ a President. He is a in educating themselves for self-support
are antiquarian speculations, and our spec- |
"”
'A
number
of
nautical
men
have
unreThere are two prime requisites in. edu- ulations here are to be post antiquarian, or
that something ought ot be done for the creation of the people. He is chosen and some of the years which were formerly
cation ; first to learn, second ‘tp impart. aquatic, rather. We are here to dip into gervedly approved the plan of the new protection of a man in the responsible po- placed in power by them, and they feel spent anglihg for husbands and worrying
Some fail in one, some in the other, some the [watery] future, buoyed and impelled craft. We are promised a North river sition of President, Hear its unmistaka- acertain sense of property in him and for fear they should not get a bite. But
power over him. He is from the people; many ill-starred marriages
are consteamer
on wheels,
next
spring.
The
fail in both, or succeed in both. There is on Mr. Fryer’s rolling spheres.
ble utterances:
:
and a low, disordered mind, with a pertracted now, in the face of great Jisks in
globes
are
designed
to
be
24
feet
in
, with most too much of mere routine. We
¢ At first view, it would seem that the sonal resentment to gratify, would not the character of the man, which would be
To get here, we climbed the elevated
have machine scholars and
machine railway stairs, and rode rapidly for a full diameter. This would make the whole ‘murderous attack on the President was hesitate to put a ‘bullet through his body. saved, if the young woman were assured’
We remember a short railway
ride, of independent position, and was free to
teachers. One goes through a whole hour along the chamber windows of the 60 feet wide and 120 feet long. The bottom ‘without political significance. Itis true
taken a dozen Years ago, from Potsdam reject or to accept. Nothing has done soof
the
car
or
vessel
proper,
if
not
unduly
it was not the result of a conspiracy. It to Berlin,.
course of study and learns very little! One city. This belongs to the future mainly,
A quiet-looking carriage much to cultivate domestic happiness in.
element of success with the teacher is to and is therefore germane. Especially so, weighted, would clear the surface of the is true that there was no wide-spread’ po- stood upon a side-track, waiting the arri- America as the elevation of woman to an.
water by not less than 8 feet.
That of an
have pupils thoroughly learn the lesson. the dizzy span that bridges the Manhattan. ocean steamer with 100-feet wheels, would litical discontent of which the foul deed val of the train. We were told that it equality with man in educational agdvan-Under the old system most of the text ville hollow, somewhere about One-hun- be 30 or 40 feet above the water. And yet, was the expression. It is true that it was was the royal car. It was added to the tages and attainments, and her consequent
train, and all the way to Berlin we saw advantage as § contracting party in mabooks were unsuitable, and the method of dredth street, bending around ‘the north- as it would be at least 25 feet wide, a six- not committed by a party enemy. Still, the people taking off their hats to this trimony.-. 7 hi equally the single
insbéuction equally; faulty. Ne wonder west corner of Central Park, on preposter- story hotel, with steam elevators and all there was a cause for it, and no one can car. On its arrival at the stationin Ber- woman, whose social position was once
school wa a task and a prison, instead of ous pipe-stem stilts nearlya hundred feet that, could be built on its deck, without fail to remember thav it occurred simul- lin, the train stopped just at the end of deemed inferior to her married sister's.
William leaped out It raises the standard ¢f the home, be-the enthusiastic exercise now so préva- high (for half a mile or so); from which ‘being top-heavy. Great speedis expected taneously with a shameful struggle in the depot, and King
alone and. walked to his carriage waiting- cause it teaches .that the perfect home.
you look far down on grey rocks and green
lent,
“ta
progress
at
Albany,
based
upon
a
personfrom the walking priweiple, without frie
ata private place of exit, and ‘was imme- is po less the concern ‘of man than
Our schools of all grades ‘may and market gardens cutup by curbed streets. tion, pressure and slippage. Speed will al difference with thePresident. There can diately
whirled offto his palace, unattend- of woman, and helps to correct the:
be little question that Guiteau sympathiz- ed. We believe he could do such a thing conceit that man has outside ‘of it aoy ,
should be much improved. Also. our From which, too, you look forward invol- not be aftécted by breadth of beam.
untarily to an awful moment when the
ed with the factious warfare led by Mr.’ more safely than any President could do purpose in life nobler and more impors
/School institutes, Teachers are good who long-strained
Wh
Vibr,
pipe-stems
,will
yield,
sway,
tant.— Springfield Republican.
Conkling, for his own personal ends. The that, or anything like it.
hould be better, and né school can afford and fall with ghastly crash of cars and
1
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powers and brings into action unsuspected resources, snd perhaps, in some
bestows new powers upon men
cases
called to new and

Bezaleel

was

great

‘filled

MM.

DAILY READINGS,
Free giving. Exod.
35: 25-35.

T.
W.
T.
KF.
S.
8.

More than enough given. Exod. 36: 1-7.
Offerings to be perfect. Lev. 22:17—25.
Gifts withheld. Hag. 1:11
David's offering. 2 Sam. 24: 18-25.
The widow’s gift. Mark 12: 41—44.
Giving isey. 2 Cor: 8: 1—-15;9:1=15.

GOLDEN

TEXT: —* God

fovelh

Exod.

35:

a

responsibilities.

25-35.

Torics—Giving with zeal; Giving accordng

to ability; Special skill given.

Notes and Hints.
Connecting

Link.—Afler

the people

had

worshiped the golden calf, God withdrew the
manifestation of his presence from them. This
caused them to mourn. Seeing them to be penitent, he directed Moses to pitch a tent * afar
off ” from the camp, into which he and Joshua
might enter to receive his messages to the peo-

ple.

Moses went again into the mountain and

received a new

copv of the Commandments,

after which he called

on

the people

for gifts

i% dor the tabernacle.

During his first visit to the mountain
Moses received God's commandment to
build a tabernacle, with full directions
for its construction, and also for the ordi-

nation of Aaron and his sons to the priesthood and the establishment of ‘all the
xeligious services connected withthe wor-

ship of

God.

The

people

having been

restored to divine favor through penitence

for their grievous sin, he now begins pre-

phring for the work

as directed.

Being,

work ; will, if need

be, quicken his wits
faculties,

HIG

his

If he is willing to give of such

as he has, according to his ability; if he
is willing to use the gifts God has given
him, with a loyal spirit, God will ‘bless
him in so doing, and will multiply the
value of the offering manifold, making it
rich in blessing to all who may: enjoy its
benefits.

Shall it not be?

It will be, if only every

to

(From Rev. DeWitt S. Clark.)

use for him the powers bestowed upon
us and the substance gained by our
fabors.” ‘Tt is for this reason we ought to
seek to accumulate property, namely,

The Lord’s offering should be immediate. The rugged common sense of society has approved and uttered it in
proverbial form: ‘¢ He gives twice who
that we may be able to do more for him.
gives quickly.”
Emergencies are not
Whatever we give to the Lord's cause will continuous. The. critical moment gone
be worth to that cause its full value in does but count a life lost, & fruitful plan
dollars and cents, whether wejgive will- defeated, some gracious hope dispelled,
ingly or unwillingly; but our own en- and the bitter regret comes that ¢ it
joyment in giving and the - spiritual in- might have been.”
fluence of this exercise on our hearts will
be greatly affected thereby.
The Mohammedans say, when one dies
To give willingly, counting it a privi- mortals will ask, ¢¢ What property has he
lege to be able
give something, is a left behind him?” but angels will inquire,
means of grace angl
of Christian growth.
“ What good deed has he sent before
‘We have a fine example of such giving him ?”
in our lesson t¢-day. At the word of
the Lord, spoken by Moses, to such as
Good wishes and approving words bring
svere of a « willing heart,” the people be- down no scales which turn with deeds.
&an to bring in their offerings for the ¢ Most men,” said Sidney Smith, ‘are
tabernacle. They brought of such things ready to act the good Samaritan, without
as they had, whether it was silver or gold, the oil and the two pence.” A five cent bit
«or blue and purple and scarlet and fine poorly represents fifty thousand dollars,
‘dinen,

skins of animals,

choice

woods,

and yet in the Lord's treasury there is apt

fragrant oils and
spices, or precious
stones. The choice treasures of every
household were freely and cheerfully
given. There was a holy zeal in the
work. It must have been an animating
sight to look upon, as the people came
from all parts of that vast encampment
‘bringing their gifts and offerings. Moses’
heart was made glad as he saw their
enthusiasm in the good cause. Would
that Christ's ministers might have like
occasion for joy now-a-days! Not that

The secretary of the Ohio State Sunday-school Union reports that there are
half a million children and youth in that
State wholly outside the Sunday-school.
Two thousand additional local district
Sunday-schools are needed in the two
States of Ohio and Indiana. Rev. C. N.

«costly churches might

that

Pond reports that in a day school only

the gospel might be preached every‘where, and all men might hear the good
mews of salvation.
II. ‘Giving according to ability.
This

three churches, there were found seventeen pupils, not one of whom belonged to

seems

to have

be built,

but

been the principle

by

which they were governed, unless every
one strove to see how much he could give
without regard to his relative ability.
Men and women brought jewelry and
ornaments; women brought the products

“of the distaff

and

loom;

the

rulers

brought precious stones; ‘and 80 every
ome contributed of such things as he had.

Everything was acceptable; no one was
deprived of the privilege of giving because be had nothing suitable to bring.
And so it is now. It is required ac-

«cording to that a man hath, and
wording to what he hath not.”
and gold have I none,” said Peter
«cripple at the temple gate, ‘but

to be a plethora of them. —Monday Club Sermons.
h-gn mg

ATi

three

0

miles

from

NEWS AND NOTES.

a village

containing

any Sunday-school. Union Sunday-schools
are needed to hold the corners of towns
and cross-roads for all the churches. In

a single county six union schools organized ten years ago have proved the germs
of living churches.
The Presbyterian Synod of Kansas
might properly be called the * Polyglot
Synod,” for within its

bounds, which ex-

tend over the Indian Territory, the gospel is preached by members of the synod
in no less than nine different languages—
English, German,
French, Bohemian,
Welsh, ;Cherok
Choctaw,
and Nez

not ac- Perce.— 8S. 5.
orld.
«Silver
Teacliors of younger children can not
to the
such as ‘be too often reminded that things which

Master's cause; all oan beoused by him

all will be scospted by him, ar

he will

8 their faithful use.

jecial skill given. lids 8 pe-

ature of God's dealings with men

: ond of bis method of sing them in his

primary classes are more apt to err in

giving too few, than in giying too many,
explanations. Are you quite, sure that
scholars understand all the common ex-

pressions which you use?—Sunday Sion
| Times.

one

to give till they felt it.
This giving of instruction and help,
you will feel. You are giving your ease,
your time, your patience, often so much of

Sach scarcely think the above question
pertinent; for they hear the best of stu-

the results of your life will tell of you, in
words of shame, of terror, of judgment.
Those witnesses never perjure them-

worst?

hand. If,0Oh mortal! your character is bad,

your good temper that what you keep is selves,
very bad indeed. The glow of benevolence mony.
and sympathy, which urges you to do a
charitable act, will rub'off in the friction

But if ease was sought for, why

nothing, andis therefore no sacrifice.

did

you begin this work? Your ease does
not demand that you shall lift the burdens
of your poorer brethren by so much as one

of your fingers.

Remember

that

No

man having put his hand to the plough
and looking back, is fit for the kingdom
of God.”

nor can

you impeach

their testi-

They will be heard by an impartial tribunal, and they will convict you as
a felon at the bar of God, from whose decision there will be no appeal.
Thy words, thy deeds, will come

forth

in their results again; then what they
tell will bring thy fate of endless Joy or
ceaseless pain:
*

+o

+e

MINISTERED RELIEF ASSOCIATION.
BY REV, B. As SHERWOOD,
a

—

It any class more than

another

to make provision for the widow

ought

and

fatherless it should be the ministry.
And while all thonghtfu! persons admit
the propriety "of this,—doing something
to aid the widows and children of deceased clergymen,—the difficulty comes
of knowing what to do.
* For twenty years our Methodist breth-

ren have been tryingto work out some
feasible plan for the above purpose, and
three years ago, I learn,
lished what is known as the

dents, they

say,

tell

about

the jovial

times, cane-rushes, &c., and if this state

of affairs exists among the best
dents what must be the influence

stuof the

-

m————eiidee
erie

MURDER WILL OUT!

:

Hence, they say, Ldo not care yw send
my children into the midst of such influ-

ences.

Permit

one

who

has

passed

through these schools and is acquainted
somewhat with their inside life and workings, to say a few words.
The moral and religious influences
in these institutions are of the highest
character,

It was in ore of our fitting schools, that

I sought and found Christ. Many others

| shared in the same glorious awakening.
Again, a very large percentage of the students in our denominational schools are
obliged to meet their own expenses. They
realize the value of time and money.
Their sole ambition is development.

Their very presence is an inspiration both
to the instructors and to the whole school.
These students come from our best New
England homes.

They come followed by

the prayers of parents and friends.
Hence they readily come into our meetings and there begin the better life. We
have regularly organized Christian associations composed entirely of students
and instructors.

they estab** Methodist
They feel that the work is their own
"| Ministers’ Relief Association.” So far as
{ and many take up the work nobly, and
BY REV. E. M. COREY,
I have looked into the working of this and consequently develop into our strongest
A venerable grey-haired man was talk- am able to judge,I must say that the plan Christian workers. Out of this number
ing with a merchant, one spring morn- seems excellent. I know of no other Mu- there are some who hear the call of God
ing, as both sat on dry-goods boxes. The tual Insurance Association equal to it" for and enter the ministry.
;
thing better than a stomach full of beef result of their conversation was that they Christian ministers. It combines a re- ~ In the college the work ‘is much the
and bread and a shelter. We all shrink concluded that it was rather common for spectable provision for the future on same. Religious work is under the difrom personal contact with the dregs of men to do the following things: Salt is grounds of economy, safety and benevo- rection of the Christian Association.
society.
This is true, friends, no matter put in wool to make it heavier.
The lence, while it carefully avoids pecuniary Meetings are held weekly or semi-weekly
No minister can receive with oécasionaliy a missionary meeting
how much we may try to dodge the mat- small apples are put in the middle of the speculation.
ter, and no one will discover it sooner barrel. A portion of lard is put in ‘the | personally any aid, at least, before he en- on Sunday; and the earnestness and
It adapts
than the objects of our aversion.
center of the butter jar. Wet wheat is ters the superannuated class.
heartiness with which most of our ChrisPoor ignorant Topsy, who did not got rid of by bringing to market one or itself peculiarly to ministers, since it tian students enter into the work would.
avoids all unecessary expenses, such as
know that she ever was born, touched the two bags.in a load of dry.
put to shame many Christians in our
large
salaries, exorbitant commissions,
root of the matter. - ¢* She don’t neither.
Providing such tricks are at all frequent,
churches.
Private work is also done
She wouldn't tetch me more'n a toad!” how disgusting itis. Notonlyare these ucts costly buildings, reckless investments, among the students—although not so
was her scornful answer to Eva's asser- small and mean, but also they are sure to etews ete. It is so adjusted that the aged much as ought to be done I confess,
tion that Miss Ophelia loved her.’
be detected. It is very stupid to descend and the youth are aided, and many who and as a result of all this labor a good
We are too apt to patronize. We to do them. Exposure follows very hard would be rejected by speculating insur- moral and religious influence is kept up.
ance companies, are tenderly cared for.
stand aloof and Offer our money, saying on the heels of the deed.
Consequently the most of those who comeé
It
is an institution founded on carefully
by our manner, ¢‘ Stand by thyself.” The
Crime either outwits itself or is outwitto us as Christians are kept from falling
deserving, self-respecting poor always ted by honesty, evenin this world. Yet it adjusted business principles and benevo- back, and occasionally we have the great
feel humiliated by the bestowal of money still hopes to be able to escape. It gives up lence. It gives the minister the benefit of the joy of seeing some come to Christ. for their relief, while there is another in prison its paste diamonds, its marvelous gain of godliness by lessening the death
There is not a single branch taught in
class who will resort to your known gen- hats rigged for six different shapes,
its silk rate, —a natural result of temperance prin- our fitting schools or colleges which has
erosity and credulity as their lawful stock cloaks that can be carried in a vest pock- ciples. It gives a death benefit of $1,000 an immoral bearing upon the students.
may not exceed eight
trade. The interests of both classes et, its saws in the heels of slippers, and for a sum which
Our schools do not make skeptics, but
would be better served by providing a other things of remarkable ingenuity, dollars each year.
quite the contrary. Our boards of instrucBut it will be remembered that the
way for some members of the family"to and then on the first escape tries it again.
tion are composed of persons of irredo something for which you can pay lib- But it is in vain, The very carriage of above association is for Methodist minis- proachable character. = All good and
erally, and still make them feel that they the criminal frequently exposes him. ters only. Hence it can not aid the wid- wholesome influences possible are brought
have earned it.
Two men saw in the first dawn of morn- ows and orphans of Free Baptist minis- to bear upon the students individually.
Suppose, for instance, the wife or’ old- ing a man running for the woods as if ters unless it be indirectly,—by aiding us Yet we do not claim that there are not
est girl of a needy family can wash. Let pursued. They organized a search and in forming some similar association.
bad influences brought to bear upon
Brethren, what do you say about this?
her try. Probably your clothes will found him before noon, 60 feet in the air
students.
We should
do wrong to
come home indifferently washed, badly stretched on a limb, like a squirrel hiding We are small in numbers, compared with claim any such thing.
But we do
ironed and perhaps strained and torn by, from the hunter. They did not know he the Methodist ministry ; but what of that? claim that there’ is not so much danger
careless handling. Point out the faults! was a criminal, except by his manner, The probable death rate of active minis- in sending youths to our schools as there
and-try again. If through your teaching but afterwards they found he had been ters is about one in a hundred ; hence the is in putting them to any trade or occupuand encouragement she becomes master robbing a store. He may have been a cost of mutual insurance would be the tion whatever. If your sons or daughof the art of laundrying, have you not green hand, but no man has wit or self- same each year whether there were one ters who attend school *“go to the bad” it is
provided a bulwark against future want control enough to repress every. sign of hundred, or five hundred in the associa- because they willfully and persistently
tion. For example, if there were one
and disaster to that family? Or take guilt.
resist and spurn the good and choose the
hundred men mutually insured
for
$1,000
some member of the family into service in
There are many ways in which characevil. ‘As muchas we need your pecunyour kitchen or on your farms. How oft- ter displays itself to shrewd observation. death benefitand one should die in a year, iary aid we need much more the presen do we see families of half-grown chil- Men show what kind of morals they have assessment on each would be ten dollars.
ence of your boys and girls in our schools.
dren perfectly idle, who might each earn by their-loves and hates. All things If there were five hundred mutually inDo not let us patronize other schools
something and who sadly need money hive their affinity. Bad people do not sured there would be five deaths in a year,
when we have such excellent schools in
and clothes! They may well echo the love good things, nor do good men love and each one would be assessed two dol- our own denomination.
3
language of those other idlers in the mar- that which is bad. That which we love lars at each death, which of course, would
be ten dollars a year, the same as in the
ket places, ‘‘ No man hath hired us.”
most is the index of our character. Do
A OONSEORATION.
Let a boy apply to a farmer for work. we delight to think of God, as the little above case. The objection of growing old,
‘Can you handle a team P" is the very first child delights to see the pretty flowers? and the number becoming less, and the
BY REV. W. H. WALDRON.
question. ‘Can you milk ?” ¢ Can you Are we fond of religious gatherings? Do death-rate greater, etc., has no reasonable
A pleasant’religious service was enplough?” What chance has the lad ever benevolence and mercy look noble to us, foundation. While we are all growing
old together, there are more births than joyed in the parlor of the writer, Sabbath
had to learn to handle a team, to milk or when they come in the form of opportuto plough? A harness is to him only a nities of work for us? If so the evident deaths, and more enter the ministry than P. M., Sept. 4, in the presence of some fiiBesides, teen persons. It was the consecration of
bundle of straps, and he has had no op- courses of our love will proclaim us as leave by death and otherwise.
portunity to struggle with the mysteries holy. That kind of life smells like roses should we be able to form among our- a child to Him who said: *‘ Suffer the
of blinds and breeching, of head-stall and and violets or fresh and dewy forests. selves a Mutual Aid Association, it could little children to come unto me, and forhame-strap. Generally when the farmer Christian character thus tells its story. easily be extended so as to include our bid them not,” &e.
Mr. John
Lithgow ' and wife, with
has gone through his list of questions the ‘‘ Holiness” when real does not need to brethren in New Brunswick and Nova
their two years’ old child, from Halifax,
boy stands confessed as knowing how to be labeled. 1t has no sign-board on its Scotia, and perhaps other bodies.
To some, an institution of this kind while spending a few days with us, exdo nothing useful but carry water to the forehead, and no trumpet to sound its
may
be wholly uncalled for so far as their pressed a desire that we should formally
men in the field.
own excellence.
Blind deformity may
Do you wonder that parents make no do such things, but holy perfection nev- personal needs are concerned, butto the consecrate their child to the Saviour. Beefforts to prepare their children to fight er! Neither does true holiness say, «I greater part of our ministry such a mu- lieving in the importance of such a serthe battle of life?
praise the Lord that he has made me per- tual association would make glad the vice, and that all children should be pubHow can a tradesman, confined to a fectly holy.” If he has, let men find it heart of dependent ones when left wholly licly consecrated to the Lord, the time
shop and blessed with an abundance of out, or let the Lord tell of it himself. to their own resources. It is no rare was soon fixed and the solemn service
exception for the companion of a minis- was profitably enjoyed.
nothing in the world but children, teach Holy Paul said, ‘‘I judge not mine own
‘We do not believe in ‘‘infant baptism,”
his boy farm work?
self, ForI know nothing against my- ter'who has fallen early in the battle, to
He is forced to spend ten hours of self: yet am I not hereby justified: but return from the - buriul to her humble, —do not believe that it is possible to adevery day and six days of every week he that judgeth me is the Lord.” Does rented home with no financial provision minister Christian baptism to an unconearning bread
to fill their hungry the perfect and glorious angel say, ‘‘ Be- for the future. Death came early, per- scious child, yet we do believe that all of
mouths, for it is a8 true now as it was in hold me! The Lord hath made me per- haps before the school debts were paid, the children should be formally and
heartily brought to Christ and consecratthe days of Mrs. Malloy, that
fect!” Even such vanity as that was and no further explanation is needed as
to the future. Besides, among the many ed, then trained *‘in the nurture and adnever
heard
of
in
heaven.
The
angel's
4 Children ain’t like pigs, you know,

perfections are seen from afar.

They will not pay the int,”

We frequently see the mother of such
a family poorly qualified for making both

ends meet—which

often, means making

one dollar fill the place of six—and without much ambition, as indeed how could
she have with her children like steps of
stairs and the steps close together?
There seems no hope for the girls, but to
grow up like their mother and make in
their turn poor housekeepers and weary,
wailing women.

are very clear to them may not be so clear
to their scholars. To the child just beginning to attend Sunday-school every
‘deed, need it be material substance at all. unusnal expression is a puzzle. ‘Why
«¢ Every wise-hearted man, in whom: the is Palestine called the Holy Land?”
Lord put wisdom and understanding to asked a little girl of her teacher the other
day.
“Is it because ‘there is no sin
There is a vivid pleasure in alleviating
"know how to work all manner of work
there?”
That was a very natural inter- present distress. To see famishing chil:
for the service of the sanctuary,” found
something to do there, found that his pretation to put upon the expression. Yet dren bountifully fed—to clothe their shivthe reason why Palestine is called the efing bodies with comfortable garments
skill was acceptable offering. And so it
Holy Land was so evident to the teacher —to place-comforts and small luxuries in
ds to-day. All the gifts and graces bestowed opon men, ‘ind women, all their| that she had used the phrase over and the reach of a destitute invalid—all this
4alents, and all the acquirements they are over again without thinking that it was -bas an exhilaration about it that is very
- enabled to make, are of value to the necessary to explain it. Teachers of pleasant. Out of our own experience we
i have give I thee.” . And that isall the
gospel requires. “Such as I have,” just
that and no more. How simple ! Nor, in-

width of her flounce, or diminish by

Goodness is positive and bears fruit. A merely negative man may Break out any time
on the bad ‘side.
He needs only some
suitable opportunity to show his evil

v7

He gives us opportunities

your

Is that a broad statement? Pray tell
me which is most valuable to you—monIf, now, the whole church of Christ ey which another has earned—or which
were possessed of, and animated by the you have earned in some congenial occuspirit that controlled the children of Israel pation—or time spent in that miserable
at this time, how grandly the cause of home, teaching its inmates a better way
God would move on in the world! What of living—breathing its unwholesome air
abundant resources would be laid at the and listening often to the violent and
Master's feet! What rich and varied talents abusive language
of its quarrelsome
would be brought into his service!
How members?
speedily would the gospel be proclaimed
It is none of the ideal poor I am talking
in every part of the world, the Bible be about—poor gentlefolks, those who have
carried to every human
dwelling, and seen better days—but tke poor as we find
the ¢¢ good news” told to every creature!
them every day, with no desire for anyone will cherish a *¢ willing heart” and
obey its instincts.
:
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY,

the

ness is added to his other miseries. You of daily contact and then you are workNo fortitude is
give clothing, soup or flour or a few dol- ing from principle.
lars, and so alleviate the distress. But needed to carry our burden in the dewy
this help does no permanent good. It morning hours, but he who scorns to lay
does not put them upon their feel in it down in the heat of the day, when the
shape to stand other ills. It is at best on- straining muscles cry for relief, shall
ly a stop-gap and at the next misfortune surely be blessed.
But all this is not easy!
Oh, no!
Far
they are equally wretched, equally helpless, and more of your supplies must go easier to carelessly bestow a few dollars
to keep company. with the first. And be- and never seek to know whether they.
sides this, you give what you can very were spent for food, or clothing, or sirong
well spare, what costs you, perhaps, drink at the corner gin-shop.

so that he

apparently, desirous of proving their
I. Men and women,
subjects and
loyalty to Jehovak, they respond heartily,
rulers, should give to God's service of
and we have in this lesson an account of
such things as they have.
their contributions for the work,
II. Willingness of heart makes the
‘I. Qiving with zeal. Without doubt gift acceptable to God and a blessing to
God might have provided the materials the giver.
for the tabernacle in some miraculous
III. The men for the times are pretty
manner, as he sent food to the Hungry sure to be found in answer to God’s call.
people,
butj knowing that they had an
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
- abundant supply with them, brought out
I. Arts and tradesin ancient Egypt.
from Egypt, or made from the fleeces and
II. The resources of Arabia and adskins of their flocks, and that many of
them were ‘¢ wise-hearted” and full of Jjacent countries.
III. Divine inspiration in mechanical
skill, he saw that it was better for them
to bring forward these things and give labor.
them for his sanctuary. Itisno part of
|
his plan to do for us what we can do for
GLEANINGS.
ourselves.

within

There is want in his home—perhaps sick-

may successfully accomplish what he has
given him to do. So none need be dis-

couraged.

comes

knowledge. A laborer is disabled or
otherwise thrown out of employment.

in doing that

and

distress

inch

I once heard a minister advise his people

There is a right way and a wrong one
for relieving the poor. The wrong way
we are familiar with. A case of real or
apparent

If a lady, | his influence is merely negative.

the number of bangleson her bracelets.

BY ELIZA BETH.

workmanship,” in order that he might
take charge of the entire work of building
and furnishing the tabernacle according
| to the word of the Lord.
With him
worked the * wise-hearted men in whose
hearts the Lord put wisdom.” So it is
now. If the Lord calls a man to a special

cheerful

she does not curtail by one

HOME MISSIONARY WORK.

with the spirit ef

work he will stand by him

giver?=2Cor: 9-7

|

God, and in wisdom, in understanding
and in knowledge, and in all manner of

GIVING.

smokes not one cigar the less.

- @ommonications,

service, that he often quickens their native

:

can say, ‘* It is more blessed to give than
to'receive.”
» But a person may do all this, and

ex-

perience Lhis pleasant excitement, and not
have a grain of true charity. For, see!
|'he

sacrifices Rothing::

If

a

iam,

he

shines like the sun.
white as no fuller
When God says a man
be found true. . If the

His face

His garments are
can white them.
is perfect it will
man says so him-

self, he is no doubt a liar,

Vain professors show! themselves, also,

by the things they love.

rather than pleasure,

It would scarcely seem necessary to

discuss a subject like this at great length
through

the

Sfar.

My

object

is

to

heaven.

There are few things in the

Bi-

ble more beautiful and

interesting than

the account of- Hanuah’s

consecration

of

her child Samuel to the Lord, at Shiloh.
1 Sam. 1: 24-28. And her ‘child grew
on and was in favor both with the .Lord,

upon the and also with man.”
8
subject with a view of some practical
steps, and permanent organization in the
Learn to be brief. Long visits, long sto-

ceived nian evidently loves the world and
its empty show.
Gay things are his delight. He is found arguing frequently near future.
£0
b-bd
for all forms of worldly amusement. He
takes much pleasure in midnight hilarity. RELIGIOUS IN FLUENCE IN OOLLEGE.
“The bow so neat and the kiss so sweet”
BY B. 8. RIDEOUT.
do not seem to him childish or foalish.
‘He very much enjoys * the bussing bee”
The question is often asked by many
or the more graceful waltz. The gentle of our brethren and sisters who have
and civil embracing
of well-dressed: children to educate, ** What is the religwomen, in the elegant manners of the ious influence in our seminaries and col-

ball-room, fascigates him

monition of the Lord,” and educated for

a de- awaken general consideration

Such

completely.

He loves pleasures of a very carnal kind,
more than goodness. At the end thereof,
the world shudders at nameless crimes
committed by a member of the church! |

leges?”

Many of those

who ask this

ries, long exhortations, and long prayers,
seldom profit those who have
to do

with them. Life is short. Time is short.
Moments are precious. Learn to condense, abridge, and intensify.- We can
endure many an ache and ill if itis soon

over, while even pleasures grow insipid,
and pain intolerable,if they are protracted
beyond the limits of reason and conven-

ience, '7'fiearn

to be brief.

Lop

off

question have no direct means of knowing

branches ; stick to the main fact in your

the state of the moral and religious at-

case.
would
speak,
peace;

mosphere in these institutions. They are
honest inquirers.
There are others to
When a man’s life is not a blessing, it whom the very name of college is synis evidends
SF" evil character, whatever onymous with *‘ hazing,” ¢ midnight
his pretensions. A man is not sound if carousals” and *‘ dissipations” in genpral, |
[}

col

worthy objects of charity some of those
most worthy are. little known.
Knowledge, like light, sometimes gives pain

If you pray, ask for what
receive, and get through; if
tell the message, and hold
boil down two words into

and three into two.
brief. — Selected.

you
you
your
one,

Always learn to be

-

Rr

rere

a
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CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

1t was

an ex-

pression of the love of the people for the
Lord Jehovah who had delivered them
from' thie bondage in Egypt. Not grudg-

inglyjbut freely, the people gave, and
gave pf- things that they prized highly.
Theff
beautiful ornaments and valued
heir-Ipoms were cheerfully brought to the
placg/appointed for receiving the gifts.

‘The secret of it was that they were willing-hearted.

A dollar given

cause is worth

to

to a good

it a hundred

cents,

however grudgingly it may be given, but
the dollar given gladly, given as a privilege, sends back to the heart of the giver
a blessing rich and sweet. We may find
in the example before us an illustration
of many of the elements of acceptable
giving, of giving that blesses the giver as

well as the receiver.

These we may eas-

ily discover if we study the lesson faithfully, and they will, doubtless, be well
brought out by teachers and preachers.
The lesson is timely and its study ought
. to quicken our zeal in an important part
of Christian life. Let us not hesitate to
. apply its principles and teachings to our
own lives.
THE CHURCHES IN INDIA.
The more we read the Report from India,already alluded to and quoted from in
this column and on the editorial page, the

more we wish that it could be read by all
our membership, and we can not easily
serve the cause better than by, giving

some extracts from

it.

The

tollowing

general remarks are deserving

of atlen-

tion :

« Although

it is usual to judge

the

progress of evangelical work
by the
growth of churches, still this can not in

any other mission field, except, perhaps,
Turkey. Popular education is also making‘rapid progress, and common schools
are generally established: and attended.
Another interesting feature is the decay
of the old idolatry... Not only are its ancient atrocities, passing.away, but many

of its temples are deserted.

tion to

of Christianity,

likely
flesh.

Up

to

this

one: large

be anointed with the oil of gladness, if

we love righteousness
and abhor iniquity. And to those who fulfill these two
tests an abundant entrance shall be
niinistered into the kingdom of heaven.—
T. L. Cuyler.

distribution

If we

bles and tracts. The great temple of the
Lord in India, as in Jerusalem, is being
prepared.
““ To the unbelieving and weak in faith
it may seem tbat but little is being done.
Murmurs of the kind were doubtless heard
in Jerusalem.
They came not from the
busy workmen toiling in

the

quarry, the

forest, and the mine. They come not
now from the busy tvilers whom God has
sent forth to prepare him a temple.
4p They see and know that a mighty work
is being done which neither pen nor
tongue can describe, and of which the

mere growth of mission-churches at the
present time can give no adequate conception.”
THE BALASORE CHURCH.
We were told in the last Report that
this church, the oldest in our Mission;
had become self-supporting, and had employed a native preacher as pastor. We

are now told that he has discharged his
duties faithfully, and that the church has

paid his salary promptly and is prosper-

" ing.

The present number of members is

one hundred and fifty-three, which is a
slight gain over last year.
A new work has been begun during
the year, which promises to result in

great good. « A book-room has been built
in the main bazar of the city.

made

school with about thé same number, and,

at last, regular preaching services.

assisted by one of the most enthusiastic

doom.
:
Nowhere has the divine seal been more
signally aflixed to the work of ‘missions
than in India. Outpourings of the Holy
have’

tears

have read

Items.

made

sent

condition

of

India.

Forty

great

Christian and Protestant Societies have

formed

a

living

circle

ie

more

smiles,

what

we

once

comes upon

us, then

somewhere

a heart

that

in

God

agents 389, of narive
and of communicants
There are

now

aries there have devoted a great
their time to the work
their success in this

deal

of

various

educa-

to Western

Tur-

lishment of 29 evangelical churches, with

1,766.

The

Society

whole or in part, schools with 5,000
dents of all grades.—S. S. World.

YORK

agent.

e

-

is

in

the

England.
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Simple
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of Rare

Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and

all

difficulties

or

the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs,
For
Female
Diseases, Monthly Menstrurations, and
during Pregnancy, it has no'eqnal. It restores the
organs that make the

blood, and hence is

the best

Blood Purifier. It is the only known remedy
that cures Bright's Disease, For Diabetes, use

0

4

CURES!

mamas

jo

Because it cleanses the system of the poisonous humors that develope in Kidney and Uri.
nary Di
, Billi
Jaundice,
Consti.
pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints,

held

says,

Kidney-Wort cured him after Ine Phy-

i

her boy was

givenup to die by fou

Best

ici i ad that Bo was atorardy
ey-Wort.

|

cured

x

ol

-y

M, M. B. Goodwin,an editor in Chardon, Ohio,
sayshe was not ex;
to live, being Bloated
ond belief, but
Kidney-Wort cured
him. = |

Anna I. Jarrett of South Salem,

N. Y., sags

John B. Lawrence of Jacks

*

PERMANENTLY

CURES

and

ches.

Northwest.
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For further
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ARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Parsonsfield
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Clagsical and Scientific courses of study for
both ‘sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week. Total
exTynes per year, $125. Rooms for. self boarding,

2 to $4 per term.
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free.

Training department for teac

Winter

term

begins

Nov.

22,

1881.

Spring, Feb. 14,1882. Summer May 3, 1882.
For catalogue address the Principal.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins,

A.

M.,

Principal,

with

a complete

board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Ree. Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The courses
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Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
‘courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific
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Calendar.
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term,

Aug.
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as being in an incurable c
tion.
One
thing before I close. I have recommended
your Sarsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
more than a thousand cases, and my faith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula has become absolute by the wonderful cures it has
effacted
e from my own. I trust you
will not be slow in making the meritsof
HoOD’S SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
for ¥e I8 5 dut F Jo, owe to) Hiighkeing, With
st wishes.
n ve
ours
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lent health which enables me to keep house
formy aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
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intense personal interestin Hoop’s
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gratitude for. the permanent
cure th rou erful medicine elise
Ju my
case nearly two yearsago, while
living in

$5,
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offered to our churches as the best of all

detail, the
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WONDERFUL

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of the vegetabie
kingdom known to medical science as alteratives, blood-purifiers, diuretics, and tonics.
Sold by all druggists.
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cure
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edition is a selection
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Theological

WARNER, N. H., Jan. 21, 187.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
Gentlemen—
For ten years previous
to the
early
of 1877 I had been a constant sufferer from scrofulous ulcers or sores, which

Lowell, A

PILLS.

helps.
p

‘

Inter-

dietiona
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College.
There are two courses of study, embracing the
Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
Theology, Homiletics and Church History. Theologi-
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For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

3d St.,

fore I took your medicine,
Mgs. H. KNOWLTON.
_ Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N, H.
I bad a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. ‘I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH W AINE.
:
Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr, Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever, a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it-the hest medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.

lustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
HooD’S SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable remedy, oontaining remedial agents which do

it pursues the same track over

do it. The moment that any religious
service becomes the mere tug and strain

8 ympathize with Woman.

i
troubled since.

A remedy that can destroy the germs of
scrofula, and when once settled has the power to root it out, must be appreciated by
those afflicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children and the more wonderful cures

True religion is imitation"of Christ;
the true Christian is a follower of Jesus.

doing right for its own sake.

YEW

West

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my
Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since, I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and,
young, for purifying the Blood.
:
EPHRIAMP. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Jobnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been

SCROFULA.

TESTS OF TRUE PIETY.

in

77
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«Selections,

gine;

Laboratory,

volume.

in advances $3.30 if

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression &id Indi-

harmony

"

is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its

gestion.
;
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always per
tly cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in

neutralizes the hereditary taint, or
poison
In the blood, which generates. Scrotala, Ery:
sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors,
There are no spirits employed in its manufacture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly

0

gressive.
All
communications, should
dressed to Dover, N. H.
?
bea

It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach,
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,

v JF eropiration.

County

or

The Honing Star.
fifty-third

cerous humors thereis checked very speedily by its use.

It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates.

own

PL CEE PRRAIN SROVIN, Lovell, Mass,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

socommon to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
4
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early. stageof development. The
tendency
to can-

Quiets the Nervous System.

being requi
in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL
IT.

&

Is a Positive Cure
« for all those Pginful Complaints and Weaknesses

It Regulates the Bowels.
Xt Purifies the Blood,

It

e NTED

®t

\YEGETASLE COMPOUND.

sauing the fermentation of food iss prevented.
iifs.acts upon. the Liver.
ks
t acts upon the Kidneys.
i!

IKIDNEY-WORT:

maintains, or aids in maintaining, worship
in 104 different places, and supports, in

LYDIA

Bottles

1 Warner’s Safe Diabetes Cure.
¢¢ Mother has Recovered”’
For Sale by
Druggists and Dealers at $1.25
wrote an Illinois girl to her Eastern relatives.
per bottle.
Largest bottle in the market. Try it.
¢ She took bitters for a long time but without
H. H. WARNER & CO., Rochester,
any good. So when she heurd of the virtues of
Kidney-Wort she got a box and it has completely cured her, so that she can do as much work
now as she could before we moved West. Since
she has got well every one about here is taking
it.” See adv.
,

key, embracing the western part of Asia
Minor and the extreme south of the Balkan peninsula, has. resulted in the estabof

Nervous debility, etc.

there

soon as he attempts to fly he will feel the
cord that contines him; and the greater
his desire and his efforts to escape the
more sensible will he be of his bondage.
So the sinner will long be a slave to his
sins, and never be aware of it till he rises to go to Christ.—Dr. Payson.

tional agencies.
—8. 8. Times.
After forty years of labor the Mission

a membership

and

not be sensible of his confinement ; but as

great that they are now making efforts to

of the American Board

Gospel,

about

of education, and
line has been so

extend and broaden their

the

mission-

by

tousness,

question.

schools

The American

truthof

EEL HE SE RE dB
You may bind a bird with a soft silken
cord, and while he remains still he will

American

in Turkey, which are attended
15,000 scholars.

also the

Christians 330,623,
102,444,

400

Bheuma-

ES
a

Cumberland

Mission work in India is the subject

Agwe,

tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

spot,

may still be a dull, sluggish and unfruitful church. But if there be pews filled
regularly with godly, earnest worshipers, who carry their religion with them
into active life, barrenness is out of the

Presbyterian church.

the

rv

TO SELL 10 NEW PA- y
TS,
vex bso fn tno das

Terms ;—$2.00

Liver

Fever &

never

without one tender

to

of

Donne

age

which the September number of 7%e Gospel in all Lands is devoted. A summary
shows the number of foreign missionaries in India (exclusive of Burmab) to.be
689, the number of ordained native

Missions

stand behind
In the past four
bi

can not attain, of weeping over

Eloquent pews will do more to build up
a church than an eloquent pastor. Given
a man of excellent oratory, who preaches

of

God from the heart,” is the rule “of true

Fas
x

some-

Rpard

forces over all the Empire, and over half holiness. - Whatsvever ye do, do it unto
the Lord hearlily— because you love to
a million native Christians
these standard bearers.

lost

and we know God never gave a life without something to live and hope for,— Baptist Weekly.

Missionary

of

that we ‘have

to the Blantyre Mission in Africa.
Four missionaries to Japan will,it is
expected, be shortly despatched by the

The Gospel in India.
simply for selfish objects does not keep
them ; for the essence and flavor of all
Three quarters of a century have wit- holy
actions lies in loyalty to Christ and

lous

feel

and

puintment

The man who keeps Christ's commands

Dessed surprising changes in the relig-

to

hoped for and expected.
e can not go through life without
disappointments, and if we steel ourselves so that they pass off without leaving a deeper wound, we are infinitely
superior to those who give way to gloomy and morbid feelings; who doubt the
trath of all goodness in this world; who
hope for nothing because they foolishly
make themselves believe there is nothing to be hoped for.
n youtk we have everything to hope
for, and if disappointment after disap-

love righteousness and to hate iniquity.

i"

to ourselves but

our fallen hopes and inspirations, we
perhaps could forget, with a few less

which the engine leads. Following im2
for no soldier can folThe Sunday-school at the church has owlies hisobedience;
commander unless he obeys orhad a prosperous year. The whole num- ders. It also implies imitation. Learn
ber of scholars is one hundred and twen- of me, says the Master, and as the scholty-five, the average attendance ‘sixty-five, ar who would be a good penman keeps
his eye on the copy, so the Christian
The teachers are devoted and thorough
; must keep his eye on his Model. Jesus
the International lessons are used. Three as a loving Saviour died for me, but Jemembers have been baptized.
It is ex- sus as a living man teaches me how to
pected that this work will be extended by live. The inward fountain of affections:
opening new schools as fast as means are must ‘be cleansed, and the will must
Jed its helm to the commands of Christ.
furnished for building school-houses, A
agacious Paul describes it as * putting
new and able native preacher has been on the new man, which after God is creadded to the force at this point and the ated in righteousness and true holiness.”
The evidence of this ‘‘new man” is to
outlook for this church is hopeful.
©

we

what we

Massachusetts.

.

only

it is useless to grieve over them—it is
wicked. If we can look ahead and build
a new future, set up new objects and
bury the old ones deep out of sight,
we do indeed belong to the sensible people
ofthe world. What isthe use of saying
we have nothing to live for, because
our highest aims and brightest hopes
have been dashed to the ground and
trampled on by those whom we held
dearest and best? If we could see the
foolishness and absurdity of longing for

native workers. It has been sustained Following implies a continuity. ‘The
mainly, if not wholly, by contributions: train is not merely attached to the enfrom a Congregational Sunday-school in

not

should be? No matter how dark the
present, how dead our once bright hopes,

can not, the indelible seal of delusion and

Mr.

Coldren has charge of the ‘work and is

indulge

thing that is never to be made up to us
in the future, however bright that future

has been found in all other lands. The
mark of the Roman Beast and the Eastern false Prophet seems to fix on - their
dupes, as even the grossest heathenism

Two more missionaries have been

we can

all around us. Itis only he who looks ahead, above the cloud of petty. annoyances that surrounds us all, who, will find
true happiness. We pass from childhood to youth, from youth to middle
age, from middle age to old age, and
then to death; and as each thange is

Soon after

it was opened a day school with about
forty pupils was opened; then a Sunday-

allow ourselves,

pointment,

Mohammedan
population,
too, which
numbers over 40,000,000 in India, is still
as inaccessible to the Gospel there as it

of Bi-

.

Healt

our thoughts on the small and petty disappointments that beset us day by day,
until we feel that our whole life is a disap-

all cases lead to correct conclusions. Es- continued for three years in the Telugu
pecially is this true of mission work in Missions, and for a shorter time in Tinnevelley. Thousands have been bapheathen lands.
ts
tized, and still the work is going on.
“Of the direct addresses to the people Alongside the most stupendous forces of
not more than one in ten are delivered to the adversary, God is thus showing the
the regular congregations of the churches strength of the Arm which alone can subof Christian communities. The other jugate India. ‘Not by might nor by
nine are addressed to people in the power, but by my spirit saith the Lord of
hosts.” After all that has been accomstreets and market places who in number plished, and it is very great, India’s 200,far exceed those taught in regular con- 000,000 are still lost, and India is leprous
gregations. We can not doubt but that to the core. Only a mighty baptism of
‘the result of these nine addresses is far | divine power, and a faith which will
claim the promises of the Apostolic
greater ‘than that of the one, yet the Church, can reach the real heart! of that
growth of our churches is chiefly the re- gre land whose treasures are yet to be
aid at the feet of the Son of God.—
sult-of the ome, while the nine are almost
wholly unrepresented. So with the work Gospel in all Lands.
of education,
and the

J C | B E S Dyspepsia,

Xt carries off the Old Blood and makes new
Ie
the pores of the skin and induces

DISAPPOINTMENTS.

time, however,

times

HEART DISEASE

4D
“Oh

there have been comparatively few conversions among the higher classes. The
lower castes and the aboriginal tribes
have been the readiest to receive the Gospel, and form the chief portion of the
Christian’ congregations. The great ingatheriugs of the past two or three years
ave been from these tribes. Nowhere
has ‘‘the foolishness of preaching” to
fight-so hard a battle with *‘the wisdom
of the world” as amongst the astute and
self-sufficient intellects” of India. The

Ghost unequalled in modern

|

11,000,000

section under the leadership of Keshub
Chander Sen has approached, perbaps, as
near to it as Unitarianism. It is an attempt, which seems at least able and earnest, to break away from the corruptions
of the ancient faith and restore the parity
of the old Vedic teachings; and although
it must fail, as everything short of Christianjty ever must, to satisfy the truly
awakened heart, yet it indicates a movement on the part of the higher class of
minds which must prepare the way for
the Gospel.

to stoop to fulfill the lusts of the
Instead of picketing the whole

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKN,
i
BLOOD,

road to the kingdom of heaven by sharp
to Man!
prohibitions, the Word of God puts faith The Best REMEDY KNQWN
at-the entrance-gate, and lines the pathway
with the rewards of obedience,
ia
SOLD SINCE 1870.
;
and makes crosses to turn to crowns, | z This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
and keeps in view the * prize of the | It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
high calling of God in Christ Jesus.” BeSaliva, which converts The Starch and
- Sugar of the food into
uecose.
A defifore us ever walks our Lord and Master
‘ciency in Ptyaline cates Wind and
«His winning command is, ¢ Learn of Souring of the food in the stomach, If
the medicineistaken Immeitiatery after
me.”
His promise is that we too shall

Especially

and

gaming

SYRUP.

LIVER
wus

room. - He who walks in the Spirit is not

is this the case with Brahmanism, the
highest of their divinities. Indeed, Dr.
Punchard bas:stated that there is now but
one Brahman temple left in ‘all India.
The Brahmo Soma] has divided on the
question

go to the ‘theater or the

BLOOD

can

the beauty,or to be

stone, ‘was to mar

found in the Tabernacle."

of joy in serving God it pays no heed to
the devil’s bribes. The young man who
enjoys. a prayer meeting has no tempta-

bors of Duff, Wilson, and others, than in

INDIAN %

AY

ber, or thread, or precious metal, or

|

MAS. LYDIA E. PONCHAN, OF LYNN, MASS, ©6,000 ACENTS@

MISSION WORK.

yet hig
| The surest preventive of sin is the practo his servant Moses. tv has | eases is towards skepticism;
“Lord, and
Christian
education
has
also
reached a tice of holiness, When the mind is full
timbeen well said that ‘‘ no begrudged
loftier standard
in India through the la-

:

1881.

is the Hope of the Race.

decades the number of native Christians -of enforced obedience, all the godliness.
has increased fourfold, and in one year has gone out of it. Adoption makes chilnot slaves. Love of Christ is the onthe increase was over seventy thousand. dren,
ly consecration.
:
‘FREE GIVING. :
The details of the work will be found in
To practice righteousness and resist sin
It is enough for us requires the indwelling strength of God.
We sincerely hope that all our readers the preceding pages.
Renew a right spirit within me,” praywill carefully and thoroughly study the here to call attention to a few notable and. ‘‘
ed the Psalmist. The original word sigunder
2,
general
facts,
One
of
the
remarkable
Oct.
for
lesson
chool
* Sunday-s
nifies a firm, constant spirit, that has no
the above title. The example of the Is- features of the revolution which is occur- waverings. A steady hand writes a clear,
raelites in making their contributions for ring in India is the progress of education. strong line; the shaking, tremulous hand
The Hindu mind has always been subtle
the building and farnishing of the Tab-, and profound, but the higher classes are makes the crooked scrawl. Faith is lik_ened to an anchor, because it has a holdernacle is one well worthy of our imita- now becoming thoroughly educated in ing power; and that comes from the hold
in
joy
and
all departments of literature and science. which God has upon the man who exertion. There wasa heartiness
it which made it doubly acceptable to the While, unhappily, the tendency in many cises. it.

21,

a
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all the questions

and
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are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

Lectures
.

ON-THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

an

excel

lent book for all who would ‘search the Scrip
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 8
cts.

Minister's

Manual,
;
designed especially for ministers.
butuseful for all church members. If contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen:
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
Tke Rules of Order

are

comprehensive,

and

yet

very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen:
ages all the important parliamentary rules of de-

fiberative bodies. Price, Fiexible Leather, 756
cents.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postage
8 cts.

The

Golden Sheal by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life:

and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.
5
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.

Church Records
a book of 260 pages,
for

Pastors,

Deacons,

the first 64 being Tables
Clerks,

Treasurers,

Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Membevs, and abont 200 pages of very’
nice paper, for the records of the church. Price
$2 50; Postage 25 cts,
Biographies or
Geo. T.
Day,
- = =
William Burr,
- - -

eID.
+0

Dive
2

0
(Sv
0%”

Daniel Jackson, « - + 50
”
05 7
Close or Open Communion.
An
Experience, and an Argument,
ages. Price 20 cents.

Christian

Baptism

a book. of 113 ‘pages, Price 25 cts.;
cents.

Fit
Jw

5§

‘175

postaged

Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus,
218,
eT
OF
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 16,
¢“
02
Thongls upon Thought.
on
A small

describes it.

book

for

young

men.

Price 5 cents.

The

title

Bangla vlddress on Brown.
By Frederick Douglas at the Jaying of the core
ner stone, Anthony Hall, Btorer
College, Harper's
Ferry,

West

Va,

Price 156 cents.
{]
were not

years, and we

ots.

All the profits go to the college.

stereotyped
can

till within the last tew

furnish

only the following:

per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.

contains

which

on Denomwmation,

\

7

histor

a

jcal statement, and a ‘brief notice of our doe.
trinal basis,church polity and institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of 17 ar

‘ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
E 'stablishment is a brief historical

oc. Published by order of the Genent.
eral Conference, and for gratuitous distribution,
Ser

mon b
REV. DENI AMIN RANDALL,

‘
in 1803,

preached

at the death of a child, and printed by request.
Price
The only published sermon by Randall.

10 cents.

Rs
10 cts, doa.
Certificates,
“
QM. Jor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 “
tificates,
8
by
Church Members’
"

Bian
Mar

or

r.

G

Gr.

1. “Da

25 ots

« « F.L. Phillips,

25 and 35 ots.

bs

Small Engravings. 5 by 8 inches, the same
8 jhose in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or

20 cents for the seven; the first four on one’

t.

Hlluminated Cards. From one to ten on a
sheet, 3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents
a sheet.
OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 86 inches in
MAP

lo

Hor

of the
the field and all the stations
much of the

Free Baptist Mission
d

%

ho above en

at 20

with

1

nai, with

country.Price 75 cents.

er

books are soldj by the dozen,

cent. discount or

singe vol, for

e order, or on receiving thespooks.

cash
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sort of judgment ; for how can we sit are

The Woming Star. ©
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21,

1881.

AF All communications designed for publication
-ghould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

as our Saviour, Justifier, ** all and in all,”

on business, remittances of mopey, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

not experience condemnation ? It is a haps"

|

py thought that

Churches are made up of individuals,
and the denomination is an aggregate of
Any improvement in the whole

“must commence and be-carried-on-in—the
any

made,

advancement

Any

parts.

any success achiev-

strength developed,

ed, must bereferred to the individual memJbers.
There is whére the secret of fail-

are is to be found—there
‘tion of life, the source

is the

founda-

of power,

whence

all improvement must
therefore. we talk of

spring. When
denominational

-growth or prosperity, we must go back
“to the source and see if fhe individual is
"faithfully at work for it.- He has no rea-son to find fault with others unless he is

«doing all that he can himself.
All great human productions, like the’
pyramids of olden times, or the railroads
of the present age, are the aggregated reeffort.

The vast

pyra-

‘mids went up by the united strength of
men. So the longest railroads have been
graded, the tracks laid, the rolling

stock

.put upon it and distance annihilated by
united personal toil. In a similar way
have the largest'and strongest denominatiens of our land grown to their present
|
si
d influence, and in a similar way.
Sics ucothers
2 prosper.
3
«may
“If we would have our denomination incréase in power and usefulness we should
each

of us

go

to

work

in

our

own

heart and ¢ over against our own houses.” We must ¢ growin grace and in
the knowledge of our Lord and’ Saviour
Jesus Christ.” We must not be satisfied
a single moment . without the evidence
that we are growing in Christian graces,
-and then we shall be in a state to work
for others. | Every member should be
-growing stgonger in himself—it is possible; it is {duty. Paul said to certain
“Christians, ¢ Your faith groweth

exceed-

ingly and the love of every one of you all
“towards each other aboundeth.” Are we
not capable of meriting the same compliment? Can any one doubt what a charch
".or denomination

would

be, composed

of

-such members? Franklin said, ¢ Take
«care of the cents and the dollars will take
care of themselves.” So itis in the pres.ent case. Growing, healthy,
working
‘members, uniting their efforts will bring

others into the fold and make

prosperous

churches ; and

will devel-

such churches

It would be very foolish to eat what we

«op denominational growth and efficiency.
"Then let us not suppose that our strength
~depends on some secret policy, the man‘agement of ruling spirits, or upon some
-corporate measures of wonderful potency,
while we overlook the element of power
in

individual

piety, consecration,

unity and love.
ized,

che

ope
sned

work,

an

we

Vhen

nie

begin here, every one of us, we begin
the

foundation,

and

the

at

superstructure

will doubtless go up and be satisfactory.
If the stone rejected of the builders be~ come the head stone of the corner, there is

no stonein the structure so insignificant
that it can be despised and rejected with
impunity.

Tt has its important place

to

_ fill, and ifit is left out itis mo wonder
that the superstructure should crumble
for want of its support. ‘‘ Take heed
- that ye despise not one of these little

- ones.”

There is too muchat stake.

* ONWORTHILY.”
* Whosoever shall eat the
drink the cup of the Lord in an
* manner, shall be guilty ot the
the blood of the Lord. But
prove himself, and so let him
Pread, and drink of the cup.

bread or
unworthy
body and
let a man
eat of the
For be

--eateth and drinketh, eateth and

that

of

drinketh

0

per the very class of persons who needed
to be there the most, because they felt unworthy. Others have made it an excuse
for absenting themselves when it was
just what they needed to refresh their
Christ

has

-done

modern, which

one’s self, places the responsibility where
it belongs. If we read bad or useless books it is our. own fault. It is an
element in the formation of our character
for which we are alone responsible.
Truth, simplicity, terseness, purity, and
a lofty purpose commends a book to the

" “has often excluded from the Lord’s Sup-

of what

ancient and

lege of choosing the best, and feasting
upon them, This freedom of choice for

1 Cor, 11 : 27—29. American

“Revision.
XNo passage of Scripture, perhaps, has
‘been more frequently misinterpreted than
the old translation of the above text. It

memories

authors,

would amply repay their perusal. As we
can not read them all we have the privi-

* judgment unto himself, if he discern not
the body.”

Lord?”

1Itis well

for us

to

remember,

know would injure us, however strong when we look with wonder and, admira-’
our morbid appetite for it.
How much tion upon the feats of men, and when inmore inconsiderate would it be to read {,6lined to pride ourselves upon our ‘wiswhat we are well aware would leave a dom “and skill and strength,that all these
stain on our character that could not be powers are of God’s own gift—that he is
easily removed!
Many a young man, the Infinite and Eternal One.
and woman too, has fed his imagination
And considering the infinite wisdom
on that kind of literature—dime novels, and pewer ofthe AYmighty, as compared
perhaps—which has so impaired bis mind
with those of men, shall we not with conand corrupted his principles as to unfit fidence submit our ways unto him, and
him for life’s work and enjoyments. Is it with implicit faith in his promises make
then a matter of little consequence what known our desires unto him? knowing
we read,and what our boys and girls read? as we do, that while in his omnipotence
They may eat poison and the result will he can do everything that we ask of him,
be only physical, but poison the mind and
yet in his omniscience he discerns what
who can estimate the consequences? or, is for our best good, and with his parental
rather, who can over-estimate them ?
love will give us only blessings indeed—
A large percentage of books are not even though these be in disguise.
worth reading, to say nothing of the
EES
ih AI
larger number that are decidedly injuPRESIDENT GARFIELD.
rious. From the large mass of books beIt is with a feeling of much despondency
fore us, we must make our choice. Shall
that
we have read Sunday nights dewe waste our time upon the worthless
or detrimental, when there are so many spatches concerning the condition of him
good books that positively we can never who lies prostrate at Long Branch and towards whom the love and solicitude of
read ?
j
The Bible, of course, must be read as the entire nation have been bent in such
the ¢ Book of books,” and there is a host .an especial manner during the past eleven

These are to be empha-

.

Nine hundred dete-

gates and other guests were entertained
one evening by the lord mayor of Lon“don, Mr. MacArthur, a Wesleyan, who
said he trusted the proceedings of the
Conference would be a blessing to every
member of the Christian body, and who
had a special word of welcome for the
American delegates. -

men of all ages; and nothing else without
these ought now to commend
dividual reader.
When we
the wisdom of our choice in
an intelligent conscience, we

for

them, to invigorate their faith and increase
their love to him.
iin

At is no wonder that the passage should

it to the income 10 see
the light of
may expect

to be profited in the pernsal, if we read

‘be misinterpreted even by the honest in- with hearty enthusiasm and close subse* «quirer after truth. ‘* He that eateth and: quent thoughtfulness.
Books, wholedrinketh unworthily, eateth and drinketh some, helpful, ardently studied and faith«damnation to himself."—Would it not be fully appropriated or digested, will ac+ patural to infer that the safer way would complish a magnificent work
for us.
Ibe forhim, who for any cause physic or
depends on the character of what

- spiritual, felt himself unworthy, to alfsent we

¢ himself from the ordinance ?
"This is not what the apostle design

ful

than upon the amount.

Be care-

that you read.
Toe

“yoiteach-us, and the above revision takes
away all genuine excuse for absenting

Meraopist

Ecumenical

Coun-

cil now in session in London adopted,

with a good dealof enthusiasm, a resolu-

* ourselves from the table.

weeks.

It is, indeed,

possible

that be-

drunken,” and of course, their manner of

that on Saturday.

Dr. Bliss is reported as stating that the
recurrence of the chills Was due to the
enfeebled condition of the patient and
that others were expected. It appears
that the President has been grewing

weaker during the past few days and it is
officially reported that his condition
cites the gravest apprehensions.

ex-

From the admissions officially made by
the attending physicians during the past
week,it would seem that the President has
for some time been suffering from blood poi-

devotional exercises of the Conference.

cause before he was removed from Wash-

Methodism was discussed

ington,

in its adapta-

favorably to maintaining the
ao “1tis.a solemn ordinance and should be themselves
present systemof itinerancy and also in

jately observedbyall true Chris-

PT

Lord's botly.
290

Brel me,
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i
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Itis a favor of lay preaching.

His strength has been kept

up

4

3

The training of

will.

God is still able to raise him

up;

and while there appears to be no human

probability of his recovery, we may cgn-,

i

The remittance to our missionaries in
India for the last Quarter in this year was
sent on the 15th inst. We are sorry to
say that it was -not a full remittance.
There was a deficit in our remittance,

the pleasantest country sections I have vis-

ited for a long time. The land is highly
productive and well cultivated, there are
marks of intelligence and thrift on all
sides, and our cause ought to grow healthy
and strong by putting on a corresponding
enterprise and thrift.
J. F.

$

items, bearing on the condition of our peo-

ple there, incidentally fell under my observation, which I just jot down here for the
consideration of others interested in such
matters.
:
If I mistake not, there are in that Q.
Meetidg an unusual number
of union

ny collections, ete.;
held every Sabbath.

houses of worship;

like the

‘ Resolved,

. . . That the brethren

wear a plain, round-breasted coat with
standing collar ; hat, overcoat, and everything else to correspond. A plain wayof
wearing the hair and beard,no fashiona-.
ble moustaches, and no roached or shingled hair. The sisters also to wear a plain,
modest dress and bonnet; also a plain
white cap in time of worship or on going
abroad.,

In short, that the

brethren

and

sisters let their light shine as a light on a
¢ candlestick,’ and not part or wholly
under the * bushel,’ but to show to the
world that we try to possess what we profess.”
—1It gives us pleasure to reproduce the
following extract from a late report of the
Grande Ligne Mission (among Roman
Catholics in the Province of

Quebec),in

manifesting their feeling by electing two
of them as councilors in the city of St.
Hyacinthe, one of the great strongholds
of Popery. Yes, let our friends ponder
these faets and say, if they can, that the
Lord is not with us, and that this work,
feeble as it is yet, does not deserve
a large share of their sympathy and
prayers.
;

A certainty of a continuation of the generous support which this mission now re-

ceives, would probably be the only condiwhich might stand in the way of its alliance with the Free Baptist denomination,
should such a union be sought for, The

L]

that is, places of wor-

ship erected, owned and occupied
or

more

by

two

de

thing—provided

always, tirst,that there is a

want of ability for the ownership of an entire house, and second, that the arrangement includes only evangelical denominations.

There is a

palpable

in associating in this way

inconsistency

work

is practically

Puritan

meetings of worship
These settlers have,

Fathers, established

institutions of religion first.

the

Such enter-

What minister with the Gospel as fire in his

bones
me” ?

will
:

say, ‘ Lord, here am I, send
M. H. TArBOX.
-0-0-0-&

Ohio Free Com. Baptist Association.”

provided always, as be-

Gleason, A. H. Whitaker, R. J. Poston, J.

fore stated, that it proceeds on the ground
of inability to sustaim a full pastor in each
church; otherwise it will be attended, as

C. Robinson, G. Stevens, Jas, Hatfield and
J. A. Sutton.

and prosperity;

it ought, with spiritual dearth

and lean-

ness. ;_
Another thing I noted was the. fact that
the pastors of that Q. M. are putting in
one solid year’s work each. I did not

meet with any one, or hear of one, who
was enjoying, or expecting to enjoy, a sol-

itary week of summer vasation. Possibly
up there among the hills, grandly green

flelds and woods, and sweet breezes, rest
from work, and recreation are less needed

than

town;

in the pent-up

city

and

crowded

but I think one should have, at

least, a brief respite

and

change, if they

can be had without shutting up the church

and suspending Sabbath days.
against this growing custom,

I protest
eminently

has a flourishing school, situated non-apostolic, and utterly out of harmony
in the village of Grande Ligne, near the with the whole past history of the church.
‘border of New York State, and some doz- But in Farmington prevails the opposite

The

In it was a Sabbath-school

of fifty, with Quarterlies, S. S. papers, pen-

with

mission

en churches.

one-half mile.

The tenth annual session of the O. F.C.
a people,
when preaching on one Sabbath tends di- B. A. met with the Clifton Avenue church
rectly to neutralize and defeat the influ- at Springfield, Sept. 6—8.
The opening sermon was preached on
ence of the preaching of the previous SabTuesday evening by Bro. J. Phillips, Jr.
bath. There is something more than Babel confusion in this sort of thing, which Text 1 John 3: 16. * Hereby perceive we
the love of God, because he laid down his
is apt, at least, to get young brains mixed,
otherwise fairly level.
life for us: and we ought to lay down our
It would naturally follow, I think, that an lives for the brethren.”
association in the ownership and occupanThough Bro. P. was unexpectedly called
cy of houses of worship would be followed to preach the opening sermon, yet all who
by association in the employmentof pastors. heard it could but say that the subject was
So I found un unusual number of pastors ' well chosen, and the earnest spoken words
very appropriate for the occasion.
engaged to supply two or more churches
The letters and reports from the various
alternately, either by Sabbaths or halfSabbaths. Such an arrangement as this has Y. Ms., while not conveying the intellibeen very highly and very properly recom- gence of generalor extensive revival inmended in the Star of late—by more than terest, revealed a commendable degree of
one writer.
This favors the idea of steadfastness in the faith, and of earnest
‘‘gtated preaching”, an expression some- work done for the Lord in the year that is
:
times, but without good reason, made the past.
The ‘election of officers resulted as folsubject of a little pleasantry
by the
President, C. A. Gleason; Vice
“ world’s people.” A little preaching and lows:
pastoral service, well systematized, is bet- Presidents, J. Phillips, Jr., and J. B. Lash;
ter than more irregular and hap-hazard. If Rec. Sec., A. H. Whitaker; Cor. Sec., R.
this arrangement could be more generally J. Poston; Treas., S. D. Bates; Trustees,
adopted among our small churches
it O. E. Baker, L. D. Boynton, B. F. Zell, T.
would result in a higher degree of growth E. Peden, J. Kitchen; Ex. Com. C. A.

extreme.
I met with one pastor who was
preachilig
every Sanday afternoon in the
church in the village where he lived, supplying two churches on alternate Sabbaths

A letter was then read

from

O. E.Ba-

ker concerning the sickness of his father,

Elder G.. W, Baker, of Marion, aiso containing a message from the aged father in
Israel to his brethren of the Association.

He hoped his ministering brethren and all
would seek to get power from God, and do

more and better ‘work for God and the
world. The work of the ministry, he says,
is a blessed but responsible work.
Bro. S. D. Bates then spoke very tenderly of a visitto the bedside of the dear father, of his steadfast faith and bright
prospects of the glory beyond.
The Association then passed the follow-

ing:

That this Association extend to Fa-

ther Baker its tenderest sympathy

affliction, assuring him

in’ his

of their earnest

prayers, and their high appreciation of his

self-sacrificing and faithful labors so blest
of God in the past.”
.
The deep feeling of the Asso. showed

that he was very dear to our hearts.

Our

under the direction of the Rev. T, Lafleur,
prayers are that God may spare him to’
of Montreal, and there is a prosperous
again greet us on the shores of time; but
church in that city of which Mr. Lafleur five miles out in the forenoon, punctually if this may not be, we will, by the grace of
is the able pastor.
-| attending two prayer-meetings in the week God, meet him in a better world.
A meeting of Freé Baptists in the where he lived, and traveling five, miles to ¢ Visiting brethrenbeing invited to parWm, Clark, of
North-west will be held at Wykoff, Minn., attend a third in one or the other of the ticipate in the gC
Cleveland, was introOct. 46, for the organization of an As- churches referred to, und all this when the the M. E. church,
sociation. The programme will appear mercury was reveling among the nine- duced and spoke very appropriately of our

next week.

ints

:

tles!

It is evident™that the fidelity and

Yoo

¥
gh

tist church the other day in Southside,
Minnesota.
It had a log meeting-house in
the woods—no dwelling-house nearer than

meetings, paid ministry, missionary plans

or boards, money soliciting or begging,
and instrumental music. The Independent thinks this is against pretty much
everything good.” They also adopted a
.resolution on dress, which is, as Father
|
Phinney used to say, aiming at the rigging.
His words were, ** Aim at the hull instead
of the rigging, you will do better execution; then the rigging will come down.”
Here is the resolutionwhich almost makes
the tailor and dress-maker responsible for
the Christian's passport to heaven:

-

Pf

TE

label Lol caer Ti ETL
Fi

What can we say more? It is enough!
A nation bowed in grief—how shall it en-

and confidence in our co-religionists, and

observing the ordinance must be very bilityto the American people as a power by alcoholic etimulants, and large quan“ unworthy.” < It was against this abuse, in the State, benefiting Africa, and aiding’ tiesdf quinine have been regularly ad. and
profanation of the Supper, that Paul in the solution of the negro question in ministered in order to keep down the
i
RH
tion. He wished to pre- America. They spokeof its influence in fever.
rs
his maledic
utte
vel its sacrilegious use and the perver- education, its hostility to drink, and other "In view of these melancholy facts, we
sion of its original design, and to pre- national evils, and declared that ** true can only commend the suffering Presiwas synonymous. with * true dent to the tender mercy of our heavenly
“serve ‘its Eimplicity, its - purity, its effi- Methodist”
patriot
and
citizen.” They expressed Father, with resignation’ to hig divine
cleney for all coming time.

a

7

The President is dead!

fore this reaches our readers the Presi- which the readers of the Star should
dent will have ceased to live.
have a friendly interest since the most of
There was no marked change inghe its members are doctrinally in accord with
us, although connected with the ‘ RegPresident's condition during the week} u
til Saturday forenoon. At half-past eleven ular” Baptist body. They are liberal in
o'clock that’day, he had a very severe their views and practice open communion.
We would ask the friends of the Grande
chill which lasted about twenty minutes,
during which he was delirious and the Ligne Mission to ponder over the followin acts :
pulse ran up to 137. As the chill passed .
Sixty-four baptisms were administered
off the President vomited considerably, here in less then three years; this church
and afterwards fell into a sleep which reorganized and contributing to the mainlasted several hours, He passed Satur- tenance of the Gospel more than jit has
day night and Sunday until evening with- ever contributed; then, outside of our
special field, a ferment such as was never
out any aggravation of his symptoms. seen, spreadin
Sohphou: the country ;
About six o'clock in the evening,however, the Church of
Rome divided against itself
he had another chill, but it lasted only inthe matter of Laval University ; the peomore respect
about ten minutes and was not so severe as ple showing everywhere

tion requesting prayers for our President ;
he was repeatedly remembered in the son,and that his lung wasaffected from this

' It appears that when the factions memI bers of the Corinthian church come to“gether *‘one is hungry and another

TOE

JAMES A. GARFIELD.

In fine, the churches of that Q. M. are
mostly located in Franklin County, one of

. Remittance to India.

A

sult of individual

legates taking part.

devotion of the Fathers still linger among
| us, at least in the Farmington Q. M.

come to judgment before-hand, and that
dure this great’calamity? God pity us! sent in June, for the present Quarter, of
the Lord’s Supper may bemade a means
$991.72. We are happy to state that that
The President passed away” Monday
of securing this result.
deficit has all been paid, and our last reThe North-west.
night, before midnight, but as we go to mittance was $1472.81. $1164.34 of this
Shall we remainaway from such a helpFifty years ago, Lyman Beecher said:
press no particulars have reached us re- sum was for the salaries of our missionaful instrumentality, established for our |
{
“The
moral destiny of our nation;
andait——
furtherance
in the Gospel?Is it safe to
way for special obgarding the sad event. A great and good ries, and thebalance
ALESSON FROM HUMAN POWER.
our institutions and
hopes;
and
the
trifle with itin any way, either by neglectWork. world’s hopes,
In the history of the President’s illness man has fallen. A hero! a statesman! jects in our Foreign Mission
turn on the character of the
ing or improperly observing it?
There
was
a
deficit
on
salaries
of
$122.49,
there have been many incidents of a the leader of the nation—whom we fondly
West.
The great battle is to be fought in
A writer in the Congregationalist has character to suggest eloquent thoughts to
and for schools and house rent $900.00, the valley of the
Mississippi. If we gain
hoped
would
lead
it
to
higher
attainments
|
very succinctly put it as follows :** There
making the total deficit for the last quar- the West,
the poetic mind ; and already there have
all is safe; if we lose it, all is
is no safe side for an impenitent sinner. been many effusions of this nature, some of henor and success than it ever reached ter of this year $1024.49. The next relost.”
:
:
a
But for a sorrowful, discouraged, despond- of which will doubtless go down to pos- before—a Christian !
7
ar
: mittance should be sent on the 25th day
The Free Baptists can truthfully adopt |
ent,
and self-distrustful believer,
who
But God is good. Let no person doubt of Nov. next. The sum which will be these very words: ‘If we gain the West,
terity with fame.
:
feels himself most unworthy,
the only
Among these incidents we know of that, in this hour of great bereavement. necessary to make a full remittance and all is safe; if we lose it, all is lost.” If we
safe side is By the side of his crucified Re- none more touching than that of the way
pay the present deficit will be $3434.80. gain the North-west, certainly we must
deemer. And he will be sure to find that in which the engineer, William Page, And may He sanctify this dispensation to Will the friends and lovers of our Mission have more men and means.
Thael
A great want of self-sacrificing laborers
place by the side of those who are réceiv- managed the locomotive which drew the all our good. Christians now will not, work see that the above sumeis put into
ing the broken bread with broken hearts.” illustrious sufferer so quickly and so safe: doubtless, forget to pray for the grief- the Treasury before the 25th day of next is seen. ‘‘Look on the fields; for they
are white already to harvest.” In MinpeThere is far more danger for those who ly from Washington to Long Branch. The stricken family.
November?
SiLas Curtis, Treas.
sota there are some 80 counties—more
feel themselves unworthy, in forsaking
Concord,
N.
H.,
Sept.
17th,
1881.
engineer's own pathetic account of the
In the words of the great lamented
‘than one-half of them have no Free Bapthe table, than there is of eating and event is'worth repeating. We substitute,
nn
Garfield himself, we may confidently
tist churches in them—in some, no church
_ Send Reports.
drinking unworthily.
however, a brief summary of it:
exclaim, ‘“God rules; and the governof any denomination, the county not being
Again we ask all pastors, Sunday- more than
“He seems to have taken upon himself ment at Washington still lives!”
two years old, perhaps. SherOUR READING.
some personal responsibility, for, underschool superintendents, clerks of Quar- burne Co., with
I1 towns under settle~
What
books
to
read
and
how
to
read
standing the business better than any|
terly and Yearly Meetings, agents and | ment for 25 years, hss only 5 meetingOURRENT TOPICS.
them, are questions of vital importance body else possibly could, and acquainted:
——WHAT but the spirit and power of the others to whom blank reports and circu- houses of all denominations. Above Elk
to all. Much depends on the selection with the powers of his locomotive as a good
rider
knows
those
of
his
steed,
he
did
not
Kingdom
of Peace, which is surely though lar letters have been sent, asking for river on the Mississippi, Red river, and in
which we make and the manner of using
wait for orders to increase the celerity of gradually claiming the whole earth for Sunday-school and Temperance reports, Dakota, there are scores of counties needthem. We can read but few of the mil- his train. The first time he ‘* let her go,”
ing
lions of volumes in our libraries. Which ‘the doctors knew nothing aboutit. Find- its dominion, can have prompted such who have not already reported, to do so More and asking for religious meetings.
than one hundred of our ministers
at once!
sentiments
as
the
following
?
The
extract
shall they be? Our character and useful- ing that all was going well, Engineer
If any have failed to receive blank from the East could find fields of labor
is
from
an
English
paper:
Page
began
to
think
of
running
a
little
ness depend on thg choice. All read
Sunday-school reports they may obtain where they could be useful. Our Home
‘Something ; we are a reading people; but faster. At Perryville, seventy-eight miles
from Washington, he concluded that he
them
by addressing the secretary. Breth- Mission ought to be able to aid in their
if we should judge from our village cir- would try a mile alittle faster. So he did it
ren, the time is short, and will you attend support to some extent. At first they
culating’ libraries, we must come to the in fifty-three seconds. Then hearing that no
might be compelled, like Saul, to’ make
to
this matter now ?
conclusion that a great many read what, harm had come to his most important
tents for a while—take a homestead farm
H. F. Woop, Cor. Sec'y.
to Say the least, is of no possible benefit. passenger on account of this increased
What is needed
and go to work for God.
speed, he did pretty much as he pleased
Concord, N. H., Sept. 15, 1881.
A man is known by the books he reads for the rest of the journey. His exultation
is self-sacrifice like that of the Fathers.
4
En
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Come over and help take the North-west
as well as by the company he keeps. over the excellent behavior of his engine
for Christ and his cause!
They have a molding influence over him, was natural. He almost regarded her, the first nations of the world on the prinA
Peep
at
the
Farmington
Q.
M.
If one hundred Free Baptist ministers
either for good or evil. If good, he is for he always spoke of ‘“ hes,”as a living’ ciples of constitutional freedom. In anShe behaved well right straight cient times it took long to allay the feuds
The names of Farmington church, Acadwould emigrate from the East to this
improved by them ; if bud, he reaped sereature.
through. She seemed to feel all that of nations. Within the last century, how- emy and Q. Meeting were familiar to me North-west, that
disease, already becomthereby.
;
was required of her, and acted as. gently
ever, the spirit of justice, through the meWe should, therefore, be as carefulin the -as a lady’s mare. Going at her fastest, diam of intelligence, has made rapid prog- forty years ago, when teaching at North ing chronic among us—** pastoral candiParsonsfleld;
principally, perhaps, be- dating,” would be less abominable to God
choice of books as we are in the selection she seemed to hold her breath. On other ress; and we- can to‘day as much symcause at that time it was regarded to be in "and“dislionorable to the cause. A parish
occasions she had started off witli a jerk,
pathize
with
the
pride
of
the
American
of our friends with whom we expect to and had puffed and snorted, but on
over the victory of Yorktown as we van a prosperous condition and there were em- in Bangor, Me., held a meeting to see how
associate, or of our food ; for they are our Tuesday she simply glided.
with the unrestrained ardor of the Scotch- ployed some of our most prominent pas- the candidate would please the people. All
mental food; and just as much as the |. .Oh, what powers has God given to man when he speaks of Bannockburn.
tors and teachers. Of late there has been were agreed that he was a very able
mind js above the body so much the wore man over the material universe! The
Truly, this seems prophetic. of the more complaint of weakness of churches preacher, but one disliked his name, Butis it wise to discriminate. *"The man who elements ate under his control and the near approach of the era when the na- and want of suitable pastoral help than terfleld, another his gait, another the coleats - indiscriminately suffers in conse- forces of nature are subdued by him, or tions shall learn war no mere and when formerly. It was my good fortune to so- or of his hair, and another the way he said
quence. If he is guided by an abnormal they are made to subserve his will; ‘and the Prince of Peace shall be Ruler in all journ for a few weeks within the borders ‘“‘ Amen.” Wonderful critics, capable of
appetite, it impairs his physical powers even time and distance are almost no the earth. For this let Christians work of that Q. M. during the summer just past. discussing the south and south-east side of
5
a hair!
all the same. So it will not do to be gov- obstruction to the accomplishment of his and pray,
I was not there for church investigation,
Instead of such things why not heed our
much less for church work, but chiefly for
erned by a perverted taste in the selec- purposes,
;
tion of our reading. We must have an
It the ** puny ” strength of finite man ——Tue TUNKERS in their recent meet- quiet and rest, as well as for a bit of con- commission—¢ Go ye into all the world”,
eye to utility—to what is best for us—to is so powerful and can perform such ing in Ohio passed resolutions against verse with hill and wood and fleld; and I and think of the West where the battle is
the discipline or instruction we need. deeds, ‘Is anything too hard for the Sunday schools, High schools, revival got what I went after.” But two or three to be fought? I visited a little Free Bap-

DENOMINATIONAL LIFE.
HOW TO GROW.

churches.

we can have our sins

Denominational Hews.

in the Sunday-sehodh fious to pray, that if it can be consistent
d inthe church so as to secure the with the purposes of the all-wise Ruler,
this precious life may yet be spared.
argest denominational results, was preti
Rp U3 Plo
ec ie
by
ty thoroughly discussed, two colored del-

I ant

work for Christ,

;

i

@

“WEDNESDAY,

table of the Lord in remembrance of what
he has done and suffered for us, and not
review our past lives, apprehend our
short-comings and ill-deserts, and, if we
do not at thé same time apprehend Christ

children at home,
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Phillips, Jr.; * Unsupplied churches and
unemployed Ministers”, J. B. Lash; ‘ DuImmediate
* ties of pastors”, S. D. Bates;

Pennsylvania.

of the First F. B.

and

4

how

is

a

Whitaker.

in

9

Harrisburg,

greatly encouraged and reports

sons were

faith, and that

solicitation

‘place and preached a very good sermon
from John 20: 21. ** As my Father hath
X
sent me, even so send I you.”
The consecrating prayer was offered b
Bro. B. F, Zell and in the laying on of
hands he was assisted by Bros. J. Phillips,
.Jr., and T. E. Peden.
The hand of fellow-

ship by Bro.S. D. Bates.
collections,

for

this

centennial houseof worship,

The

of the Meigs

dedicatory

was

month (Sept.), extends in boundary from Lake
Huron shore inland some thirty-five miles, and
chiefly

that

the

great

to say

nothing of the hundreds of homes wasted,

in our sight“to-day.
We have rallied
it in prosperily, and now we gather
its folds to find there a shelter that can
destroyed.
You may read of the terri-

ble storm

of the fire-fiend about

Michigan.

stand.

But you can

Michigan

never,

us here
never

may forget!

resolutions were

as

-unsupplied churches and unemployed minAsters will note this and correspond with
Bro. Posten.
In the spirit of another

resolution
let us resolve ourselves

into

committee of the whole to assist in
work.
Resolved,

Ia view

of

a

this

the pernicious

in-

fluence which the liquor traffic has exercised over State legislation, that we believe it to be the duty of Christian men to

out-

for office in the State omly
support
-8poken temperance

men.

A resolution encouraging the organiza‘tion of a State Woman's Mis. Soc., to be
auxiliary to the Asso. was passed.
Also,
Resolved,
That the perpetuity of many
«of our churches can be more certainly secured by being under the superintendency
.of this Association.
Next session to be held at Rio Grande.

With

renewed

encouragement

we

press

forward to the work before us.
A. H. WHITAKER, Rec. Sec.

How we will welcome

you, and

Eastern.
—

Maine.

tev. T. F. Millett has tendered his resignation as Principal of Parsonsfield Seminary and
as pastor of No. Parsonsfield and 1st Effingham
churches.
He intends immediately to enter
the Theological course of Bates College. By
the efforts of Mr. Millett quite a number of the
students from time to time have been convert.

ed and, we trust, have gone out into the world
to exert a healthy influence.

During Mr.

Mil-

letts Prineipalship some $300 have been

spent

in putting the Seminary buildings in good repair, and now, we learn, they have been turn-

.ed over to the town for a free high school.
New Hampshire.
“The F. B. church at East Andover

has been

repainted the past season and very much im‘proved. Rev.J. G.Munsey, the pastor, has
returned from a three weeks’ vacation.
The
first Sabbath after his return he administered
the ordinance of baptism.
Massachusetts,

;Rev. B, H. McMurphy writes us a few lines
- expressing his great feebleness and destitution.
He is sick with dropsy, apparently failing, entirely dependent on charity, and if any

of his old friends in the thirteen churches with
«which ‘he has labored, or any others, feel inclined
to help an old man, a good man, who

has spent more than fifty years in the ministry,
‘they will do a worthy deed by sending a dona-

tion, however small, to Rev. B. H. McMum
pby, North Chelmsford, Mass.

:

Connecticut.

The F, B. church at East Killingly very

re-

luctantly accepted the resignation of its pastor, Rev. Mr. Child, a few weeks

since.

Mr.

Child resigned for the purpose of occupying
an important position in Westboro (Mass.)
‘Reform School. ‘Rev. J. 8, Burgess,

of Wa-

terbury, Ct., has supplied the pulpit for several

Sundays past, and has received a unanimous

call from the church te become its permanent
pastor. This church was organized
some
thirty years since, after a connection of several
years as a ‘branch ”.of the Foster church
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Scilusts chars is left Without 5 astor, Other

telegraph from the Convention.”

M.,

M.

Brunswick

24th at the same
y

J. 5. Bitgess 1s supplying for the present.
Rov.
Foster has obtained a pastor, Rev. 8. A. Bak-

the prospects are quite encouraging.
President Brackett was absent, attending the new
Association of Free Baptist churches, at Winchester, but his place was well occupied by his
locum tenens,
Miss Lura Brackett......At
Winchester the scene of busy Christian labor
was replete with interest. The attendance of
ministers
and members
was large.
The
church of the Valley and cognate interests
from neighboring regions were well represents
ed. Everything was harmonious and efficient.
Education, missions, temperance and care for
the ministry of Christ were all attended to in
a business-like manner.
A resolution of symspathy for President Garfield was sent on by

the Pelkborough Q.

New

Astor, bu hoy bave Ros reported dis name.
»—Rev.
G. H,
as left and

for occupation,

Geo, Hassell sends an account
give revivalin Mt. Zion church,
The meetings began Aug. 13
fifteen days, resulting in the
about85 persons, 21 of whom

J.

Love-

J. M. BREWSTER,

European

Aroostook County

Rev. A. H. Morrell has taken his place. Westford,~Rev. L. P. Bickford has left and we are
informed that they have obtained
another

assuming
proportions.
its destined
It will |

HMlinisters and Churches.

The

within a year. Three ministers have died,
three have removed and four have been added.

Chapachet—Rev.

A.

& Piscataquis; 1n every instance the
return ticket to be purchased at the station where
the train is taken. The same rates are also secured with the boats ftom Bangor and Bucksport.

us and added much, to the interest by thelr
efforts for the Woman’s Mission,
Addresses
were made by Sisters Dexter, Tourtellott and
Fenner and Rev. A, H. Morrell.
Some money
was raised by the sisters before the session,
and this added to that collected here in money
and pledges amounted to $100,—a part for F.
Missions and a part for Harper’s Ferry.
A Q.
M. Woman’s Mission Society was also formed.

C. W. Denison writes from Washington: “I
have just returned froma fraternal visit to
Harper’s Ferry and Winchester.
At the former place I had the pleasure to note the steady
progress of Storer College. Anthony Hall is

The number of students is increasing,

& Lincoln,

h and Bangor

and

Great changes have taken p ace in this

So. Kingston,

Providence, Sept. 5, 1881.

Knox

of and

on temperance

Street,

Half fare for the PENOBSCOT Y. M., to be held
at Rockland, commencing Sept. 27, will be given
on all the railroads, including the Maine Central,

Tourtellott of the R. I. Association were with

of the cinders you shall see the new walls rear
their battlements, from which the enemy shall
be held forever in check, while along the great
lake shore many disciples shall leave their
nets and follow Him.
Please address, your
brother in Christ, G. B. Cutler, North Branch,
Lapeer Co.
Virginia and West Virginia.

soon be under cover and ready

offered

Greenwich

Yearly Meeting

The

disposed

cussed and passed.: Through the efforts
Sister Fenner, Mrs. L. Dexter and Mrs. J.

indi-

to God and to the denomination that it represents,
What a field is here for workers for
Jesus!
We ask for only one strong young
man to come,
Is there one who at this supreme moment will come?
and in the Sanilac
Q.M. win stars for Jesus’ sake; and leaving
superfluous polish, canes and gloves for those
that covet such things, come burdened for

souls.

y

by the Q. M.

quietly

A. T. Salley;

the observance of the ‘Sabbath: earnestly dis-

in

under-

But

state.

tended and a fair delegation was present.

12625

Rev.Samuel Harris, .D. | Rev.WM, Barbour,D.D.
Mark Bailey, M. A., Instructor in Elocutioh.

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other preparation makes such light, a
hot ety
>
luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by D.
tics
without fear of the ills resulting ony. hes
al.
gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

Olneyville, C. 8. Frost, Geo.
R. H. Tozer, R. D. Frost;

Tiverton, S. S.
Then: J. M. Brewster; Taunton,
Benj Phelon,
A. Neally; Warwick, A. Given,
Yi ierce: West Greenwich, A. Lovejoy, W. N.
att.
. Churches and
isitors will arrange time of the
By order of Committee.
meetings.

with the Thompson church,
0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.

_routine business was

viduals it will ever to us be a reminder of the
vanities of earth, and of those that only live
to lay up treasure here below.
Up from these

We hope that

y —— ——
Pascoag,

‘Abbott; Smithiidld, A. TI. Salley, R. H. Tozer;

WESTERN R.I. Q. M.—Held it last session
with the East Killingly church, Aug. 31. The
pastor of this church had lately left, but the
rethren were ready to receive us and gave us
a hearty welcome.
The meeting was well at-

mined kind, still out of the flames and smoke
is seen flying the banner of Christ. It looks
grand
round
under
not be

Joy

The Q. M. was one of interest and much enjoyed by all present.
_Next session
Nov. 4—6. -

5;

:
FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS.
Rev.Leonard Baker, b D. | Rev.Geo. Be Fisher,n.D.
Rev.George E. Day, D.p. | Rev. Tim’y Dwight, D.

Absolutely Pure.

Pawtucket, G. J. Abbott. A. L. Gerrish; Roger
Williams, O. D. Patch, Benj. Phelon; Pond Street,
W. A. Neally, A. R. Bradbury; Park Street, J. D.

as a lay preacher.
Bro. Carpenter should have
been set apart to the work of the ministry
many years ago, and we hope
that even though
the greater part of his
life may have been
passed in business pursuits the remaining portion muy be spent in building up our needy
churches and winning souls for the Master.

The P. O. address of the Cor. Sec. is R.. ashes shall grow a Q. M. that shall be an honor

“J. Poston, Gallipolis, 0.

“T.
Wheeler;

worker who will visit us and help our weak
churches.
Bro. Stephen Carpenter, of the

Greenfield church, was licensed

$68 a

WARREN,

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF YALE COLLEGE.
PRESIDENT —REV. NOAH PORTER, D. D.

POW

Wm.

Crooks; Georgiaville, A. L. Gerrish, — —;
Johnstone, W. Pierce, A. Given; North Scituate,

e very much need evangelistic work in this
Q. M. ‘The Q. M. will help sustain any good

“Michigan.

the

.

P.

T

Fros

m. Crooks; Farnumsville, J. M. Brewster,

the churches were represented by letter. Some

Q.

sermon

For

H.

COLLEGE,

POUG

| “Bradbury, S. 8. Barney; Carolina, J. T. Ward,

Leporied verbally the churches in a low

4.

address

VASSAR
‘

Barneyville, Geo.
Wheeler, W. N.' Patt; Blackne, R. D. Frost, J. D. Veney; Block Island, A.

the

serthe
apSat.

dedicated at the late session

.pasturage destroyed and the toil of years
brought to naught.
Many of our own beloved
Freewill Baptist brethren bave
lost
their
homes; none that we can learn have lost their
lives. Our little churches are of the deter-

pose, making in all $150.00. Thus we hope
she 13 materially, mentally and spiritually
fitted for her work.
The following resolutions were passed :
Whereas,
It has heretofore been a part
of ‘the policy of this Asso. that the Cor.
.Sec. be made,and expectedto act,as a medinm between unemployed ministers and
unsupplied chaorches, therefore,
Resolved, That we urge the present
‘Cor. Sec. to make a specialty of this work
during the coming year.

and

information,

Principal, Plymouth, N. H.

.

x
Dexter, C. S.

n, L.

Veney, O. D. Patch;

loss of life by forest fires has occurred,

pur-

church,

GIBSON Q. M.—Held
'its last session with
the Jackson church, Sept. 2—4.
But few of

Sept.

Esland Association.

winter:
Auburn and Ar!

morning, also subject to criticism. The state
of religion is very low in this Q. M. but our
prayer is, * Lord, revive us!”
{
3
oe
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

Sanilac Q. M., organized two Years ago this

to $75.00,

Rev, H. S. Ball was

recently erected in Cheshire, Gallia Co., was

it is within its bounds

were appropriated to the purchase of medicines and instruments for Sister Phillips
as a Medical Missionary.
Bro.
Bates
had previously raised $75.00

The new brick

Q. Mw, Towa, whose

Mes. to Fox River Q. M.

ex! session with Mineral

communica-

the Free

The Executive Committee of the Rhode Island
Association of Free Baptist churches makes the
following assignments for Revival or Three. Days’
‘Meetings to be held during the ensuing fall and

Buren

or

includ.

For eircu-

PEEKSKILL (N.Y.) Military Academy.
—For circulars address Col. C. J. WRIGHT, A. M.,
Principal.
:
at29

ANNUAL MEETING of

manifest

presence encouraged us.

lars

Missionary Society.

Rhode

lis-

Expenses,

with the school,

Baptist

THE

E. Tib-

School.

connected

term; or $48, if pupil boards himself.

WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY for the choice of
officers, and thé transaction,of other business,
will be held in the Yestry of the}. B. church,
Lawrence, Mass., Wed.,
Oct. 5, at 180, P. M.
.
..
MRS8.J.A.LOWELL, Cor, Sec.

Womun’s

little interest was

Bro.

~.

Courses of Study—one and two years, includin

one term in Training
ing every charge

church in Lawrence,

REVIVAL MEETINGS.

by

TERM,

of twenty weeks, begins August 7, 1882.

Thursday, Oct. 6, at 2.30 o’clock, Pp. M.
. B. CHENEY, Rec. Sec.

9.

congregation

FALL TERM,
SPRING

Sec.

meetings

On the Sabbath a good

:

of twenty weeks, begins August 30, 1881.

wenee:

Exammations ior entrance, Sept, 14th. Catalogues
sent on applicationto
~ 8130
W. L. DEAN, Registrar.

Washburn

doy

La

Nov Buaphie Sate TomaSee

Lewiston, Me., Sept. 12, 1881.

of

Clerk was appointed to preach the
opening
mon, which will be subject to criticjem by
Conference. Bro. E. H, Connibear was
pointed to prepare and read an essay on

preached by Rev. S. D. Bates, of Marion.

Charge by Bro.

amounting

whom

Mass., on

five per-

commencing

of

the business

upon

appointed Cor.

Ohio.

M.,

R. J. Poston.

The

to

church,

betts, from Van

and

Young

Liberty

tened to an excellent sermon

Western.

Bro. EB. N. Fernald, of Maine, took his |

bs

ed.

important that

John

be held in the Free Baptist

CREEK Q. M.—Held its Sept. term

The attendance

tions may be addressed at once.

forgotten by those who witnessed it. = The
sermon was to have been preached by
earnest

WALNUT

The present Supply Committee

Guiles, Dea.

Dea.J. M. Thompson,

her work in India by the Asso. on Thurs-day evening was a service not soon to be

Bro. Bates, but at his

pastor

was light and but

are Isaac W.

and Sister

churc|

SRE

301

surer and
Corresponding “Secretary ‘and the
transaction of any other necessary business, will

of

baptized on profession

Brother

with

‘should be lost.

'that

ptist

Fo PEER

° |

Foreign Mission Society.
Notice is hereby given that the annual meetin
of the Freewill Baptist FOREIGN
MISSIONARY
SOCIETY for considering the reports-ef the Treas-

ale laboring earnestly and successfully in that
eld.
:
Next session R500 the Ougland chureh;
opening sermon Friday evening, Nov. 11, by
Rev. Ww. W. Lee.
L. HULSE, Clerk.

there should be kept in its pulpit a reliable
man as pastor, lest what has been gained

to

recently

years. Besides, the standing of this church is
much better in the community than it has

It is very

omens

Free

C. A. BICKFORD,
Lawrence, Mass., Sept. 17, 1881.

good. No reports from the Bradford or Rute
land churches, but the Evansville church is

who shall come to it than it has been for many

sometimes been.

Wednesday evening, on India and Mission
work in India, was very interesting and
was very much enjoyed by all.,

and Johpson, and on the Sab-

brated, and the meeting closed with

large extent overcome,
—so that this field is far

The address of ‘Sister Nellie Phillips,

rst

Revs.

Mission Society was formed and a good beginning made. After a sermon Sunday evening,
by Bro. Washburn, the Communion was cele-

to the prosperity of the church have been to a
more inviting and hopeful for any new

by

ry sermon, and pledges for Storer College
were givento the amount of $25, and slso some
$6 were given for F. Missions. A
Female

the church; our new Church Record has been
adopted; the denominational tone and stand-

of them were thoroughly
Some did not enter into their
writers.
subjects as deeply as we expected from
And of some it was
former productions.
said they were reviews of other’s arguments instead of productions of their own.

Sermous were preached

bath Bro. Brande preached a telling missiona-

to"

Most

The consecration of Sister Phillips

Washburn, Pope

Thursday, Oct. 6, at 9 o'clock, A.M.

was good.

| ing and promise of the church have been
greatly promoted; some old embarrassments
the
by
treated

‘hy them.

(Wis) Q. M.—Held its Aug.

21, 1881.

Education Society.
The annual meeting of the Freewill Bapti
.
cation Society for the election of officers, int dn
transaction of other un jnoss will be held in

has adopted our new Quarterly; and now
takes 115 copies ; our new Hymn and Tune book,
“ Spiritual Songs,” has been introduced into

If space and time would permit we
would love to speak of each separately.
Suffice it to say that the interest manifested by the brethren showed that these live

SEPTEMBER

session with the Rome church, which was one

take effect Oct. 15. During his pastorate of
two years and a half, the old debt of $3000 on
the church has been provided for; 40 members
have been added to the church, 23 of them by
baptism and 17 by letter; the Sunday-school

H.

A.

broken”,

church

STAR,

of more than usual interest. Most of the
churches were represented and the attendance

Rev. T. H. Drake has resigned the pastorate

;
work of the Association”, T. E. Peden
eminist
to
h
growt
ual
« Relation of spirit
Joston; «The Bible
rial success’, R, J.
Sabbath

ROCK & DANE

“ works’ sake,” and carry the best wishes of
this people with them to their new home.

The following essays were read before
* Ministry for the age”; J.
the Asso.:

MORNING

pecial Rates with the 10

ehh COPIES FOR

|}

MARSHALL,
OSCAR
Publisher,

Broadway,

New

York.
3

«A.

Garfield.

orks of ‘Art and

to excellence

on fine, heavy,

TWO DO

11
1
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MORNING
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A FLOWER LESSON.
BY F. 8. M,

‘talyonistic to

A velvety pansy
‘Was blossoming late,
Its petals unfolding
For somebody’s sake.
The frost turned the forest

To crimson and gold,

And somebody weary
With trouble and strife,
With heavily bearing
The burden of life,
Came carelessly walking
One drear autumn day,
And picked the bright pansy
That bloomed in his way.

should venture to regard him as her future lord, had awakened in him ‘a resis-

tance.as viotent'as it was stubborn.. Till

;

ar

With trouble and pain,
Ry

His duties again.

=SIRT

SRT

Though chill be the winter
And tempests be high,
Like the brave little pansy
‘When winter was nigh,
Let’s turn to the sunshine
And bloom as we may,
Thus happiness casting
In somebody’s way.

CR

fiercely angry when

three or four times a day the young man
had presented’himself to enquire for Agnes or to bring her fruit or flowers. He
had been indignant at his wife, because
she accepted Mrs. Murray’s help in caring for the sick one ; nor could he forgive
her i#horing his displeasure and sending
to the Murrays for aid in this emergency.
But now he was in extremity. He
staggered to the seat beneath the oak, the
very seat where Edgar and Agnes had

A% bravely he welcomed

been accustomed to rest after

sional sauntering together
or along the embowered

gray head

went

down

their

occa-

by the
lanes,

upon

creek

and

his

his hands.

His whole heart was concentrated in a
vehement,
wordless prayer, which was

0-0
+3-0-0¢

Se

he had~been

now

Submission was blended

BEREAVEMENT.

METoa

afar off, Agnes

and

timidly

even

that,

The blithe little pansy’
That bloomed out of place,
Taught the stranger a lesson
Of patience and grace.

fain to beat against the Almighty’s throne.
No feeling of God’s paternity entered his
mind at that intense. moment.

'neath whose eyelids lay

The sweet lights of my childhood, one by one
Did leave me dark, before the natural sun,
And I astonished fell, and could not pray,
A thought within me to myself did say:

BrCARRIE
ES
=
RE PS

for Agnes

cared

own,

his

with a love deeper than that of kindred.
The deacon, though a strong mar, was
selfish. He would have looked with aversion on any man who might have desired to win the affection of his child ; for
he meant to keep her as his own particular treasure if he could. But that Edgar
Murray should aspire to her hand, and

But still the brave pansy
Bloomed bright in the cold.

‘When some beloveds,

of the family that was so an-

one es

“ Lord!
darling,

give me back my Agnes,
the

one precious

life-l-. Let her

¢ Is God less God that thou art left undone ?

not

die,

thing

my

of my

I beseech

thee!

him to

go riding

the

thankfulness: and when the sturdy babes

with

of Edgar and Agnes clambered on his
knees and held
- fast to his hand, they
thought in the wide world there was no-

his sisters, while he held the reins and his
swift horses,the admiration of the country,

trotted smoothly up

hill and

and

beautiful, floor-like

over

the

hard,

down

sides, skirted

limpid streams, and

Famalp Taxcle.
THE DEACON'S VOW.

tween life and death. The doctor gave
them little reason to hope that the feeble
. spark which was flickering, and nearly
ready to expire, could be again rekindled.
For days and weeks all that love and skill
and tender nursing could do had been
done, to win back the health of the fever-

stricken girl; but so far it seemed in
vain. Her mother and
krother were tire-

less in their watching andl} devotion, .and
an arrest, in the last few days,

had

been

laid on everything except the necessary
work, while they waited, in that solemn
» bush which is less of hope than of despair, for what the next hour might bring
to pass.

House,

fields,

business,

life

were all overhung and clouded by the
mystery which always hovers about the
bedside of the departing, even when the
prospect is bright with trust in Him who
says: “I am He that liveth and was dead,
and behold! I am alive for evermore.”
Agnes was the deacon’s darling. Stern
and grim to others, he had invariably
been gentle and indulgent to her. In her
babyhood it had been his delight to have
her nestle against her father’s broad
breast and play with his long beard or fall
asleep in his arms.
Did he love her best? He supposed so;
and still there was a doubt of it in the
‘minds of his friends. Deacon Cameron
“+, had another idol, and that was money.
He hugged it closely and worshiped it
lavishly. It cost him bitter pain to part
with it, unless it were in some way which

petition;

bareheaded,

from

the

his heart

and

as he

amen

stood

had

almost

there,

welled

up

before he was

aware of it.
“Can

a

man

gg

nowhere

and

be a-

lone ?”* exclaimed the deacon. ¢‘Must
he be followed and spied upon under his
own trees and on his own ground ?”
That instinctive animosity was dominant in a moment though the prayer had
scarcely died on his lips.
“I beg your pardon, sir,” said Edgar

humbly.

“Idid not mean to intrude;

but I had just come from the house,
Hugh tells me there is a shade,

of hope.

Agnes has fallen

and

at

least,

asleep.

She

may be better when she awakes.”
The shade of hope was not a hallucination. Very slowly, very tremulously,
almost imperceptibly the young girl passed into the several stages of convalescence. So gradual was her improvement
that it was measured by weeks. From
day to day no change was apparent; but
from week to week a slight progress was
visible, and after a while, pale but beautiful, she resumed her place in the house-

hold and took up one

by one

her old

tasks.
Like a lily, like a wild rose,
a bit of mignonette, she brightened

like
and

sweetened the place where she dwelt.
Hers the mission which no woman need
despise, to make people happy, to charm
away their sullen moods, and to diffuse

pleasantness whenever she appeared.
Only with her father had she lost her
old magic.

lis smiles

grew infrequent

he knew would return it in kind and in- and his temper more capricious and uncreased.

‘Honest, just, defrauding

none,

he was scrimping and niggardly in ex. penditure for his family.
"It was a winter’s morning, but soft and

mild as spring, with blue skies, undimmed by a cloud, and gentle south winds
stirring the leafless branches. The physician had told the father that there was
little probability that Agnes could recover, and that theissue would ere long be
decided.
The cry of his heart was: “Lord, take
the rest! © Take all, but leave me Agnes!”
For the first time in his experience his
wealth was a matter of indifference to
him. He walked on, looking strangely

older than ever before, and the bowed
head, stature, and tottering feet were cu

certain than ever.
«I don’t know what to think of Deacon
Cameron,” said the pastor, Mr. Denbigh,

who for thirty years had labored in the
Hillside church. He was talking confidentially with his wife. * Heis becoming more

the

deacon

would

have

Adversity hardens

a man

when it does not refine him.”
‘It may be,” said the pastor’s

gentle

riously unlike the self-dssertive, arrogant

wife;"¢* that God is striving with the dea-

man, whose very gait was usually the un| conscious expression of a will that would
‘have its way, encounter what opposition

I think he is not at peace with God or

aly

1s a great spreading oak which
3 edge of his land, shadowing
his farm
and that of the nearest,

neighbor, Harmon

Murray.

con,

There is good in him,

I am

sure.

The’ Mar “exceeidngly uncomfortable

in his mind.

‘opposite to the Camerons : He Had offered a genuine prayer and
arted, spending money lay- pledged an honest vow, fully meaning to
sending their boys off to college keep his word, while in his heart had

rayswere

gi to the Say sep buying

‘been a vague idea of propitiation,

knelt beneath the oak.

as he

When Agnes be-

gan to grow stronger, his résolution had
been firm
to fulfil his word, but as she
|crept onward to health it had loosened its
hold upon him.
Agnes loved her father, but she loved

her friend, too. If Edgar were prohibit
¢ | ed from visiting
her at her own hearth
she was not ashamed to meet him
1S

thought he stood in the

met

Round

He

outer court of

Robin

We have

in this story

Series.

work
ject.
Boston:

James R. Osgood & Co. pp, 867. ($1.00).
one of the

most

in-

The scene is laid on a

Southern plantation, and the incidents of
slave life are entertaining and their preservation is'at the same time of value, since this
phase of life is so rapidly. passing into the background. Advantage is taken of one of those

little
when

attempts so quickly hushed
the

colored people

in history

made a slight effort

ing up, singing sweet hymns, and bear- for freedom.
The evil of slavery is seen through the eyes
ing the banners of victory ; and they passof the Englishman who is the hero of the
ed by bim through the gate, and when book, also by the caresand perplexities it
wore
on, darkly and sorrowful in the they, vanished he heard in the distance brings to Homoselle and the afiliction and
retribution under which her father suffers.
Cameron household, though outwardly all sweet strains of music.
The book nowhere takes strong ground against
* Who are they ?” he asked.
things prospered and, whatever the dea‘ They are the goodly fellowship of “slavery but presents the unpleasant complica
con touched turned to gold.
tionsof the system, leaving the reader to infer
His main trouble’ was with the _Bible. the prophets, who have gone to be with that the whité man suffered from its evils as
&
Turn where he ‘would, the verses famil- God.”
well as the black.
iar with his childhood mocked him. The
And he heaved a deep sigh as he
There are examples of noble character
all
word ‘* vow” seemed to stare at him from said: ¢ Alas! I am not one of them, and through the book. We admire Homoselle’s
every page. It was David who said: never shall be, and I can not enter there.’ true womanliness, her devotion to her father
and her household economy.
We like the
¢t Shall I offer to the Lord sacrifices of
By and by there came another band straightforward
way Mr. Halsey deals with
that which cost me nothing?” And Da- equally lovely in appearance and equal-. men and things, and we regard almost with a
‘vid had always been his favorite charac- ly triumphant, and robed in white. They feeling of reverence the earnest spirit of Garter. But they all paid their vows..
passed within thé portals, and again were riel and the heroism of Choe.
sustained to its
The interest of the book
The Bible was an armory which bris- shouts of welcome heard within.
{leave Halsey
close, and we are well satisfi
tled with weapons
turned constantly
*¢ Who are they?”
and Homoselle in their new hom at Westover.
against the deacon’s conscience. And
*t They are the goodly fellowship of:
‘while hesat at the head of his table silent, the apostles.”
constrained and gloomy, imposing an un- | ¢* Alas,” he said, “I belong not to AMERICAN VERSION OF THE REVISED NEW
TESTAMENT,
(Second edition.)
With the
|, wholesome and irritating repression on that fellowship, and I cannot enter there.”
Readings and Renderings
Telorted by the
wife and children,

a fiery battle was

rag-

He

ing within him. He grew to dread
Agnes’ sweet, composed..face, where the
patience that could wait indefinitely, and
hold its own to the last, “had already
stamped a Madonna-like dignity. Often,
as he saw Edgar Murray in church, he
felt that he was unreasonable in opposing his suit. There could be no valid objection to a pure, steady, well-educated

consumed.

None

of the

losses,

so

sad. As he sat in his arm-chair or followed the plow, he

felt that the warfare

the Almighty had assumed

a

of

tangible

form, and that His arrows were aimed for

his destruction.

One sorrowful day there came a greater loss.

The

handof

upon the meek

paralysis was

laid

and ever submissive wife,

and she lay for hours in the death-in-life
which is so horrible and so inscrutible.
Now was the cup of calamity full and
running over. Never a demonstrative
nor loving husband, the deacon had felt a
true respect and a complacent proprietary affection for the woman who had given

herself in the radiant bloom of her girlgood, when she had chosen him from
many suitors. Always had she been a
faithful wife, diligent, frugal, obedient to
his wishes. When she
slowly
away, amid

the sobs of

children,

he

shed no tears, but God’s lightning had
nevertheless smitten his soul. ‘When she
lay, queenly in silent state, inthe house
where she had been chief servant rather
than mistress, he sat for some hours in
the room, living over the long years and
suffering poignant remorse, which none
knowing the man could imagine possible.

When he followed the hearse to the family lot where the Camerons had been buried for generations, he was bowed under
an anguish as deep as it was unspeakable.
Agnes slid her hand into his; but he
scarcely felt the pressure, though he suffered her to lead him home! like a little

child, after the earth had been packed upon the coffin.
A few days crept on—interminably
long in the abode of mourning—and- one
night the family was gathered for worship. The deacon took the Bible, and
slowly turned the leaves until he came to

waited

and

lingered,

in the

their palm branches. - He waited still and
saw that the next was a company of godly
ministers and officers of Christian churches; but he could not go with them. At
last, as he walked,

he saw

a larger

host

than all the rest put together, marching
and singing most melodiously, and in
front walked the woman that was a sinner and the thief that died upon the cross
hard by the Saviour; and he looked long,
and he saw there such as Manasseh and

the like; and when they entered he could
see who they were, and he thought:
¢« There will be no shouting about
them.”
But to his astonishment it seemed as if
all heaven was rent with seven-fold shouts
as they passed in. And the angels said
to him:
Go
:
¢ These are they thatare mighty sinners, saved by mighty grace.”

And then he said :
“Blessed be God ! I can go with them.”
And so he awoke.

far,

was crushing; but the aggregate bore
heavily on the deacon and made him very

still

hope that he might yet go in; but the
next multitude did not encourage him,
for they were the noble army of martyrs.
He could not go with them, nor wave

MOTHER'S DRESS.
Only young and sensitive people themselves can tell how often they are troub-

led by the

fact that

Mother,

having

passed the years of vanity, and being
quite sure of the estimation in which she
is held by Father, has become indifferentto dress. Notcareless, for she is never untidy. She brushes her hair smooth
and twis8 it into a little hard knot; - she
pins into her untrimmed dress the cleanest and hardest of linen collars, and her

flat-soled prunella shoes are always whole
and well

‘does

not

care;” and what loving daughter is
| who does. not want her mother to
very much how she looks?
« Of course,” sighs poor Ellen;
course, I don’t want Ma to dye her

there
care

and

buttoned;

but

she

¢ of
hair

rouge like old Mrs. Fritz, dnd I

shouldn’t like her to be foolish ; but why
shouldn’t.she dress like other folks? She

is youfg yet.

She might let me

crimp

her nl, or puff it, and might wear

bonnets “and gloves that fit her.

nice

Why

should she make herself look funny, and
dress like an old woman of eighty, when
she would look so nice fixed up?”
But Mother, when remonstrated with,
shakes her head, quotes something about
¢ purple and fine linen,” and remarks

‘that ¢* her days for finery have gone by.”
Perhaps they have; but there is no
need for finery.

A matronly elegance is

possible without that; and it is almost
the duty of any woman of means

to satis-

fy her children in this respect,

The pangs which those young people
endure because she will not ¢ look like

other

people,” can not be expressed in

words, They are something that years
never will blot out—something they will

remember in their middle life with emotions of pain.
What strangers think, is so much to the
girl, who sees and feels glances to which

American Committee of
sion incorporated into the text by Roswell D. Hitcheock,
D. D., Presideat. of the Union Theological
Seminary, New York.
New York: Fords,
Howard & Hulbert.” Long primer, Crown
8vo, All rights reserved. Cloth, red edges,
$1.00. Morocco Gr. Leather gilt edges, $1.75;
tull Turkey Morocco, gilt edge, $3.25.

The second editio

this peculiarly Ameri-

can book is now pl.
Since its first appearance it has been subjected to the closest and

severest scrutiny by its editor, Dr,

Hitchcock,

with a view to make it irreproachably accurate
and correct—a distinction enjoyed thus far-only:

by the * presentation edition” of the 'Euglish
issue, no other having been free from errors.
All inaccuracies and errors discoverable have

been corrected, and there has been: added a
new and elaborate appendix, which not only
very carefully reverses the English appendix,
but gives detailed information concerning some

of the more important words referred to under
¢ Classes of Passages.” This edition is got up in
large,clear type, in a readable form, presenting
an attractive page to the eye; and what is bet~

ter still it is the

American Version, the read-

ings of which American scholars of the New
Testament have generally considered preferable to-any other. These were éxcluded from
the Oxford editions and placed in the appendix.
In this volume they are placed in the text and
the English renderings in the appendix.
~The months of conscientious labor bestowed
upon this book by Dr. Hitchcock (who has
also secured the advantage of cross-examiuations and special testings at the hands of other
accomplished scholars), may well Bhve confirmed it as the Standard American Version,
which its publishers claim it to be.
In form, this ‘ American Version” is a
reproduction of the * Oxford Long
Primer
Octavo,” and is a clearly printed, well made,
handsome book. It gives all the results of the
labor of the whole International Committee—
both the English and the American = branches.
Already endorsed by the leading scholars of
all denominations, and certain lo grow in the
confidence of sincere students of the Bible
everywhere, this can not fail to become the
accepted version, throughout this country at
least.
a

paid them.

The Lord is too much for Al-

exander Cameron.

longer.

I shall resist him

no

Ihave been vain, conceited and

stubborn, fond of my own

way aud care-

« does not care any longer,” to submit to

the loving dictation of daughters who do,
and dress becomingly, than it isto intrench herself behind some ugly fashjon
of the past, and spurn with contempt thepretty ings they long to gee Mother

wear.

:

They need notbe afraid of yielding. No
ful of my own interest, But now I shall
daughter
ever dressed her mother in too
begin again, if1 may, and seek, if haply
gay
and
juvenile
a fashion. Young eyes
he let me find him, my wife's God. Youi”
note
suitability
of
shade and color in. the
mother was nearer to him than I. Hugh,
ask the pastor to come hither to-morrow.

I want to help him with’ my substance.
Agnes, daughter, Edgar Murray may
come as you list, and I will give him Ymy
child and my blessing, Let us pray.”
As his way was, the deacon, having be-

gun, paid his vows to the uttermost.” The
openly. evening of his life was sweet, with

various States, which it is designed to make
identical with

the camping grounds

their respective States a century ago.
R. Worthington, 770

for
immediate
Junior,” edited

Broadway,

of the
°

announces

publication, ‘ Chatterbox
by Edward Willett, Joshua

author ” on this sub.

The late Caroline Fox of Penjerrick, a wellknown Cornish Quaker lady, wason terms ‘of

intimate friendship with notable men of letters

and science of her day, such as Mills, Sterling,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Carlyle and. Bensen,
and her

journals

and

letters

are

soon to be

published.

Professor

Robert ‘R. Raymond, of Boston,

has edited a * Shakespeare for the Young
Folk,” Its dim is to awaken a love for
Shakespeare in the young readers, and the
method is, to present three typical plays, like
*“ A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” “ As You

Like It,” and ¢ Julips Cesar,” in the form of
a narrative, using as much of the real 16x}
sults the editor's plan.’

as

Three important circulars have lately been
issued by the Bureau of Education.
The first

on the Spelling Reform, gives a condensed
historical account of the spelling reform move‘ment both in this country and in England. An
appendix gives a full reference-list to the
literature of the spelling reform. The second
circular deals with the relation of education to-

industry and technical trainingin American
schools; and the third is an illustrated pamphlet on the construction of library buildings.
Among D. Lothrop & Co's. announcements
for the fall, are: “A Family Flight,” a book of
travel through France, Germany, Norway and

Switzerland, by the Rev. E. E. Hale and Miss
Susan Hale; ¢ All Aboard for Sunrise Lands,”
by the Rev. Edward A. Rand, a book of adven-

ture in the countries bordering on the Pacific;

“The

Kingdom

of Home,” a large octavo

illustrated colléction of poems relating to home
and the affections, by Arthur Gilman; and
three natural history books, ‘ Beautiful

Flowers,”

* Sea

Mosses”

and

Wild

*‘ Beautiful

Ferns.”

Dr. Burnell, the foremost Orientalist in
Southern 1ndiu, is at work om an exhaustive’
bibliography of works 8 Yojsting to
guese in India.

the

Portu-

Mazeppa, who was tied to a horse Ly an
enemy, and the horse made to run away, is
not, as many have supposed, a creation of the
fancy, but was a real historical personage, a
‘ Hetman ” of the Cossacks, whose life belonged to the last half of the last century.
Kostomarof, a Russian author, has been engaged for some time upon a history of his public
career, and the manuseript is now being got
ready for the press.
A

Utah

Review

has

been

started

Lake City by Rev. T. B, Hilton,

at

Salt

president of

the ‘University
of Utah, and principal of
the Salt Lake Seminary.
Itistobe an organ

of Christian

civilization,

and

ought to do a

good part in hammering away at Mormonism.
The first number is an octavo of 82 pages, and
is good chiefly for what it promises. Too many
parts of pages are left blank for the best effect
to the eye, but the typography is otherwise
good.
(Monthly: $2.00 a year.)

“1

believe

in a providence,”

said Victor

Hugo, to a company gathered around him in
the Rue de Clichy,
because I am a providence
myself.”
Being asked for an explanation, the
poet replied: *“ We caughta mouse yesterday

evening.

Its death sentence was already pro-

nounced, when
my
little granddaughter;
Jeanne, with eyes glistening with tears, begged for the life of the gray prisomer.
Her
mother hesitated whether {o listen te the dear

little advocate or not, and in her doubt said,
¢ Grandfather shall decide.’ So they came to
me, Fora moment I held the power of life
and death over the diminutive creature; and
I thought, the Heavenly Providence may find
itself in my situation when the fate of a being

of higher order is to be determined. Naturally,
I set the mouse free; for when a man undertakes the role of providence on” a small scale,

he should at least imitate its generosity.”

When the same drill is used for fifty children
of widely differing natures, tastes and abilities,
a dull and uninspiring teacher finds no diffi-

culty’in the work.

To

the

* born

teacher”

the task of instruction is delightful, but
easy.

rarely

Illustrated

amount of attention for what he may have to
say of “ Man’s Destiny,” though the latter is

a large subject, with room ‘for vacertainly
garies,

:

A sermon by George Macdonald, sald to be

the only one he ever wrote, will appear in the

Unitarian Review for September.

"An important volume to be published soon
by George H. Ellis, is Dr. R. P. Stebbii’s
« Study of the Pentateuch.” After a long
analytical review) of Kuenen’s ‘ Religion of

Israel,” as introduetory, in which the fallacies

None but God can satisfy the longings
of an immortal; as the heart was made
for him, so he ony can fill it.>

whole will form a book of great value, which’
is to be adopted as a text-book in several

The passions are the voice of the body.

‘before the public in an elaborate * Treatise on

8

an Ameriesn

Bishop Merrill has completed the manufacture of a new book, entitled * Aspects of
with colored and full-page wood engravings.
Christian Experience.”
4to., boards, $1.25. The publisher considers
Sidney Lanier, the poet, and professos of
this * Chatterbox Junfor ” the best juvenile
literature
in Johns Hopkins University, is
of its kind ever issued. On examining ite®
the Centennial
pages, parents will be convinced that itis dead. He wrote the ode for
and
adapted to the understanding of our young celebration at Philadelphia five years ago,
His age
volumes,
several
of
author
the
was
folks. It is entertaining and at the same time
Kendall, Miss Pollard, and others.

of the Dutch critics are brought to light, and
most sensitive manner, and these heaventheir theories amply'refuted, the venerable
sent dressing maids may safely be trust- Unitarian divine presents in their logical
‘ed with ¢¢ Mother’s toilet.” — Selected.
. | eonclusiveness the evidences of antiquity and
0-0-0
Mosaic authorship of the five books. The

a

by

The National Temperance Society has issued
GUITEAU’S
ACCOMPLICES.
A Sermon, dea new Temperance Lesson-leaf for use in Sunlivered at Indianapolis, July 24, 1881, by
Rev. T. A. Goodwin, A. M,
day-schools the last Sunday in September.
Title, ‘Temperance in all Things.”
Text
Text—*‘‘ On one occasion, he (Guiteau) aptaken from 1 Cor, 9: 22—27. Carefully prepeared to be under the influence of liquor.”—
t-pared by Rev. W.F.
Crafts, with
Primary
Telegram, July 2,1881.
Lesson by Mrs. W. F. Crafts. Price50 cents
This is published by the Indianapolis branch
It should be widely used.
of the W.C.T.U.
Terms, 2 cents each, 12 per hundred.
J. N. Stearns,
cents a dozen or $5 per thousand.
Orders to Samples sent free. Address
Publishing Agent, 58 Reade St., New York.
be addressed to Rev. T. A. Goodwin, Indianapolis, Ind.
In the course of much sound advice
to
EE Hf
1a
teachers, The Philadelphia Ledger adjures
them to regard *¢ the children not as so many
LITERARY NEWS
AND NOTES.
small muchines to be run so many hours a
A substantial ‘contribution to the coming day, finishing off so many yards of recitations a
centennial celebration at Yorktown is Mr. H.
week, but as a little andience to be influenced,
P. Johnson’s volume, ** The Yorktown Cama little society to be trained to debate and
paign,” which Harper & Brothers will pubthink.”
It must be remembered that the
lish in a few
days,
The book is copiously
teacher who can thus
regard the children is
illustrated with maps and fine engravings from
one who has special adaptatien to the work
famous historical paintings by Trumbull, Sir
and a special liking for it, There are too
Joshua Reynolds, Gilbert Stuart, and others, . many teachers in the public schools who are
Itis no little compliment to Mr. Johmson’s
glad
to use the mechanical methods now in
accuracy that he has been consulted in locating
force as a refuge for their own incapacity.
.the camping grounds of the militia from the

older people are indifferent; and, besides, she has a natural love for the be- instructive; it will be a source of delightto
coming and graceful, that is daily wound- children, and will guide their taste in the right
direction. It is a book that should be in pvery
ed.
ut
hast caused mien to ride over our heads. |
Itis not a common fanlt in the ¢* sget- family:
We went through fire and through water ,
“ Mun’s Origin and Destiny’! by Prof. 3 «Py
but thou broughtest us out into a wealthy tled” people of to-day to be indifferent to Lesley, of the University of Pennsylvania, has
their
attire,
but
all
the
more
do
the
shortbeen delayed in press, but will be ready this
place. 1 will go unto thy house with
burnt offerings. I will pay thee my ro. comings of the remaining few make their month, The author’s reputation as a scientific
children’s - hearts ache; and it is much man assures the value of his discussion of
which my lips have uttered and my mduth
more
sensible for the matron who herself “ Man’s Origin” and commands a certain
hath spoken when I was in trouble.”

a
~

HOMOSELLE.

Insanity,” announced as * the first systematic

but it was too late to sbegin this course
with Agnes, whom he did not wish to
drive into entire estrangement. So the year

himself just now. He knows he is wrong
The deacon paused. *¢ Children,” he
about Agnes, and he is therefore not comsaid; *‘ I have had a controversy with the
fortable. Perhaps, dear, we have . not |
Lord. I have made vows, but I have not
prayed for him as we ought.”

The plain fact was that the deacon was

great distress of mind about religion.

them with prohibition and “threatening ; heaven, and he saw a glorious hostmarch-

cranky and crotchety every day: I did hope
that the illness of his child would have
wrought a change; but, if so, it is a the sixty-sixth psalm. In a voice low and
change for the worse, I am informed deep with emotion he ‘read these words:
‘¢ For thou, O God, hast proved us.
| that he forbids young Murray to enter his
doors ; “and when T asked him toineréase Thou hast tried us, as silver is tried.
his subsgription to our Domestic. baard, Thou broughtest us into the net. Thou
He treated me as though I.were begging laidest affliction upon our loims. Thou
for myself.

MY OOMPANY.
1 have read, says Mr. Spurgeon,
of one who dreamed a dream when in

sected the thriving villages which dotted
that portion of the State. Had any other
member of his family thus dared his displeasure,

Fiteviry Bebieto,
teresting of the series.

inter-

con’s

~-Mrs, Browning.

Selected.

roads which swept around the mountain

room, their only daughter, Agnes, lay be-

If he behold his tender father raise
i
The hand that chastens sorely ? can he choose
But sob in silence with an upward gaze ?—
. And my great Father, thinking fit to bruise,
Discerns, in speechless tears, both prayer
and praise.”

body so kind and good as grandfather.—

vale

The sword of a terrible suspense was
quivering over the houseNold of Deacon
Cameron and his wife. In the small,
white-curtained chamber over the sitting-

9

As in that purple !”—But I answered, ‘‘ Nay!
‘What child his filial heart in words can lose,

ok

walk with

and.to

Lord! listen. Thou hast ten thousand
times ten thousand in thy heaven. Why
dost thou want my ewe lamb? Oh, let and honorable young man, who loved his
her live! Let her Jive, and I will give daughter, and whose love she returned.
thee whatsoever thou shalt require. My |. The obstinate antagonism of his dislike
money, if thou ask it, to the uttermost had no foundation which could be sus/
farthing. My will—if it be counter to tained by arguments.
Days wore on. Months and seasons
thine.
I will surrender it wholly.
Yea,
Lord, let Agnes live, though she sit at waned. The apple trees-blossomed, ripenthe fireside of another and break bread ed and were shorn of their fruit. Sucin the house that I hate. Take not the cessive harvests were reaped. And then
the tide of good fortune turned, and then
sunshine out. of the world, Lord, though
it shine not on me. Hear my prayer, for the deacon had a new experience. He
lost money. Apparently stable investthy dear Son’s sake.”
~ ¢ Amen!” said a low voice, and look- ments collapsed. His eldest son went to
ing up, the deacon saw that his prayers a distant State. A horse of which he was
had another than a divine listener. Ed- proud was carelessly tied and lamed in
gar Murray, walking home on the bound- consequence. A faverite Alderney sickenary line had heard the flow of the dea- ed and died. The barn took fire and was

Rise, worship, bless him, in this sackcloth
spun,

© T*7

sky, to

choir rehearsals,

divinity schools,

Dr. William A. Hammond is shout to come

was 39,

Col. Ingersoll’s lecture on ‘‘ What must I
doto besaved? has been answered, across
the sea, by Dr. Joseph Parker, in a strong, in¢isive. pamphlet, entitled * {ngersolt Answered,”
A new life of Rev. A. Judson, the eminent
‘missionary, is to be prepared by bis son,"Rev.

Edward Judson, who Jatély resigned his pastorate in Orange, N. J., to Jabor as
ary in New York City.

a mission-

George William Curtis made a strong point,
in his lecture on civil service reform before the
Social Science Association, in declaring that
the movement did not originate with its present friends, but had its birth over a hundred
years ago, and is simply ¢ a realization of the’
purposes of the fathers of the Republic.”

The International

Review

for July had

an article entitled, “Eight Decades of a Century.” It -gives ‘many important facts and

showing the remarkablo growth’ of

figures,
America.
over fifty

as now

In 1880
millions.

we had a population of
If we grow as rapidly

for the next twenty-five

years, we

shall have on our soila hundred million souls.

two largest citles

Our

have

had a most

wonderful increase. In 1790 New York had
a population of 33,000, and Philadelphia 42,000.

‘Now New York has 1,200,000, and Philadelphia
850,000.
rr

/

ODA Oe

|

under the

CE

Poetry,

heathen man and a publican. It had
been an aggravation of his grief that the
gloom of his house was shared in his
seigfhbors. Especially had he chafed

The Homing Star.

been a divine melody

0-4
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-SOIENTIFIO NOTES.
HOW. LONG SHOULD WE SLEEP ?

WISDOM TWENTY CENTURIES AGO.

priceless value. Iie believes that it was
written more than fifteen centuries ago,
and that it was at that time copied from a

ing, and even love, are of only semi-voluntary actions; and during a period varying from one-fourth to two-fifths of

the Ark. This learned and genial diplomamoments,

English certain portions of this venerable manuscript, which appears to be a
«compound of history, political rules, and

his wife, let him marry

the abused

or exhaust-

jts organism

into the

of

the vital energy in general;

promotes

digestion,

repairs

waste of the muscular tissue,

the

favors

the

process of cutaneous excretion, and regin and not a widow. For if he marries news
the vigor of the ‘mental faculty.
a widow, especially if she be sweet in. The
amount of sleep required by man is
her disposition, loving, amiable and pasgenerally proportionate to the waste of
sionate, the more he loves her the more
vital strength, whether by muscular exunhappy he will be by reason of ‘his re- ertion,
mental activity (or emotion), or

pened before he wedded

hap-

by the process of rapid assimilation, as
during the first years of growth and during the recovery from an ‘exhausting disease.—Dr. F. L. Oswald, in Popular
Science Monthly.

her and when

she was the wife of her first husband. In
_ what otherwise would be his most happy
moments, these disquieting reflections
will obtrude themselves; and the more
lovely is Lis wife, and the more affections
she bestows upon him, the more bitter

APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY.

and the same affection were once the possession of another. This is the manner
in which a man's heart is made—he is in-

tensely jealous and selfish.

“In the bestowal of rewards by a ruler
for past services in war or inthe civil service, the ruler should not expect gIatiiude
on the part of the recipient.
However
great the reward may be, the recipient
will think that it is but the payment of a
debt, and often that the payment is not
adequate. The self esteem of a man is
always greater than the estimate of his
worth formed by others. An affected humility may seek to disguise this even in
the mind of the man hinmiself—but at the
bottom ef his soul there will rest the belief that he has only been paid what was
grateful, or that he

has

he

will

not

not

into that country before

paid

Chinese

phrase

electric motors.

Chinese writings, those. of

the sixth century after Christ for instance.
The words have a very elastic meaning—
as for instance they have been constructed thus: ** By nature each man, like a
hog, wishes .to be first at the feeding
trough, and to keep the other hogs
jv

electricity has been

“The selfishness of men, however, is
very different from that of women. The
absorbing,

and to gratify it nothing is too sacred to
be sacrificed. And the jealousy of woman is essentially different from that of
man. She is far more egotistical.
The
sense of having supplanted arival is sweet
to ber.
‘A woman who has married
a widower is not jealous of the dead wife,

STOVES

Professor

provided that her husband treats her lov-

wife from the heart of the living husband,

When

be ca-

resses her she does not say to herself with
regret, ‘Thus he has caressed my prede-

cessor,’ but conscious that he has loved
before, is proud that she, as she thinks,
has rooted out that love, and now con-

trols him.
“The

essential

;
between

difference

men aud women, in their

domestic

tions, may also be seen in the fact that
women accept and are happy under asystem of
polygamy, while men never have
accepted and never will accept a system
of polyandry.” (The
learned
Chinese philosopher was a little rash here—
for he did not foresee the Oneida Commuuity.)—N. Y. Graphic.

A novel

:

Nihilism is the righteous and honorable
resistance of a people crushed under an
iron rule. Nihilism is evidence of life.
When * order reigns in Warsaw” it is
spiritual death.
Nihilism is the last
weapon of victims choked and manacled
‘beyond all other resistance. It is crushed

‘humanity’s only means of making the op-

pressor tremble. God means that unjust
power shall be insecure, and every move

of the giant, prostrate in chains, whether

it be to lift a single dagger or stir a city's
revolt, is a lesson in justice. One might
well tremble for the future of the race if
such a despotism could exist without proI honor

Nihilism, since it redeems human nature

utterly vile,

made up only of heartless oppressors and

grows pale and
We can not bat pit

ers rebelled.
they

3, ud ih

pity must

For

alleged, Russia

every

single

counts

a

hundred

of the

slaves in Jamaica! ” a sentiment Southe
moralist.-

‘ Eschew cant,”

said

the hand, and the

pushing
cause
NEW

the cant

rove

In-these days of the President's’ prostrationit is-pleasant to remember that be°
once said, ** The world’s history is a
Vine poem, of which every nation is

a

Its strains

te been pealing along down centuries,

and though there have been mingled dismen,

Jet to the Christian philosopher and hisrian—the

humble

listener—there

INVENTION

IN SHIP-BUILDING.

There is promise of a revolution in the
art of ship-building in an invention lately made by a Swiss professor.
His
method of construction causes the ship,
instead of sinking its prow as the speed
increases,

to rise out

‘skim along

the

is diminished

to

of the water

main.”

The

and

friction

the lowest point, making

an indefinite increase of speed possible,
~—from one hundred to one hundred and
twenty miles an hour is the present calculation. Professor Pictet, the inventor,

the

new

has

a Duin

Also near Green

E.,

Aug.

16,

MYRTLE

scarcely believe

back to the time
myself

Ox-

to be the

miserable little woman I was. 1 had not bad
one day’s good health in almost seven years,
and way folue down every day, Can now work

with

ght: am

still gaining in

flesh.

My

case seems somewhat tedious, but-none the
less sure.” ' Treatise on ** Compound Oxygen”
seat free, Drs. STARKEY & PALEN, Philadels,

phia, Pa,

.

PARTIOULAR
and

NOTICE,

for the

public.

For

B.

should
excess

be
over

HELEN R., wife of P, 8. Wells, of Ft. Jackson,
N. Y., died May 12, after many months of
Suffering, aged 42 Jon and some months. She
gave ber heart to
n the morning of life,
and for 14 years past has been an efficient and
earnest worker in the ¥. B, church of this
place. She has been taken away in the hight

of her usefulness but her prayers and exhorta-

She leaves a+husband, two

A WELL-KNOWN
“¢ It does not dry up
behind, as is the case
loosens it, cleanses the
_

died in Bow-

B. church of Bowdoinham,
May 4, 1844;
deacon of the same, Mar. 7, 1846; and
Dee. 25, 1847, filling these offices until the
was reorganized
Feb. 23, 1851, and took

the name

of East Bowdoinham
was again

2, 1865, he was

church.

chosen

At

deacon.

again chosen clerk.

which office faithfully until death.

Dee.

He

filled

Bro.

Given

a
26teow38s:

%; Zz: |
T

70

Cards

By

HUNT

Oe.

Bi

Scenes,
Sample

BROS. Se

anagers.

608 Washington Street, Boston.

By
Marea

wr

HENRY& Ji

Rev.

C. G. Finney, D.

D.

They also keep a full assortment of
Anti-M:
ic Books, and publish the Christian
ay
A
16.z0ge weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

PHYSICIAN WRITES:
a cough, and leave the cause
with most preparations, but
lungs and allays irritation,

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bear-

ing similar names.

Landscapes,
Water
= Agent’s Complete:

A Distinguished Author, Noted Preac
late President of Oberlin College, Ohio. Hg
nounced Masonry
soon after his conversion to
Christ. Messrs. KE. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill, Price in Paper covers 35

CONSUMPTION.

realms

Young, (Methodist May 16, 1836; joined the

1st. F.
chosen
clerk,
church

Be sure you get

CORRODERS

AND

GRINDERS

OF

and all Skin Diseases.

PURE WHITE LEAD,

DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of “1. BUTTS * on the wrapper,
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

AND

~

,

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD

Rub

OF

PIPE

‘AND NARROW SHEET LEAD.
FRANK A. BROWN, Treas,
SALEM, MASS.

S. M. PETTENGILL
& CO., 37
Fars
Row, New York. are our Agents, and are au-

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

1yi5

rates.

was a leading member and one of the main pil--

lars of the church, all these years.
He was especially interested in the building of the new
church edifice at E. Bowdoinham, being one of
the principal instrumentalities, and bearing a
large share of the expense.
He was a reader
and patron of the Star for some forty years.
After nine months of painful sickness he died

peacefully, in full assurance of a blessed immortality. Funeral services were attended by a large

:

%

concourse of neighbors and friends.
A great
break is made in the family, the church, and
the community.
The wife of his youth and 6
children passed on before him. He leaves a
wife, children and grand children to follow.
The Lord fit them for a happy reunion on yonder blissful shores.
G. W. G.

K

ar.

use.

THE DLDEST BEST & MOST WIDELY KNOWN PAMILY MEDICINE.

PERRY DAVIS’
~ PAIN KILLER

Ww. H. StoweLL died in New Portland
Aug. 16, aged 72 years and 9 months. His death
waa very sudden and unexpected; caused by

a fall in his barn resulting in instant death. He

—)THE(—

Chicago RAILWAY
& North-Western

IS A PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY
FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE.

publicly professed faith in Christ some fourteen years since, was baptized by the writer
and united with the first F. Baptist church in
New Portland, in which he remained a worthy
member until released by death. He leaves a
wife and one son, with many relatives and
friends,to mourn the loss of an affectionate
husband and father and a highly esteemed relative and friend.
May God bless and. comfort

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

LEADING

A Sure and Speedy Cure for Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria, Chills; Diarrhea,
Dysentery , Cramps, Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick Headache, Neura gia, Cuts,

Bruises,

Sprains,

Rheumatism,

etc.

WEST

Perfectly safe to use internally
or extern ally, and certain to afford relief. No family
can afford to be without it. Sold by all druggists at 25¢., 50c. and $1.00 a botitl e,

PERRY

bereaved friends.
E W.
Mrs. ELizA G. SmiTH died in New Hampton, N. H., Aug. 2, aged 76 years. Her hus-

DAVIS

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. L

EE —-

Council

dren she was almost literally alone during the
last years of her life. She was a sister of Dea.

SALT
HT

membership

he honored

TRON

circle of

friends. We

rest that
Funeral

remaineth for the children of God.
sermon by the Rev. John Collins

hope to join him in the

from Luke 23:43.
EL1za L. WREKS,
DEACON WILLIAM RISINGER died at the

until he became

could

not attendto the

duties

He was

BROWN

ex-

cept two, have preceded him and gone from la-

bor to reward. Since the death of his ‘compan-

jon about one year ard a half ago, he has lived

with his daughter where he has been
cared for until

death.

His

tached

denomination.

tenderly

interest

has

to the

He

also

Star from

served

the

ever

He

has been

ata

the first publjcaRipley

Q.

M. as

We miss him here but

hope to meet
him where death can not come.
Funeral services by the writer. Num. 23 :10.

D. A. TUCKER.

|
His Last Dose.
Said a sufferer from Kidney troubles, when
asked to try Kidney- Wort, * I'll try it but it
will bemy last dose.” The man got well, and
is now recommending the remedy to all.
‘When derangement of the stomach acts upon the kidneys and liver bringing disease and
pain, Kidney-Wort is the true remedy.
It.
removes
the cause and cures the disease. Lig:

uid (very concentrated) or dry.act equally e
ciently .—A4m. Cultivator.

consin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains

of the Chicago &

recommended

rive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

for all diseases re-,

At Chicago, close connections are
made with
the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania,

and

Chicago

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.
Close connections made at Junction Points.

Itis the ONLY

LINE

running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

‘Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
1)

BETWEEN

CHEMICAL
CO., Baltimore, Md.

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket Agents

selling you Tickets

via this road.
Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &

North-Western Railway.

;

.

If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodations you will buy your tickets by this route,

dal

¥3.AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.

All Ticket Ages ts sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Hangin,

4
D
WHO IS UNACOUAINTE
Net

WITH

THE GEOCRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY,
THIS

MAP,

T HAT

THE

2

LAL ARIE YTS

Pr. GROSVENORS’ LIVER
But

AID

IS NOT A PAD,
an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,
Such

for

as

BILLIOUSNESS, POOR APPETITE, INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, D1zzZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,
HEARTBURN, SOUR STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROFULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
do, "Itis intimately connected with the digestive
and
nervous systems, consequently any deran
ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
evils

in

its

train,

and

also

occasions

benefit it has given,
Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother, She tried many; many things for

office.

His aged companion and all his children

Sold by all druggists.

for immediate ‘action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the

so aged he

of that

highly

‘useful and amusing reading —sent free.

hundred

born in Penn., in 1797, came to Ind., in 1852;
was converted in early life and was one of the
original members of the Franklin F.B, church
ol has served the church with good accept-

as deacon

are

nervous diseases without number; resulting, if
unchecked, in paralysis, insanity, or death. Dr,
Grosvenor’s Liver-Aid is a, wonderful medicine

residence of his daughter at Lock Springs,Ind.,

ance

BITTERS

headache.

of his

death. His light was not of the kind that dazzled, but shone with constant, clear and mellow rays, which senta gleam of cheer through
every circle in which he moved.
He was a
reat reader of the Bible, and other
good
ks; loved the Morning Star and took it
from almost its commencement till the time of
his death,and gave generously for the spread of
the gos el, He possessed that charityythat enabled him to love all Christians, and his house
was ahome for all weary pilgrims.
But he
has gone—a good man has fallen. He was
buried beside the wife of his youth and two
sons, beneath the branches of trees of his own
Janting. He leaves a wife, one son and two
aughters, to mourn their loss, besides a large

Sioux-City,

Neenah, Menasha, St.
Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wis-

quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Inter!”
mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
as Tasting
the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.
he only
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teet h or give

which

to the time

SAN FRANCISC®;

North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, ar-

Episcopal

preacher;

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,

A PERFECT STRENGTH ENER.A SURE REVIVER.

REv. ELIPHALET WEEKS died in Chatham,
N. IL, July 24, aged 78 years. He was born
in Parsonsfield, Me.
At the age of seventeen
was converted, and united with the F. B.
church at East Parsonsfield; at the age of 21,
left his native town, bought a farm in Chatbam, N. H.,(then almost a wilderness) and
made himself » home.
Honest, conscientious
and true, he won the respect of all that knew
him.
He was honored by his townsmen with
important offices of trust, and thrice represented Bis town in the State Legislature, and was
highly esteemed for his integrity, excellent
judgment, and Christian character.
He was.
anxious to improve and beautify his home.
Gave
much attention to Faisjug nice fruit,
having one of the best orchards in Carroll
county , was also much interested in bee keeping.
But the best of all, he was a sincere
Christian in heart, and in life. Not finding a
church of his choice in the town of his adopa local

DENVER,

Cedar [Rapias, Des Moines, Columbus,
and all
Rive in the Territories and the West. Also, for

2

A TRUE TONIC

Ee.

J. W. SCRIBNER.

tion he united with the Methodist

Nevada, and for

Bluffs, Omaha,

Deadwood,

OLIN
J BARTHOLOMEW
died at Dresden,
N. Y., Aug. 12, suddenly, of hemorrhage, aged
22. He wus the beloved husband,(lately married) of Florence H., youngest daughter of our
late respected brother Rev. Henry
Beldon.
After prayer by a friend, almost her last words
were, * Tell my father to meet me in heaven,”
Funeral services were conducted by the writer
in the F. B. church, Dresden.
Text, Mark 13:
85-36.
The sympathy and respect of friends
for the young wife, and the bereaved families,
was
very marked; though the cburch
was
crowded, a larger congregation outside could
not gain admittance.
JOAN WILLIS.

church, and became

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST!

rado, Idaho, Montaha,

ISA. Gordon, a man of precious memory.
She
experienced religion some sixty years ago,
and united with what was called the Dana
church. When the Meredith and New Hampton church was formed, it being near her own
home, she moved her membership there. When
that church and the Fisk church were united
in the New Hampton Village church, at the
time the New Hampton Institution came into
the possession of the Freewill Baptist denomipation, she connected herself with the new
church and there continued through life. She
was a woman of rare worth, and highly spoken of by every one who knew her. Her mind:became somewhat impaired during the last years
of her life, though at times it was clear. Beyond question she lived the life of a Christian,
and has gone to live with her Saviour.

BEST

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
’
.all points in
Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colo-

band, Noah Smith, died 9 years ago.
She was
the last of a family of six, and having no chil-

subscriber to the

the

GIVEN

and

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including

to

doinham, Me., July 28, aged 68 years.
He was
converted Mar. 20, 1836, under the labors’ of
Rev. Samuel Hathorn; baptized by Rev. John

clerk for maby years.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES
are inadmissible,

$lons shall live on,

DEACON SIMEON

tion.

Obituaries

Croup,

Every affection of the

‘meet her in heaven.
Truly it is our privilege
to so live, that death may be to usa golden

enter the

in New
on

(No 2 alike.

Bros.,

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

Influenza, Asthma,
‘Whooping Cough,

Vt.
Her
profession was adorned with a faithful Christian life, and at her death she manifested a’ strong
faith in her Saviour, bidding

H. LOCKHART,

&

Book, @5¢. Great variety Advertising and Bevel.
Edge Cards. Lowest prices to dealers and print
ers. 100 Sample Fancy Advertising Cards,
50c.
, | Address STEVENS BROS., Box 22, or
0c.
1y49eow

Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

united with the F. B. church at St. Johnsbury,

which me muy

10c. - Clinton

Gold
hromos,
etc.—no two alike.

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD. owELBie
THE CURE OF
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

DoRrA. WARD, wife of Frank Seavey, died in
No. Conway, N. H., Aug. 25, aged 22. She
was baptized by Bro. Ross, June 6, 1875, and

of peace and rest.

on,

les, by best artists : Bouquets,

rosebuds.
May the mercy and the blessings of
a heavenly Father breath comfort and consolation within their sad and aching hearts.
+ A. SUTTON.

gate through

Same

70 YOUR NAME.

parents bereft: of their little innocent

and asking them

40.Gilt

10t27eow

All Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards,

20

Mary E. Hyatt, aged 5 months
Thus in a few brief days were

her friends all good-by

Barry,

no 2 alike, name on, 10c. 50 for 6¢.

infant (twin)

been with the people of God, and strongly

@bitwaries.
BRIEF

loving

p.

p
dress

Conn.

Isaac 8. and Olive KIMBER, aged

and
days.

.

Sevel Edge, 10¢.. CLINTON & CO., North Haven,

d

aged 5 months and 6 days.

Lik

[02 OCEAN SHELLS & CHROMO CARDS,

dorand

July 21, aged 84 years and 8 months,

A MISERABLE LITTLE WOMAN.

ave

- of Americans bewailing Russian Nihilism
i
is the most disgusting.

cords of warring cannon and dying

cutting is effected by

old

that

But of all the cants that

aio and every man a word.

deT he

the scissors forward, soas to
the rollers to revolve.—/bid,

canted in this canting world, though the

cant of piety fnay be the worst,

has been

blades are represented by {wo circular
steel knives, which slightly overlap at
the edges and are
pressed together by
two spirgl
springs.
The knives are faspair of wooden rollers with
india-rubbgr rims, which grip and guide
loghr“or paper as it passes between
ives, so that the latter may cut
t. These cutters are carried by
two
handles,or levers which are held in

ygen, I can

each one ten times bliséres than any Han- cock or Adams could
.
Su
ve.
- son's standing toast in Oxford >» JoBh
‘echoed.

the Johns

when I commenced using your Compound

reason

dd Success to the first insurrection

pair of scissors

A lady writes: ** Looking

Etatty

Chatham rejoiced when our fath-

gains.

of

principle at Geneva, and when completed
she will make
her trial trip on Lake
Leman.

ice when the t
usthe rejo
slave rebelliots, yrant

not confuse our moral sense,

Remsen,

is now building a steamer on

~contented slaves. Every line in our history, every interest of ‘civilization, bids

ever richly deserved; but such

Ira

HEALTH.

vised by Herr’ Sievert, of Dresden.

late shameful utterance in defense of Ni-

the suffering of any human being,

AND

DISC SCISSORS.

IN PRAISE OF NIHILISM.

© {rom tbe suspicion of being

an

appreciable quantity.— Tribune.

The followingis Mr. Wendell Phillips's

~voking the bloodiest resistance.

work

found, its presence, it is declared, is net
due to its passing through cast-iron in any

rela-

hilism :

to

Hopkins University, has been investigating the effect of cast-iron stoves on
health—whether the stoves do or do not
allow deleterious gases to escape. The
verdict is in favor of the steves. Professor Remsen finds that carbonic oxide—
the gas alleged to be so deleferious—
does not pass through red-hot cast-iron.
even of the thickness of an eighth of an
inch, Moreover, a careful examination
did not in any instance detect any deleterious gas given out by a well constructed
: furnace.
here carbonic oxide gas is

ingly. She is delighted by the idea that
she has displaced the memory of the dead

and that she now fills it.

applied

air compressor at the toy balloon factory
of MM. Chauchard et Cie., behind the
Hotel du Louvre. The
spare
steam
power of the engines has been utilized
y two Grammme machines, one of which
generates the current and the other transforms it into mechanical work.. The energy thus transmitted is about a horse
power per minute.—N.. ¥. Tribune.

:

latter is the most intense and

The tricycle with its oc-

cupant and apparatus weighed four hundred -weight, and went at the speed of an
ordinary cab; but with some modification
of the apparatus M. Trouve hopes to attain a rate of twelve or fifteen miles an
hour. The new secondary battery of M.
Faure will also help his purpose, and velocipedes driven by electric power will
pobably by and by prove useful to the
invalided or the weakly. In Paris, too,

here,

our diplomatic informs us, is very inadequately rendered by the translation he
has given, The phrase—chiloupillapouza
omolazen zawlek lingopotzel—is not at all
modern although it is found in comparatively modern

are

lish tricycle through the streets of Paris
by means of eleetricity stored in a Plante
secondary battery and a pair of Deprez

affected gratitude, will lurk anger and a
desire for revenge.
«All men are naturally mean and self-

(The

years

sion.
M.
Trouve,
the
well-known
French electrician, recently drove an Eng-

"enough, in which case, under the cloak of

seeking.”

many

past. Velocipedes are now so common
that it is not surprising to find that elgctricity has been applied to their propul-

feel

been

been

og.
’
Washington, N.

E. HYATT, died in Green Camp, Ohio, Aug. 3,

this time he

The electric railroad which Dr. Siemens has constructed in Berlin, between
the suburb of Lichtenfeld and the Cadettenhaus, is now regularly open for passengers, and is giving great satisfaction.
The rails are of the ordinary railway pattern, but the fange is only three feet
three inches.
single car is propelled
by the current at an average speed of
nine miles an hour, though this rate can
be doubled if necessary. A similar line
has been erected at the Crystal Palace,
Sydenham, England, as an attraction for
visitors, but it is probable that electric
railroads will be practically introduced

will be his regret that the same loveliness

his due—in which case

long

Camp,

Wm.
and 16

sleep,

a vir-

flections upon the past; upon what

iL

JOHN, infant (twin) son of Wm. R. and Ma

for repairs, and

ed hody commits

in

prrposes to- be very much

«If one

love with

had

daughter of

newal

Here are some of them :

She

each solar day the' conscious activity of

healing hands of Nature. Under favora«observations upon the social relations of ble conditions eight hours of undisturbed
life. These observations display a deep sleép would
st suffice to counteract
insight into human nature and a ver
the physiological mischief of the sixteen
well
as
s
keen perception of the weaknes
waking hours. During sleep the organ
as the strength of mankind. A number of of consciousness is at rest, and the enerpassages have been kind- gies of the system seem to be concentratthese tradslated
the courteous and erudite
ly sent to us by
possessor of this valuable and unique ed on the function of nutrition and the rework.

they

6 months and 17 days; funeral and burial at
the senses undergoes. a complete sus- the
Mt. Olive M. E. church. Also, in Green
pense : the cerebral workshop is closed "Camp, Auk. 23, JAMES,
infant (tw in) son of
A

into

translating

by

himself

amused

BEATTY’S ORGANS, 18 useful dbo ps, 5 sets
Re Bh only 6s,
os $1235 u

rela-

May

Mrs. MARY F. WEEKS died Aug. 18

human volition ; breathing, eating, drink-

still older manuscript—so old, in fact,
that Noah might have had it with him in
his .leisure

mourn their loss.

The vital processes of man, like those - mother in Israel, a Christian in all the walks
of all his fellow creatures, are partly of life, She was ill but one week, of typhoid
dysentery, but her powers were in full exercontroledby automatic tendencies. Some
to the last. Her end was peace. Our
functions of our internal economy are too cise
venerable Father Woodman conducted funerimportant to be trusted to the caprices of al services. 7
E. OWEN,

of a book of great antiquity and of almost

during

children, and a large circle of friends and

tives who deeply

all meet in heaven. Her last prayer was,
Dear
Jesus, take me in thy soft arms and bear me
from this bed of sufferiiig to my home in heaven.”
.
R s L.
'D.
79.

A very learned member of the Chinese
Embassy at Washington is the possessor

tist has,

running through

the song which speaks of hope and halcyon days to come.”
:
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her sick headache, but never found

any

relief un-

til she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle. 1Itold our druggist how excellent it was
and assured him that he might safely recommend

it as the best known remed ¥ for sitk headache.
He says it is not advertised half enough.
I hope
you will let it become better known.
Mrs. M. A, SHIVLER.
447, W. 22d St., New York.
For sale yp! all Druggists at $1 per bottle, or

bottles for

$5,

six

Rheumatism
Permanently Cured.—Mr.
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he
contracted Rheumatism

while

in

the

army,

and

for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
as a man could suffer, Was treated by some of
the best physicians in this State, and afterwards
in Boston,

without benefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s

Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had
no return ‘of the disease, For sale by all Drugsix bottles, $5. Preistts. Price, $1 per bottle;
Walter Clarke, icpHetor of th
ared by Rev.
Buxton, Me.
West
emedy,
CoughR
uropean

A

ce

S WANTED

628

for the Best

Plctoral Books and Bibles,

uced 83 y per cent.

National Pub. Co.,

and Fastest.

Prices re.

Phila.

Pa.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R'Y

the East and the West!
is The Creat Connecting Link between Cars
for sleeping purposes,
and Palace
Its main line runs from Chicago to Council
Bluffs, passing though Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Moline, Rock 1sland, Davenport, Wes!
Liberty, Iowa City, Marengo Brooklyn ge: nnell,

Des Moines (the éapital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlan~

tic, and Avoca:
with branches from Bureau
Junctionto Peoria; Wilton Junction to Muscatine, Washington, Fairfield Eldon, Belknap,
Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Came
ron, ‘Leavenworth, Atohison, and Kansas City;
Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and KnoxWashington to
ville; Keokuk to armington, Bonaparte, Bentonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumw
Fadyville, Oskaloosa, Pea-Monroe, and Des
Moines;
Mt. Zion to Keosauqfia; Newton to Monroe; Des
Moines to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to
Griswold and Audubon; and Avocato Harlan

and Carson.

This is positively the onfy Rail-

Dining
Cars for eati
urposesonly. Oneother
at feature of our
Cars is a SMOKING
ALOQN where you can enjoy your * Havana”
at all hours of the day.
Malnificont Iron Bridges
span the Mississipn(
and
Missouri rivers
at a
ni
TA is
line, and transfers are avoided at Council
Bluffs,
Kansas City, Leavenworth and Atchison, connections being made in Union Depots.

principal KR. R. connections of
The
8 great
Through Line are as follows :
pst loseg, with all diverging lines for the
an
uth.
pilFNOLEROOD, with the L.S. & M.S, and P.,
y
Wa
.
R.
Rds.
A WASHINGTON HreigHTs, with P., C. & St.
ent. R. R.

road, which owns, and operates a through line
uk D.&E;LB
&
from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
P. &
W.
Ras.
Through
Express Passenger Trains, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, are run each way dally
A
3
Roc.
Line,” and
between CHIOAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY,
nT, with the Davenport Division
Ol
TS
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCH1.R. R.
8ON. Through carsare also run between MilwauB.C. R. & N.R.R.
kee and Kansas City, via the * Milwaukee and: CM Xi BkRTY, with the Iowa
R. R.
INNELL, with Central
Rock Island Short Line.”
heorn is, with D.M. & F, D. R. R, R.R.
- A
The “Great Rock Island” is magnificently
Pacific
Union
with
BLUFFS,
At CoUNCIL
equipped. Its road bed issimply
perfect, and itd
R.R. (in Neb.)
‘At OMAHA, With B. & Mo. R. B,C.R.&N
track is laid with steel rails,
.R.R.
At COLUMBUS JUNOTION, with
What will please you most will be the pleasure
R. R.; Ww.
Towa
_Central
with
WA,
AtOTTUM
of enjoying your meals, while passing over the
d C., B. and Q.. R. R. dsRds. Wab. St.
beautiful Jrairiesol Illinois and Iowa, in one of
our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany all
R. Rds.
Louis &
Through
Express Trains. You get an entire
J. R. R.
At CAMERON, with Aten. t. To
meal, as good as is served in any first-class hotel,
ka 4 Santa Fe;
with
,
AToHisox
A
for seventy-five cents,
n. Br, U. P.
eb, an
Appreciating the fact that a majority of the Atch,
At LEAVENWORTH, with Unioh Pac, and Kan.
people prefer separate apartments for different
ds.
.
Durposcs (and the tmmense passenger business
ot rly CiTy, with all lines for the West
this line warranting it), we are pleased toanof
and
Southwest,
Pajace
Jat
runs
Company
this
nounce that
ULLMAN PALACE C
are
COUNCIL, BLUFFS, KANSAS onCITY,
as the * Great Rock Island Route,” are : sold by
¢ Tickets via this Line, SAS
all Ticket Agents in t he United States and Canada. office,
For information no ¢ obtainable at youy howe
Xl.
R.
R,
CABILIS »
General Ticket and Pane Agent,
AGO: iL

:

honk Te, Fao. ok

:
i

‘
:

DES MOINES,
to” PEORIA.
LEAVENWORTH
ATCHISON ! boa

ST.

Vice Prisident and General Manager.

JOHN,

od

CAE
1

Petos Summary,

be stated that the
not

do

treatment

be.

to

the

of the Michigan

jured Catholicism, giving as a reason
tinued hostility of the Pope to Italy.

thoroughly

cases

IRE ods es

much less frequent,”

of

Fire broke

her

work.

There
“ Jean-

are

The

Chicago

propeller ¢ Columbia,” Jaden

- with grain; foundered in a gale in Lake Michigan, Sept. 10, and sixteen lives were lost, iucluding the captain and probably a numberof
passengers. The schooner “ Regina” foundered in Lake Huron and all on board, four in
number, were drowned.
Other disasters to

shipping in the lakes are reported,
Advices from the west coast of Africa state

that the King of Dabomey with his army of
Amazons had raided and destroyed the towns
of Ignano and Okepo, northwest of Abekouta.
They had populations of many thousands. All
who were unable to escape were brought to
Abomey, the capital of Dahomey, for sacrifice
at a great annual ** custom.”

and

two-fifths. Its direction was almost at right
, angles with the milky way. A very distinctive
feature was the regular and definitely marked
The dory ¢ Little Western,” manned by
northern boundary.
From 8 o’clock to 8.15 George P. Thomas and Fred Norman, arrived
o’clock it remained comparatively fixed. At
at Worcester, Mass., on Thursday, having
8.30 o’clock it swept off toward the south,
gradually disappearing.
Just south and east completed the round trip from Gloucester to
London and back. She isa diminutive craft,
of the crossing of the streamer and the milky
way were tent or twelve lines of light at right 13 1.2 feet keel, two and one-half feet depth
angles to the streamer,
but separated 3 or 4 six feet and eight inches in width, and is said
to be the
smallest boat hat ever crossed the
sdegrees from it and nearly parallel to each
.other. These bands were 5 or 6 degrees in Atlantic, and is the only dory that ever crossed
length.
During this time there were faint the ocean both ways.
northern lights that were streaming up at
~-A snow-storm is reported in northern Iowa
right angles to the band.”
e
«+-=Iahnd-southern
Minnesota.

i

in Russia.

The Russian journals publish terrible details
of the diphtheria, now epidemic in Russia.
It
is reported that in certain communes and parishes all the children under 15 years old have
died. The origin of the attack dates from
1872, when the disease first appeared in Bessarabia.
Since then it has spread far and wide
over the south of the empire, whence it lately
began to make rapid progress toward the east
and northwest. In Pultowa, a province of
considerably less than two million inhabitants,
there have been 45,543 cases, of which 18,765
were fatal.
Terribly Fatal Land

turned

into

a lake, and

it

between

the French troops and the

It issaid

that the

It is reported that a fearful typhoon has
visited Shanghai, driving over 200 vessels of all
nationalities on shore, uprooting trees and
leveling
with the ground.
whole
lines of
houses. During the storm, which lasted barely

an

hour, over ten inches

of rain fell.

Huo-

dreds of native sampans
sank
with
their
occupants.
About £600,000 worth of tea stored for shipment was washed away and lost.
|.

is

Fall Feturns of the vote for representative to
Congress from the 2nd district in Maiuve, to fill
the vacancy caused hy Senator Frye’s vesignation, give Dingley (Rep.) 11,007; Gilbert (Gr.)
5,604; Reed (Dem,) 214; Eustis (Prohib.) 66;
Dingley’s majority, 5,173.
The Republican
majority for Governor in the district last year
was 1,474. Mr. Frye’s Majority for Congress
was 1,966. The largest Republican majority
ever before given in the district was 3,000.

The Institute Fair,

The Khedive of Egypt has, it is thought,
virtually lost his power, which seems to have

held is said to be the largest permanent exhition building in this country.
The plan of
construction is exceedingly simple. There isa

fallen into the hands of the Turkish Porte.
Cherif Pasha has formed a new ministry at
Cairo with Haldar

froat hall aud an enormous main hall, with

pasha

minister of finance,

Baroudi pasha minister of war, and Marshley
asha minister of public works. It is reported
hat there will be no increase of the Egyptian
army. ‘The Porte has decided to send neither
troops nor commissioners to Egypt.

galleries above the former and round about the
latter. The exhibits are thoroughly systematized, so that even without the comprehensive
catalogue, which has been issued, any particular one can be found witn ease. The textile
machinery—the cunning metallic fingers that
weave our clothi
the machines that turn
out our boots and shoes with marvelous facility, the wood and iron working machines that
supply all sorts of neeessities and luxuries of
life,~all varieties gf these, and the engines

It appears that later information does not
sustain

the high

expectations

which

at

first

were held with regard to the roval mummies
recently found at Thebes. On more careful
examination, the difficulty of identifying the
treasures is found to be greater than was supposed. The cases were Jiled up without order,
they had all been opened, many valuables had
doubtless been purloined, and the mummies
were put back into the wrong cases, The

. that furnish the
me ve power, may be seen in
ractical operation in the main ball. The gal-

ries are devoted to another class of exhibits,
ranging, however. from furniture and pianos,
heliotypes and chromos, to crockery
and

most unfortunate part of the matter is that the
mummies of Ramses TI. and Thotmes III.

canned goods.

,

de-

Bey seriously contemplates abdication.
A number of the British cotton manafacturing firms will suspend operations for a time,
owing to the depressed condition of the market,

The grand exhibition of the New England
Mechanics and Manufacturers’ Institute
in
Boston is attracting large erewds of visitors.
The admission fee is only twenty-five cents.
The immense structure in which the Fair is

Senator Burnside Dead.

A fire at Rome, N. Y., Friday morning,
stroyed property of the value of $118,000.

Arabs in Tunis continues.

The river on which Elm is situ-

ated has

by

The war

Slide.

feared the valley below will be flooded.

Sergeant Mason
will be tried at once,
court martial, for shooting at Guiteau.

A Greek operator in the London Stock Exchange has just failed for £1,500,000, owing to
the fallin Egyptian securities.
4

A land slip oceurred on the evening of the
11th inst., near the village of Elm in Canton
Glarus, Switzerland, and 200 persons were
killed and 30 houses destroyed.
It is feared
that the list of victiras must include forty men
of neighboring villages who came to aid when
the first land ships occurred at 6 o'clock in the
evening, and before the village was overWheliméd
the second slip, which took place

at midnight.

are precisely the ones about which there is the
most difficulty and doubt.
:
J.

|

General Ambrose E. Burnside, the junior

United States Senator from Rhode Island, died

Latest News.

The Chicago schooner, “D.A) Van Valkenburg,”

- suddenly, of aeart

disease, at his residence in
Bristol, RB. I.,on the 14th inst. in hiy 58th

corn-laden, was wrecked, and all except oge
the crew drowned, Sept. 15, near White Fish

year.
, He was one of the first to enlist in the
war.

‘comm

has

nursery—that

plant

obtained from
in

return

some

of
Bay

point, Lake Michigan ——A collision between a
freight and an express train on the Erie road, a

a brigade
at Bull's Run,

er which lie was appointed Brigadier-Gener-

few miles east of Elmira,N. Y., on Satarday morn.

n November 71862, he superseded Gen-

ing, resulted in the death of three men and the
fatal injury of two others, one of the latter being

i

out.

The

BRAIN

by the executive

committee

were

. The drift
of all the speeches was that the

decidedly

superior

in

fruit, when

quality

American persimmons.

to

There are

the

seven

inches

in

plaints and weaknesses 80 common to our best female population. Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham,
233 Western Ave., Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets.
A

old and was feeble

when I bought

tive, and the fruit of a handsome red color and of

DR.

of -the Chinese

Owing

to

blight of the tree it is thought

the
that

Sand

pear

freedom
they

from

will

be-

come very popular wherever grown, especially as
the fruit is of large size, of a five red and yellow
color, and of good quality. The trees commence
to produce fruit when very young, at two or three
yeurs of age, and ripen it in October and Npvember, which is a time in the year when pearsfusually sell at the

highest

price.

The

foliage

of

the

R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo,

\

Unlike other cathartics, Dr, Pierce’s “ Pellets” do not render the bowels costive after

tention on account of its numerous good qualities.

The quince has in some way been overlooked as
an ornamental tree, and yet its beautiful large
blossoms in spring and its bright yellow fruit in
the fall make it almost as handsome an ornamental tree for a lawn as the Orange tree. The fruit
of the Champion guinee is very large, is of fine
quality, and it is thought will usually keep later

‘in the season than other quinces,
All
fully
vided
‘eight
tions

of the above fruits can be planted successin the fall—in October and November—prothe soil is hilled up around them gix or
inches high. Persons living in remote secof the country need not consider themselves

using them.

contrary,

elties, as the mails nowy offer excellent facilities
for obtainmg plants
6r small trees. Indeed, in
these days of railrogds, distance is almost annihilated, as I have frequently sent specimens of such
things 1n safety by mail to correspondents living
even in California. Cood cultivation for the first
year or two 1s a benefit to all fruits.
N. J.

establish

Being
required

By druggists.

WARRANTED.
Henry & Johnson’s Arnica
and Oil Liniment is warranted to please all
who use it.
4136
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
- i 88
COD

LIVER

OIL

Approved by the Academy of Medicine

this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

+o

AGRIOUTURAL ITEMS.

will

tender meat will be produced.

The digestibility of fodder plants is largely determined by their age. All the constituents of a
young plant are more digestible than in the same

and may end

In the fattening of wethers to finish as shearlings, English breeders state that the Cotswold and
Leicester grades can be made up fo 200 pounds,
the Oxford Downs to 180 pounds, and the South.
down grades to 160 pounds live weight.
The poison ofa sting from a bee, wasp or hornet
may be almost instantly neutralized by the appli.
and it is “said
forced out py

pressing the barrel of a small key firmly for a
minute over the wound. No pain or swelling will
result.

The Dablin Farmer claims that a full feed of
hay to horses, to follow concentrated food, is
wasteful, and crowds the latter out of the stom.
This

ity claims that the hay should be fed first
the above-mentioned trouble. A hearty
water upon a full stomach also operates
‘its contents into the intestines before
proper digestion.
ix

author-

to avoid
drink of
to push
there is

Prof. Arnold states that the presence of pure
oxygen at a moderate temperature retards the
souring of milk and has a beneficial effect upon
the flavor and keeping of butter.
In a free current of air oxygen consumes what is called ‘* milk
odor,” but in confinement bas a very deleterious
effect. Inthe manufacture of cheese experiments
had shown that warm air ripens the cheese more
quickly than cold air,’ and produces a more
intense odor.
.
:

in Consumption

and

death,

TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.
ing

Operation -Lov=

Mother Attempts to Take Pair:
of Shears from Her Child.
PARENTS

BE

to

and

2

plenty, while my
destroyed.”
y

In this way

neighbor's crops
i

use

it in their own

In fact, VEGETINE is the

best

remedy

liable BLOOD PURIFIER

only re-

yet placed before

the public.
Are not the many testimonials given for the different complaints satisfactory to any reasonable
person
suffering from any disease mentioned

above that they can be cured?

body

was

one mass
of corruption.
If VEGETINE will relieve
ain, cleanse,
purify
and cure such diseases, re-

storing the patient to perfect

different Jeicians,

health

after

trying

many remedies, suffering

years, is it not conclusive proof, if
ferer, you can be cured?
Why is
rforming such
t cures?
It
lood, in the circulating
fluid.
1t

called the Great Blood

Purifier.

for

you are a suf
this medicine
works in the
can be truly

The

whole. bodys The conviction is, in the public mind
as well as in the medical profession, that the remedies supplied by the Vegetable Kingdom are. more

than

mineral medicines.
VEGETINE is composed of
roots, bark and herbs. It is pleasant to take and
is perfectly safe to give to an infant. Do you need
it? . Po not hesitate

gret

it,

to

try it..

You will

never re.

Chorus associacions of all kinds will welcome
this new compilation of just the music the master
who makes it likes to use, and uses so successfuliy in musical meeting.
27 Choruses, 144 octavo
The IDEAL (75 cts.) by Emerson, is the sing.
ing school book for the season. The best of all
his
singing
school books, as the HERALD
OF
church

music

($1) which

uandoubt-

edly the best high school song book for those who
desire a new one. Also keep in mind LIGHT
AND LIFE (35 cts.) in the 1ront rank of Sundayschool song books,
a worthy companion of which
is the equally good BEACON LIGHT (30cts.)
Aa Any book mailed for retail price.

Board the Rocket.

SEED The oa
r

the

genera]

i

oysiem thin Tap

_ SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

=

PULMONARY

so GRAZING LANDS sec roun on
in MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,

Low PRICES ; LONG TIME; REBATE FOR IMPROVE
MENT; REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO BETTLERS.
FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS .

R. M. NEW ORT, Gen. LAND Agr.»
MENTION THIS PAPER.

S71. PAuL, MINN.

|
Church, 8chool, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrants
‘ed. Catalogue with 1500testimont
610, Bent free,

Blymyer Manufacturing

Ong

Cincinnati, Ov

PR. D. DYER’S
Headaches

Dyspeptic

and

Pills.

Liver,

of 40 Years’ Continuance have

been Cured

Great

ty Them.

Mandrake

They

are the

Liver Pill,

TESTIMONIALS.
Rev, A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell; Me., gays,
4] take
great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for
do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8. P. Fernald, gr
,) Melvin Village, N.
H., writes, * Your pills
give the best of satisfaction, Please send me 40
boxes.
F. W. Kinsman (proprietor
of Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.
says,
h
's pills are

Eo
creasing.”

DoTand their sales are rapidly ine

st. F. B. Church
Deacon T. G. Earle,
used Dr. Dyers.
Providence, R. 1., says, of Fark
pepsia, and have re-

pills for headache and
dyspe box of them than
t

j
es I ever
"
all other medicines
| oy of the Sodlety of
m
boro’, Me. July 80, 1878
with dyspepsia for years,
seven months at one time,
was 80 weak
Feet and
cold that
had to warm
or. Death seemed Just before me, I
Dads
u
from

relief
ng

ho

at yas
once, sndIh2 amon eDutobers:

work all day
TT heath, oat any kind of food,
in one year, and
with ease. I have sold 36 dozen
ft
they have given good satisfactac
Be,
1. AYER,
m a Deacon at Madison Bridge: Dx. DYER—
PER SiR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
I comfor piles and your pills. Iwas so low when friends
menced using your pills, in 1868, that my

I have been

physicians despired of my life.
kfuln
tankrulnes
§

Sdmple

prictors,
-

THE
4

A YEAR and expenses to
ts,
Outfit free. Address P. O.
ick~
1, ery, Augusta, Me.
1y36

TERMS:

Ours,
EDSON
DUNTON.

e per °
25 cents
to all, Pric
packages free

for $1.00;

box.

Lung and Throat Affections
y
77

HOME

almost at your door,

BEST Wr

and

kind, for

in proper shape, and soon the bloom of ve

and

MARKETS

cure by our pills, and now enjoy comfortable
One peculiarihealth, - They work like a charm.
g 1 them is, a continued use requires a less dose.

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
‘its superiority over all other remedies of the

get the syste

can

0. M. BARNES, Lausing, Mich.

paper, $1.00.

ot

: f Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient

you

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 188

The ‘astonishing success of this Elixir, ana:

hon wore,

a farm when

OWN TIME and TERMS

ano MONTANA.

Conventions.

Affections,
other Lung
And
hi i
2

“As Yellow as a Lemon, ox resses the
fot thit jaundice has set in. he Dt,
liver has turn
e the
n.
rorm,”

renting

Northern Pacific R.R.

For Singing Societies

CHORUS

:

in
Farming Lands
Fin
the estWorld.
Easy payments,
RE
300 . 000 AC
Long time. Low rate of interest. For terms, address

Sacred and Secular Choruses,
Selected and arranged

of his

was

GE0.C, GOODWIN & Co., Boston.

By CARLZERRAHN.

probably

by

who

best remedy known for diseases peculiar to
women.
Itis put up by Dr. 8. Hardy's Sons,
proprietors, Cornish Flat, N, H., and for sale
y druggists generally. Price £1.00 a bott.e.

With the BEST

Index.

($1) is

Another,

perfect remedy and effected a cure.
I gladly
send these, hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.
:
MARY A. D. LEAVITT.
Dr. 8. Hardy's “ Woman's Friend” is the

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Whooping Cough,

rant’s Seltzer Aperient,

Friend,

Fine FARM

— FOR

ly accordingto directions;

NORTH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb, 7, 1881.
S. HARDY’S SONS :—~There isa lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman's Friend after
using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the best of all. Also one in Macomb, N.Y.,

BICLOW & MAIN,

SIE

A. J. KNIGHT.

Friend.

BUY on your

Complledby S.LASAR.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Ast

re,

3

Your time or money

352 Pages of Superior Anthems suitable for all oc
casions, beautifully printed, and bound in flexible cloth covers.
$2.25 per Copy by Mall.

P.

it

NEVER WASTE

English Anthems

Price in hoards, $1.25;

to

Dr. 8." Hardy’s ‘ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar
to
women.
It is put up by S. Hardy’s Sons, pro
prietors, Cornish Flat, N. Hoo
for sale by
druggists generally.
Price $£1.00.a bottle.

JUST ISSUED!

and Musical

induced

year in North Carolina. Others have tried
in our community with similar results.
Res
lly yours,

Vegetineis Sold by all Druggists.

The

were

try Drs Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health. She is now teaching by the

GENERAL AGENTS.

BY

ELIX—IR
:

“Use at Soe

but found no relief until we

H.R. STEVENS, Boston, Ms.

~

and asserted her rights,

‘We had the best physicians in the community,

Dr. 8, HARDYS 80NS, Cornish Flat, N.H.
PROPRIETORS.

Vegetine
"PREPARED

health,especially after the age of 12 or 13 years.
not being able to go a full term at school, an
sometimes would commence a school and have
to give u teaching on account of poor health.

the Woman's Friend a trial; she did so, and
was perfectly cured.
In my case it proved a

the stomach, regulate
tone of vigor to the

disease,

EAST RUMFORD, ME., Feb. 12,1881.
Dr. 8. HARDY’S Sons: —Dear Sirs:—I am
more than pleased to give in my testimony in
favor of your ‘valuable - remedy the Woman’s
Friend.
My daughter Rosalia had very delicate

discouraged because she had used many things
which did no
I persuaded her to give

great source

cause, the VEGETINE wil renew the blood, carry off

of

|

Restores to
where the

Physicians Failed
Give Relief.

to

your Woman’s

nant, either from change of weather or climate,
want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other

safe, more successful in the cure

Friend
Health

after suffering a long time she was relieved

of disease originates in the blood; and no medicine
that does not act directly upon it, to
purify and
renovate,
any just claim upon public attention. Wheh
the blood becomes lifeless and stag-

the. puuid humors, cleanse
the
bowels, and impart a

Woman's
Sound

- 8. C. BuzzELL,

Four Cases of Cures by Woman's

Read the different

the whole

;

ve

yet dis-

covered for the above diseases, and is the

DR. N. G., W WHITE'S

An Towa farmer gives his method for raising

1 have
were all

and

families.

“

which slénder poles are laid. The poles are so
arranged that when grass is placed upon them
they shed rain. The sun and wind soon do the
making, aided by stalwart females, employed in
turning and handling the hay.
pli

under every day till they disappear.

induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
we know, to prescribe

one summer.

Best

er over the nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have

DOL-

’

its vicissitudes,

them
as #o00n as they are out of the ground, then

Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says
rl
one bottle saved her the price of a hired

”

all of the organs, and possesses a controlling pow-

On

1t is for sale by all our druggists at ONE

die at any time.

:

bowels.
:
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Head~
ache, Piles,
Nervousness and
General
Prostration of the Nervous System, no
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction
as the VEGETINE. It purifies’the blood, cleanses

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

LAR a bottle.

ter’s life atter the doctors said she was liable to

and

some ot them are very serious.
Mrs. Warner of
South
Rondout, Ulster Co,, N. Y., some weeks
ago attempted to take from ‘her child a pair of
shears with which it was playing. A slight struggle ensued, in which the pomt of the shears entered Mrs. Warner's left eye, entirely destroying
the sight. Mer family physician did what he
could, but intensely painful inflammation arose,
By CAPT. ROBERT C. ADAMS.
which, by sympathy, threatened the loss of the
other eye. Total blindnessto a woman havin,
The story of an East India voyage with thrilli
the care of a househeld is an irretrievable calami.
incidents of sea life and provi Ee aL. Hasire
ty. In this strait Mrs. W— applied to the wellted with appropriate pictorial cover in eight colors
known and skillful surgeon,
Dr, David Kennedy, and silver, Quarto, $1.00; Cloth, $1.50,
of Rondout, N. Y.. who removed the injured. eye
D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers, Boston.
by a very successful operation, setting aside all
danger
‘of further harm to the sight of the other
eye. But, owingto Jain and mental distress, her
system needed a ,on ¢ and restorative medicine. |:
0 do this work
the doctor prescribed * Kennedy's
Favorite Remedy,” which sustained its oo
on
and laid a sure foundation of health.
;
Dr. Hennedy’s ‘¢ Favorite Remedy,’ removes all {iipurities of the blood, regulates the
Liver anc Kidneys. Cores Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses pecullar to Famales.

and the winter i8 long and wearisome to man and:
| beast. Hay is hung up to dry. Stakes are set
about three feét high, and pins inserted, upon

potatoes as follows: ‘‘Plant them in good rich
soll, close to the house or barnyard where the

ulceration,

daugh-

Itsaved my

ommended in the world.

of the

system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays in.
flammation, cures ulceration and regulates the

WELCOME

women,

know it is the best medicine for what it is rec-

Skin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, Scaldhead and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Back, Kidney Com-~
plaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness Leuinternal

name is

Woman’s ]Friend for
the last fifteen years, and can positively say I

Chronic Rheumatism, Neurlgia, Gout and
Spinal Complaints, can only be effectually
cured through the blood.

uterine diseases and General Debility, VEGE.
TINE acts directly upon the, causes of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the whole

Her

ve 80 sold Dr. r. Hard
Le ave
Hardy’s

and

Diseases

she

and now

her,

cured

works in the telegraph office.

books, and of nis SONG BELLS
(50 cts.) for
common schools the same may be said, Do not
fail also to examine Tilden’s truly
excellent

CAREFUL.

Domestic accidents are common

Intlammatory

bottles

six

time;

Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,

Sciatica,

The doctors said she must die of
Isaw her and persusded her

to try Woman's Friend, and when she had take:
en one bottle could walk one-fourth - of a mile
to church. When she commenced taking it
she could not speak loud, nor sit up Dalf the

Headache

Almost as munch care Is taken to dryhay in Nor.
way as fish; for the weather has

impure blood.

pages,

Necessitating a Surgical

‘Waterbury.
consumption,

Syphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintness at
the Stomach, and all disea
that arise from

unless

some means to prevent are employed at once.
Many a useful life has been saved to the world by
the prompt use of Dr. N.G. White’s Pulmonary
Elixir.
hen sensible of having Cold, commence
at once taking the Elixir according to directions on
bottle and you will soon be well.
43

plant of greater age.

ach’before proper digestion oceurs.

not Fejast

H. TRUEX,
Ty6.

Way of Treating a Bad Cold.
A bad Cold will run its course of about ten days,

It has been proved by experiments that if
young turkeys be fed on soft food mixed with
milk instead of water, much superior and more

cerous Humor,

of New

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
oil, and the most delicate stomach

‘man’s Friend.
oH
STOWE, Vr., Feb. 11, 1881.
. HARDY’S SONS :—I sold some Woman’
Friend to a lady from New York, who came to

Vegetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully-selected barks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated that it wlll effectually eradi.
cate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
Scrofulous Humor, Tumors, Cancer, Can=

JELLY"

For sale by all druggists, and E.
Platt St., New York.
:

cation ofa little liquid ammonia,
that the poison and sting may be

while

Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters are
pure.
ly vegetable—the product of the hills and valleys.

QUERU’S

sumption by Wothe

Medicinal Properties are Alterative,
Tonic, Solvent and Diuretic.

a

entirely

AN ESTABLISHED REMEDY. Downs’ Elixir
has been widely known and used as a cough remedy for fifty years. No other cough medicine ‘has
stood the test half this length of time. The pedple
stand by that which is good.

debarred from the pleasure of growing these nov-

Moorestown,

the

vegetable no particular care is

at-

|

druggists.

healthy action.

Its

Scrofula, where, apparently

Sir—I

* GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY”
(Trademark registered) is not only a sovereign remedy for consumption,but also for consumptive
night-sweats, bronchitis, coughs, spitting of
blood, weak lungs, shortness of breath, and
kindred affections of the throat and chest. By

operation,
but, on

Le Conte Pear also belongs to the class of Chi

Dear

is by far the best remedy for diseases of the kidneys and urinary organs.
$2, of all druggists.

permanently

pens early and has sold at a high price.
The Champion Quince is attracting unusual

N.-Y.:

Children’s (cures bed wetting) $1.50.

.

BLOOD,

testimomals given, and no one can doubt.
In
many of the cases the persons say that their pain
and suffering can not be expressed, as in cases of

THE DAY KIDNEY PAD

very glossy, making
the Kieffer excellent
planting, also, as an ornamental tree.

nese Sand pears, and makes about as handsome a
.tree as the Kieffer. The fruit is of large size, ri-

bot-

is now five weeks since she began their use. She is
.more fleshy, has more color in her face, no headache, and is in other ways
greatly improved.
Yours truly,
MRS. MARCELLA MYERS.

trees is larger than upon ordinary pear trees and
for

time,

Ginger

feel it my duty to write and thank yon for what
our * Golden Medical Discovery” and * Favorte Prescription” have done for my daughter. It

Kieffer Pear.—This belongs to a distinct class of
the Bartlétt.

all the

a bottle of Parker's

RESTORED FROM A DECLINE.
NO. GREECE, N. Y., April 25, 1880.

ty to have in a garden, and in many places will be
viewed with interest; while the fruit is excellent
for eating, and is produced in great abundance.

and

and nervous

65 years

-Cephaline, taken cold, is an unequaled Tonic for

length,

fine quality.
>
!
Lee's Prolificis a PIONS new black currant,
and is thought by some persons to be superior to
any of the other black varieties, The fruit is of
large size and ripens early.
Crystal White is something of an anomaly, be,
ing a white blackberry. 1t is an interestiug novel-

am

Tonic.
I have used little more than one
tle and feel a5 well as at 30.”
See notice.

Spring.

pears, being a seedling

Trial size, 10 cts.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is a
remarkable remedy for all those painful com-

while the berries are as large as the well-known
Cherry currant, some of them measuring half an
inch in diameter. The bushes are very produc.

nels of the ¥gytian army are still clamoring for a

the leading citizens favor their request.

It cures Coughs, Colds, and all affections

An Old Lady writes us: ‘I

THE

corrheea, arising from

Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
:

of the Throat and Lungs.

Fay’s Prolific Currant gives promise of becoming a decided favorite, either for profit or as an
ornamental bush. A few of the largest clusters
six and

BLADDER.

varie.

bugs than the chickens can consume, knock them
off the vines just before the plow and plow them

a convocation of the notables, and it is said that

ties.

them.

measured

THE

* Solon Chaserode into fame on a pair of
steers. - Adamson’s Botanic Balsam became
meritorious by its wonderful healing proper-

ties of the Japanese persimmons, some of them
having such strange names that it is usually the
part of discretion not’ to attempt to pronounce

have

PURIFIES

Renovates and Invigorates
Whole System.

For Ulcers and Eruptive

& NERVE.

OF

paiba. Druggists.
Dover, N. H.

.ordinary

several

15¢.

Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary
passages,
diseased discharges, cured by Buchu.

ripe, is

Land League should not think6t accepting
the land

act as a final settlement.—~—The mutinons eolo-

CATARRH
|

bright colored, showy fruit makes it quite an orthe

* Rough on Rats.”

Wells’ Health® Renewer, greatest remedy
on
earth for impotence, leanness, sexual debility, &e.
$1, at. druggists.
Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
Dover, N. H.

large,

plow them at least once a week till’ they are ‘in
bloom. The chickens will keep the bugs off if the
latter ave not too numerous. If there are more

introduced
i

planted

at Doblin,the remainder of the radical resolutions

day’s sessionof the Irish Land League convention

3

generally

ROACHES.

sects, &c., cleared out by

considera-

chickens run, thefmore chickens the better; hoe

train.—In

BED-BUGS,

boxes at druggists.

Previously it had been mostly grown in Califormore

of

Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, in-

ex-

Satur.

the conductor of the express

3

exciting

machinery

all renewed life and energy. $1 a bottle; six for $5.

eastern

unconsciously

the

parilla, It works like magic, reaching every part
of the human body through the blood, giving to

nia, or at the far South, but now that it is known
that it is adapted to more northern localities, it is

nament on a place, while

out in the main hall of the fair

It has been decided by the leaders of the Land
League to establish a labor league. executive,
to be composed exclusively of representatives
of bona fide laborers; the objects aimed at being the extension of the franchise to laborers,
the return of labor representatives to Parliament, and the establishment of peasant proprietary.
>
’

Emerson of Dartmouth College: ‘A band of
reddish yellow light from 5 to 10 degrees in
width and quite uniform, extenged from about
20 degrees north of west to 30 degrees south of
east, dividing the heavens into northern and

of Diphtheria

plant that she

up

their bodies. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like Hood’s Sarsa-

fruits that he is the happy possessor of. Again,
we see the clergyman or scholar finding recreation or subjects for thought amid the peculiarities
of some of the newer fruits, and pondering over the
why and the where-fore of the mystery in nature
that should produce a white berry upon a blackberry bush, or a luscious white grape from the
seed of a black one. Aga, far distant en the Pacific slope, or in some lonely prairie home, mid-

being

ed themselves under the name of the * Sacred
Legion,” as a counter association to the Nihilist-ic attempts on the life of the Czar. They will
dispose of large funds and employ a complete
system of secret organization.

description of the appearance is given by Prof.

Ravages

purify their blood, and oil

spection or training of some of the rarities in

novelties, and has lately been

Three hypdred Russian nobles have orgauiz-

herself

of about three-fifths

from the city giving an occasional hour to the in-

ble interest in thé middle gections of the countrys

grounds at Kansas City, Mo., Wednesday,
causing a panic among the immense crowd of
people present, and many were injyred by
being trampled on during the confusion. The
main building was destroyed with its contents.

Another Celestial Phenomenon.
This is a year of phenomena.
On Monday
night of last week another celestial wonder
was witnessed in this section.
The following

divisions

medicine to build them up, give them an appetite,

ing out to some visiting friend the interesting peculiarities that are found in some of the new fruits
that they may be growing.
:
The Japanese Persimmon is one of the popular

M. Gambetta’s organ, the Paris, asserts emphatically that M. Ferry’s cabinet will resign
as soon as the decree summoning the new
Chamber is published, but will remain in office
until a new ministry is appointed.

1 will hold

Socialism

accomplished

are no tidings of the missing steamer
ette,” or of the search parties.

to the knife. * In the year which followed the
adoption
of this policy,” said he, * the German
Jaw courts passed sentence on 3,000 Socialists.
the

We see the wealthy merchant

or the enjoyinent that they have derived in point-

the con-

The Arctic exploration steamer ** Proteus ”
has arrived at St. John’s, N. F.,
having

dragged into a war Russia will maintain the
same attitude as she did in 1870. After the
- Emperor William had replied to his imperial
visitor's greeting, the conversation fell on the
Nihilists.. The Emperor William advised his
grand nephew to have recourse to the same
means of combating the evil as himself had
adopted since Nobling’s attempts, that is, war

however,

special

am tenderly and- lovingly caring for souie rare

During the past week there has been a very

to them all my life. Tam happy, most happy,
to have an opportunity of saying this.to your
Majesty.” To show that there was no wish to
make a mystery of it, this speech was repeated
to Prince Bismarck.
Nothing was signed at
the meeting of Emperors, but solemn engagements have been contracted. The Czar has

finds

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is designed to meet the wants of those who need a

way between the great oceans, we find some wom-

feverish feeling in the stock market.
The
mevement is caused by the cheapness of money,
and is wholly speculative.

~The Imperial Conference.
A cable despatch-says:
At the late interview between the Czar and Emperor William,
an attaché of the Czar who was present says
the Czar addressed to the Emperor the following exact words: “I have come to tell you
that I have inherited all the sentiments my fa-

Germany

merit, and by probably the greatest artist in lineal
portraiture.
;
;

The emigration returns for Liverpool show ®
erting a refining influence, and helping to keep
that 21,321 emigrants left that port for America
alive in her heart her love for the beautiful in.natin" August, ‘or 2,669 more than in July. Of ure. The delight in novelties is almost universal
‘these, 18,072 came to the United States.
ly found in mankind. Many, who read this, will
recall the pleasure that they have experienced in
A Rome despatch says that the Rev. Campbello, canon of St. Peter’s cathedral, has ab- being the possessor of some odd or curious plant,

need very urgently farming utensils and seed,
besides clothing, food and, especially, money.
It is very important that the autumn work o
these thousands of farmers should not be delayed a week.
Hence. immediate helpis urgently requested.
Contributions for relief are
being gathered all over the country.
.

if

ticular section of the country, or to any

class of people.

:

General W. T. Tucker, an ex-Confederate
officer, was assassinated by some unknown
person at Okolona, Miss., on Wednesday night.

lost; that'{3;000 people are homeless, and that

that

of

the aggregate value of $587,000.

they need immediate help. They need nearly
everything required by the destitute. They

promised

aspect

have destroyed business buildings and stock to

people have not been fully ascertained; but it
seems clear that two hundred lives have been

therever cherished toward you.

and the

It is reported from Tripoli that two Turkish
troop ships, with 4500 troops and three batteries of artillery, have arrived there.
Fires in Battle Creek and Bay City, Mich.,

Fires.

The Josses und sufferings

Lincoln. And to our readers who want a fine portrait we would commend these works as of great

Nor is this delight in novelties limited to any par-

ists, in favor of his Son Victor.

of the administration of defibrinated beef blood
The blood is procured fresh evby enemata,
ery morning from New York abbatoirs, and
whipped until it.is entirely free from the febrine or stringy part of the fluid. This process
also prevents the danger of its becoming clotted.
Dr. Bliss thinks it may have the effectof puri{ying the President’s blood somewhat.
The Michigan

China and

Prince Jerome Napoleon has decided to renounce his leadership of the French Bonapart-

President’s increased loss of vitality and inabil. ity to properly assimilate his food. It consists

Mr. Marshall, Artist, is well. known by his former

works, the celebrated portraits of Washington and

It is impossible to estimate the wide-spread enjoyment that is obtained by those who take delight in experimenting or possessing new fruits

burned

affairs is growing warlike,

Sun-

was

owing

necessary

gun, having become

were

Loss, $200,000.

Japan is becoming serious,

ered unfavorable as indicating a very low state
On Friday night a new

N.Y.,

{The Loo Choo difficulty between

~day. He'also coughed and expectorated but
Tittle. These symptoms are, however, considof vitality.

at Oswego,

Thursday night.

consider

during

ranged low the most of the time

yards

Saved Her Daughter’s Life After
the Doctors Had Given Her Up.
A Woman Cured of Con-

the advertisement of Oscar Marshall, Publisher.

.BY R. H. HAINES,

A blockof tenement houses and some lum
ber

engraved by Mr. Wm. ZI. Marshall, and offered in

1

a

Vegetine

Portraits of Pres. Garfield.

BEAUTIFUL FRUITS.

by fire.

the President’s case hopeless, but very critical.
During Saturday night there was little or no
fever, and the patient's pulse and temperature

southern

&

We cheerfuly call your attention to the Portraits

-

Nearly all the business portion of the town
of Beaver, Utah Territory, has been destroyed

day morning, followed by very high fever.
Supplementing the information given in the

editorial columns, it may

I. T.,

last week, much stock was frozen to death,

another rigor this Mon-

physicians declare that they

Bural and Domestic.

Miscellaneous.

During a * norther *’ at Fort Supply,

Condition.

Critical

President’s

The 1

Now,

h
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